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CHAPTER 1. SEEING GHOSTS
Julia
I knew it was real this time. From thebeginning. I felt those eyes likecrosshairs aim
for the bridge ofmy nose, where there's still a long, pink dent. At night, I don't cover itwith
powder, since no one's around to see. But these eyes understood my face, itsspecial routes,
places todig that would hitthe most sensitive nerves. Itwas what woke me, the sense that I
was being summoned, my brother shining aflashlight in my eyes the morning before a long
drive. Mother shaking my shoulder between two newly-manicured fingers. Calling. I
squeezedmyeyes shutuntil it dawned onmethat I was inmy dorm room, andthelast time
I'd looked I'd been alone.
My eyes shot open, and I held my breath. Through the curtains, a finger oflight from
a streetlamp—which I could never keep out, no matter how I rigged my window—helped me
translate the shadowsi laundry bag, monitor, institutional chair and desk, heaped with papers.
Book spines, like acrooked set ofdentures. I could still feel that invisible set ofeyes,
though, making the hair onmy scalp tingle like wire. So I got up and stood inthe middle of
tiie carpet. My sheet dragged behind me, asilky umbilical cord. Itwas no protection ifone
ofthe local perverts had broken in, but ashowofstrength was better than nothing. With
fingernails biting into palm, Ipeered into every inch ofshadow, listened for heavy breathing,
and waited for a smell, a kmfe. Some sort ofsignal that I under attack.
That's when I felt the tapon my shotilder. Barely a nudge, just enough to letme
know I'd run into something solid. Anoise flew out ofmymouth like Tarzan's wail. I spun
around, fists flailing. Nothing behind me but air.
My lungs heaved. I sprinted two steps to the light switch and let my eyes tear up in
the white hot glow, because Iknew I couldn't shut them for a second. Gradually, the room
materialized.
Empty. Not even the postcards on my door had been ruffled. Itwas impossible.
After I checked to see that Iwas still breathing, Istarted pulling the room apart. I stripped
my closet ofeverything except two tangled hangers. All drawers plus their contents wound
up on my carpet, clothes and papers and hair trinkets finally rootingmy feet to one spot. I
flipped mymattress over to acramped sea ofboxes, meshed in with springs. There could be
no more doubt. I was all by myself
Facingmy door—I could see now itwas locked—I began bunchingmy nig^itgown into
tighter and tighter wads. I almost expected the cotton to liqueiy and trickle out, syrupy and
blue, but the spaces betweenmy fingers stayed dry. The heater sputtered on, and I found
myselfreaching toward my desk, finding the phone, punching in numbers. I caughtmyself in
time. Dear God, Imust he losing my mind. It had been two years, Iknew Iris wouldn't pick
up even ifIdid get through. Biting one hand to wake myselfup, Idug with the other through
the pile ofmy possessions until I'd locatedmy green notebook and apea The ball point
worked steadily, carving hair-thin canyons where it used tobesmooth.
Ajogger found her body at 6:15 suspended {"dangling" too reminiscent ofbait, "swinging"
too gruesome) from the red oak in her backyard. EMT unit arrived 6:30. She was wearing a
pink cotton scarfunder the rope, matching lipstick. Isthis rumor only? Need to find out
more.
The Amtrak coaches lurch around abend, and I finally lose sight ofthe river. Imanage to
keep my head fi-om banging against the window the way it did the last three times. But now I
only have the cloud cover and waves ofdead-looking branches to take my mind offthe
industrial tram odor. I also picked up aseatmate in Harrisburg, some middle-aged business
man with a droopy mustache who I'vealready caught staring atmy legs. I hate itwhen
people sit next to me on trains.
The businessman has areceding hairline offine, brownwool that bunches in a skinny
mat, ahair peninsula, along the top ofhis scalp. Inside one inlet ofskin, his forehead glows
from areadmg light overhead. He pulls aNew York Times out ofhis briefcase, flips the
paper open and bangs on the crease a couple oftimes tomake it stay. The stench is
repulsive. I also hate thesmell of newsprint. Justas I'm about to turnbackto thewindow
and the white and gray landscape, Jnotice he's smiling atme.
"Wouldyoulikepart ofthe paper?" he asks.
''No thanks." I shift my eyes to my lap. Caugjit staring again. MyBiynMawr
buddies would have fallen offtheir chairs. I have aknack for forgetting I'm not invisible
when Imobserving people. Once Iwas watching ahorde ofVillanova pub crawlers parade
downLancaster Avenue, and before Iknew it Ihad aRolUng Rock in my hand and asticky
arm overmy shoulder, corrallingme into the nearest Irish bar. ProfessorEmeiy gave me a
long, angiy Jecture after class about it. His fields are criminal sociology and gender studies,
and claims I take too many risks byignoring the fact that I'm 5'9", size 7, andblond.
"Well, if you change you're mind, justletme know." He shakes the paper again,
which sends another foul breeze toward my fece. I rub my eyes. They feel brittle as tissue
paper.
I really must befalling apart this time. These dreams—or what I thought were
dreams-of^omeone standing in my room, scanningmy face while I sleep, have cost me yet
another peaceful night. When my alarm went offat 6am this morning, I found myself
perched on the edge ofmy bedframe, face pressing into the wrong side ofthe mattress, the
mattress against the wall. My notebook was open across my lap. Ajoggerfound her body at
6:15„. I remembered writing that line, I remembered all oflast night, but itdidn't make
sense, the way voices stop meaning anything andjumble and splinter apart the minute you
start to doze.
Then again, you could saymy life for the past two weeks has consistedofone long
string ofmeaningless events, unwinding in spirals, like yam. Runmng away from college
doesn tmake sense, especially not at age 20. Neither does taking refuge with your old music
teacher, one ofyourmother's best friends, and trying totrack down thecause ofa death
that's ahnost two years old. To me, though, none ofmy actions seem trivial. For the first
time in along time, I feel like my life is putting itselftogether.
My obsession didn't begin with atriggering event. Not the talk with Professor Emery, not
the flight, not even tiie dream itself. I've been having nightmares offand on ever since
Jeanne sobbed the news to us over the phone. Oh, Grace, Julia, it's too horrible. Susan's
daughtery Iris, hangedherselflast night. It wasn't one thing, it was the combination, a
mixture ofcatalysts and pressures that caused a minor explosion in some cramped comer of
my memory. I just didn't notice the fireworks until the whole room gave way.
The dream happened in a hotel in Austin, Texas, the night before I was supposed to
fly back to Philadelphia. My cousin had gotten married that day, andmy parents insisted that
I show up, since neither of them coxild because pad had to entertain a visiting historian at
Vassar, and Paul, my older brother, couldn't because he had his thesis research to worry
about. I was supremely annoyed that I had to give up a good studyweekend to visit relatives
Thadn't laid eyes on since I was six Who gets married in February, anyhow? I argued with
my parents. They didn't feel like I should complain when they were footing the bill. I went.
My room at the Hilton came with a king-sized bed, because until the last minute my
airnt and uncle had been expectingmy parents, the world-renowned ProfessorMarshall
Deslaurier and his elegant wife, Grace, apparently too important to receive anything less than
four square feet ofmattress apiece. I'm exaggerating, ofcourse, but not by much. Sleeping
on the broadstretchof sheets felt like sleepingonan islandwithhospitalcomers. Whiteand
crisp andsterile, a floating alter. I dozed offpicturing the covers draped around me
symmetrically, gleaming with my innocence.
That's where the dream began. The dark bloated the room until it was four stories
highandthe length ofa banquet hall. A figure stood at the otherend,opposite mybed.
She'd beensent to watchme. Gradually, theweight leaked outofmyarmsand legs, and I
began drifting toward theceiling lamp. By the time my forehead bounced offthesquare
glass fixture, I'dpicked up some speed. Ibillowed. Like apool cue, the lamp knocked my
body inanew direction. I tumbled. I was fallmg. My arms shot out to take the blow, but at
the last second, someone caugjit me. Iris's face dangled near my nose.
Don't be late, she sneered
Iwoke up to aknock at the door. Aunt Rose, ready totake me to the airport. By the
bed, the alarm clock—which I'd neglected tosetthe night before—read 8:06. I was scheduled
to fly out ofAustin at 9:32.
My seatmate flips a page. "Where you headed?" His fingers are pink and sturdy.
"Lewistown." I rubmy eyesagain. Outside, the rivermakesa brief appearance
through the trees, a sliver ofolive color and foam.
"You a student up in State College?"
Heasksbecause he's spottedmygreen notebook wedged under an armrest. I drape
mycoat over it. "Oh, I don't go to Penn State. I'm just visitingsomeone in the area."
He grins at me, round eyes twinkling. "Are you a writer?"
I inhale and grit my teeth. I'm not up for a social interrogation.
"You really don't have to tell me ifyou don't want to," he beams. "I understand if
it's a secret or something."
"No, it's no secret," I blurt out quickly. The last thing I need is for some good citizen
to think I'm acting suspiciously. "I'm just doing a little...investigative journalism."
"Oh, really?" He folds the paper across his lap. "What story are you following?"
His eyebrows shoot up. He's trying to look interested, condescending putz.
"Psychic biker romance," I say.
He snorts. "You're joking, ofcourse."
I stare at him blankly. Slowly, he inhales.
"I see." He coughs and unfolds his New York Times.
I lean back, close my eyes. That was childish ofme, but sometimes it's necessary to
play the blond bimbo toavoid getting into useless conversations. The train rocks, which
makes my head wobble like abird balancing on awire. I'm restless. I crackmy knuckles,
one by one, a hollow pop for every finger. Since I have at least another hour to wait, I dig
out my notebook and carefully angle the pages away from Mr. Aging Yupster, so that only
the trees can read over my shoulder.
Iris smother isa bright blondWASP from Chicago, her father. Professor ofAstronomy, an
Indian immigrant, hisand her two brothers are coflfee-colored. In second grade, Jessie
Malone and his band ofsnot-pickmg thugs decide to rough Iris up during recess. They
suiroimd her on ajungle gym, throwwet p^>er towels, shout Go home, nigger. Five black
eyes and two kneed crotches later. Iris is sent home, notaspunishment buttorecover fiom the
trauma. She esc^es without a scratch.
LeavingAustin was like trying to flee the ninth circle ofhell No time to shower. Barely
enough time to throw on jeans and asweatshirt, put my contacts in, smear powder overmy
birthmark. My teeth felt mossy, and Idesperately needed caffeine, but instead I haH to stand
in the check-out line for twenty minutes while the rest ofthe hotel loaded up luggage. In the
car. AuntRose swerved through traffic and swore like atruck driver. It wasn't enough.
though. Sprinting through the terminal with my garment bag, a paisley cape, flapping behind
me, I showed up at the ticket counter ten minutes too late.
Theairlinecouldonly getme a seatona flight toDallas thatleft at the same timemy
Dallas connection was taking offforhome. Once I landed, they toldme, I'd have a four hour
layover until the nextplane flew toPhiladelphia. Sorryfor the inconvenience^ thewoman
behind the deskmuttered into her blazer as she stampedmy fresh boarding pass.
When theplane touched down inDallas, I was wired. I'd drunk two cups of
ColumbianRoast inAustin andtwo cups ofwatery tin-pot crap the stewardess offeredme on
board. So when I emerged from the ramp and saw a crowd streaming past the gate, my first
thought was thatthere was some sort ofdrill going on, a fire drill, maybe. Then I
distinguished the layersof noise: moam'ng andmuffled sobs mixed with a buzzof electric
voices competing over the PA system, urging customers to remain calm. Ribbons ofpeople
flowed up and down the terminal, packed around gates, and I found my legs pumping faster
and fester. I didn'teven bother to askwhat was going on. There didn't seem tobe time for
talk.
Following the crowd, Iwound up atGate 29, whichwas so jammed people were
practically climbing over each other, like swarming ants. Awoman ina black coat was
vomiting into a trash can in the comer. Several circles ofheads bowed inprayer or sang
hymns quietly, without enunciating the syllables. SomehowJmanaged to shove my way to
the check-in counter, where ared LED screen announced Flight 415. Philadelphia,
Tgrabbed the elbowof the nearestattendant, whohad a phonepressedin one earand
his fingers in another. "What's going on?" I mouthed thewords carefully, so ifhe hadto he
could read my lips.
He put a hand over the receiver. "A planewent down about 30 miles firom here.
They were tiyfng togetback to therunway. Someone leaked it to therest oftheairport."
A knot began in my throat. "Which plane?"
With his thumb, he motioned to the screen behind him.
Quickly, I unzippedmy backpack and started nimmagitig aroxmd for my oldtravel
itinerary. Not that I needed tosee the numbers, I remembered them, even though I still
unfolded the green carbon paper, my eyes running down lines ofbrown print to today's flight
schedule. 415.
Fora second, I stood there, swaying with thecrowd's perpetual motiotL Then1
grabbed the attendant's elbowagain. "Didanyone survive?"
I knew the answer to that question, too, but 1had tohear it coming from mymouth.
For what seemed like minutes, the man stared into my face. He cupped the receiver gently
and took a deep breath.
"It doesn't look good," he said.
Gradually, a cold wave dissolved throughmy body. My insides began to feel
insubstantial, like oil breaking upon thesurface ofwater. Trealized that to therestof the
world, I was sitting onthat plane. I'd fallen out ofthe slgr. I was dead. Another minute
went by, and I focused on the airrolling in and out ofmy nostrils. The floor was solid under
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the soles ofmy shoes, the balls ofmy feet. Working my way out ofGate 29,1 scanned for a
phoneso I could call myparents.
Iris andI arebest fiiends, lst-9tii grades. Wearenotbest friends afterthat
People to cont^ for answers:
Mr. and Mrs. Kansil,parents.
Matt and Bobby Kansil, brothers.
Louise and Rachel, fiiends.
CharUe {aka. Wanker, What the Hell Do You See in ThatFreak??) Stewart, boyfiiend.
The week after flight 415 crashed, Ididn't sleepmore than four or five hoiirs anight Part of
it was catching up on class work, and part of it was the fact that Icouldn't shut my eyes
without feeling the room spin, aface observing from the comer. Most ofmy sleep
deprivation, though, came firom running back and forth to different interviews. I'dbecome a
local celebrity, theMawrterWho CheatedDeath. First, the BiynMawr Bi-Co News wanted
to,do acover story onme, thenMainline Life heard about me through some intern, and they
had to wnte their article. Aday or two later, the Philadelphia Inquirer came knocking at my
door. The City Paper. PhiladelphiaMagazine. Then came the tv. reporters, NBC affiliates,
ABC affiliates. No one could get enough ofmy stoiy. Icould never figure out why people
were interested, ifthey wanted to feel what it was like to escape aplane crash, or ifthey
wanted agood look at a20-year-old woman who should have flown home in awooden box.
nI didn't tell any ofthe reporters about the dream. Instead, Imade thewhole thing
sound like dumb luck. Istayed up late at the wedding reception, sonaturally Iwas
exhausted. }forgot to set jnyalarm. Luckyfor me. But Iris's face wouldn't leaveme. Her
dark eyes, deep and cold, sniggering atmy puny achievements, my voice lessons, dorm
single and3.9GPA at an expensive private school. Don't be late. What the hellwasthat
supposed to mean? Did she want me to die? I knew Ihad to get some answers before my
sanity collapsed and I began scribbling on padded walls with a64-color box ofcrayons, so T
wentto visit Professor Emeryduring hisofficehours.
ProfessorEmery is theclosest thing inmy life toa therapist. He runs ourModem
Sociology class like a 12-step program. Every week, fifteen Mawrters sit ina circle and
whine about the pressures ofwomanhood, while Iwatch and try not to gag. It's gotten to the
point where we ve had to establish aKleenex fund. Iused to pride myselfon not getting
sucked in the angst-soaked morass—before fligjit 415, I'dhad many along-winded argument
with Professor Emery about academic objectivity. So Ihad no idea what Iwould say when I
knocked on his door at7:30 Monday morning, aweek and aday after the crash.
He opened the door a crack, then his whole lanky body jerked from the force ofhis
double-take. "Julia," hemurmured, hand still wrapped around the ancient knob.
"Hi, Professor." I clearedmy throat. "Do you have time to talk?"
He stood there, blinking behind thick bifocals. "Sure." The door creaked open the
rest of the way. "I'm always available. Comeon in."
Within seconds, he cleared offan armchair infront ofhis desk and stuffed some
manila folders behind abookshelf Most ofthe office was submerged under piles ofthese
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folders, columns ofyellowing paperbacks. "What can I do for you?" he asked, sliding behind
his desk.
I stared at the dancing lines ofhis screen saver, glowingfrom a dim comer. "I don't
know."
The radiator groaned softly. "Surely you have a reason for coming tosee me so early
in the morning."
I shifted. "I suppose I do. I'm notsure howto phrase it, though."
ProfessorEmeiy foldedhis long fingers andwaited.
"I think I'm being haunted," I said.
His eyebrows shot up. "Really?"
I launched into a description ofthe dream. I told him how it fit into my escape from
flight 415, like apuzzle piece. How itmade me oversleep. How it had followed me every
ni^t since.
Professor Emery leaned backinhis chair. "That'squite a story." His face was
empty, absorbing. "Andwhowas the girlyousaw?"
I took a deep breath. "One ofmy childhoodfriends. Shedied whenwe were
seventeen."
Again, his eyebrows jumped "Whatdid she die of?"
'Toothing. She hanged herself"
The radiator shuddered
"Why did she do that?"
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I shrugged. ''No one ever told me. I guess she was depressed. I wasn't living in the
same town when it happened."
He blinkeda few times, then rocked forward. "Julia, why doyou think your friend
wouldwant to be back in your life?"
Istared athim. "You really think she's returned from the dead orsomething?"
"It doesn't matter what I think. It's what you're experiencing. What do yonfeel is
going on?"
My jaw locked, butI tried not toshow it. I forgot how I hated allhis emotional
psychodnvel. Plus what Iwanted to say Iknewwould never go into words. I closed my
eyes. "I/ee/ like.-.she wants me to repay her somehow. Like she scratched my back, and I
have to find a way to scratch hers."
Professor Emery nodded. "And how can you repay her?"
"Idon't know. That's why I came to see you, I guess."
He smiled, "I appreciate your confidence inmy abilities."
I looked downat my nails.
"Julia, what you need is some time off. Pick aday this week to make yourself scarce.
No reporters, no school. Find some peacefiil comer ofcampus and remember your friend.
Maybe then you'll figure out what you can give back to her memory."
He chose his words carefully. He was avoiding what Iknewwe were both thinking.
Shesavedyour life.
"You could also tryjoumaling your thou^. Maybe that would shake something
loose."
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The room hadturned stifling, andI realized I was sweating inmy coat. I looked up
into his blurry bifocals andgrinned. "I'll try that Thanks foryour help."
We stood up simultaneously.
"Anytime," he said. "I'm glad we had a chance to talk."
We were both grinning as I backed out ofhis office.
Ihadn't intended to follow Professor Emery's advice. But that day, against my better
judgment, I bought agreen spiral-bound three-subject notebook. Iwent to mymorning and
afternoon classes as ifnothing had taken place. Over lunch, there was only one reporter
from asuburban newspaper waiting to jotdown my stoiy. / stayed up late. I overslept.
Lucky, lucky me. Acouple offriends sat with me over dinner and invitedme to astrawberry
daiquiri study break, but I told them I was turning in early. After I finished eating, I raced to
my room so they couldn't talk me out of it.
For an hour and ahalf, I sat curled in my comforter with the green notebook lying
open across my lap. The walls hummed with noises from my neighbors' singles, blow
dryers, competing cdplayers, one-sided telephone conversations that came and went like a
call-and-response inachurch service. Godhave mercyy Christ have n^rcy. The last
religious ceremony I dparticipated in was Iris's funeral, and then I'd only been an onlooker,
a dry-eyed trespasser who'd given upher right tounderstand. I'd broken offcontact with
Iris, along with practicaUy everyone else Iknew in State CoUege, when my femily moved to
Poughkipsee two years before her death. Ididn't knowwhere to start remembering Iris.
Finally, I picked up the pen.
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Iris and Rachel and Louise and me.
The four of us. That's how we referred to ourselves. Four elementary school girls who
shared everything, from Barbies to lip gloss and our mothers' old pantyhose. The four ofus
were an unbreakable unit that took in the world with eight eyes and forty fingers, some with
chipping spring plum polish on tiny oval-shapednails, others fat, pink, bitten. We never kept
secrets from each other, we were like bricks in a wall. But one had experienced something
and taken the story to the grave, beneath blue, swollen lips. It was a closed casket, so I never
saw what exactly death had done to her face.
Iris dies on March 7, a Wednesd^.
Suddenly, it strack me that the seventh ofMarch was this Sunday. This Sunday, Iris would
be dead for exactly two years. Had I gone down with flight 415, the days on our death
certificates would have read, two weeks apart.
I stared across the room at myMet calendar, where Placido Domingo as Sigmund
stoodwith his foot plantedover theMarch7 tile. Gradually, as I peeredinto that white
square, empty except for the number, an invertedcheckmark in one comer, an ache grew in
my stomach. It was something like hunger. I had to knowwhatwasgoingthroughIris's
mindwhenshe scaledthe oak tree in the darkon the last dayofher life. I had to knowwho
she bought therope from, where shefound thelipstick andthescarf, why shethought the
neck was thebest place tobreak offherbody's fimctions. My mind craved every detail there
was lefttobefound—most importantly, why it had tohappen on that particularmorning,
March 7.
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Instantly, I sprang to my desk and began routing through drawers for my address
book. I knew I had penciled inphone numbers for Rachel andLouise before I'd left Central
Pennsylvania. Ifthosenumbers weren't right anymore,! could give Jeanne a call. Or
directory assistance. Or Icould hitchhike and start wandering the spotless streets ofState
College bellowing their names. Itwouldn't make adifference, as long as I found them.
Irealized what Ihad to do now. ProfessorEmery hadbeen right, in part. Ididn't just
need to take time off. I needed to take offaltogether. BiynMawr could wait for me till the
end ofthe uiuverse for all Icared. Ihadmore important things to worry about. My sanity.
Redemption. Iris's life and mine.
This is the afterlife, a voice whispers. Istand beside a concretepit that leaks dirty water.
The day is cool and cloudless, which is luchy, since no one will leave theirpillbox bungalows
fora rainy-dayperformance. Sure enough, a crowdhas gathered, their bonnets and
parasols reflectingsummerpastels.
Everyface carries a smile. The teeth arelong andwhite, bleached bone, I seem to
be the only one who doesn *tfeel like smiling. Bothpockets ofmy apron are empty, andI
donYremember why. apron, mypride andJoy, has embroideredroses winding around
the hem andalong the top edge ofthepockets, as ifreal blossoms arepeeking out anddiving
in again in waves.
Suddenly, there's a trumpetfanfare, andaman in a top hat anda blackarmani suit
joinsme by thepit. 1know he's Iris'sfather, but he's also amagician, our entertainmentfor
the evening. His gloves arefamous because they light up without electricity. Tonight, they
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glow a special deep blue, dyed in a comet's gastail, thatfollows his hands as they sweep the
air incircles, toshow usthere's nothing up his sleeves. This actparticularly tickles the
audience, and the gas light shows iq? well against the concrete backdrop. But}can'thelp
scrambling in mypocketsfor whatever's missing. Each time I reach in, my hands stretch
further into empty cloth, hfaybe the magician can tell me where1'm going wrong.
I try to catch his arm, but now the man has launched into his main act. Reaching into
hisjacket, heproduces apink rose, sofresh itgives offribbons ofscent. Agarden ofbare
armsshoots up to touch thefloating odorsas he shakesthe bloom likea censer above their
heads. Finally, satiated, the crowdtakes theirseats. The mancradlesthe rose to his chest.
He sniffs, he sighs, then with aflourish he tosses itstem-first into thepitfullofdirty water. I
commendyou tothe ^ound. Thepeople applaud. 1condemnyou to the ground. The crowd
cheers. This isyour endstop, your here and now, your afterlife. The audience is on itsfeet,
stomping, roaring. Ariot erupts, coursing toward thepit, soI can'tget nearenough tofind
out what's really inside.
My eyes open. Ahand iswrapped around myelbow.
"Miss?" avoice calls, deep and soft. "I think this is your stop."
I bolt upright. Thebalding businessman beside mesmiles andmotions out the
window, where aline ofpeople are filing out ofthe coach, dragging suitcases and embracing
onlookers on aweather-beaten platform. The sign hanging from the awning reads Lewistown
in fat, blue letters.
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"Conductor!" The businessman calls down the aisle. "Hold the train, please. You
have one more passenger to disembark here." He stands up and scans the luggage rack above
myhead. "Is this little paisleybag yours?"
I nod, then turn back to the window. Jeanne is there on the platform, too, like she
said she would bewhen I called herlast night. Her short, dyed black curls bounce as her
head snaps back and forth, between trainand platform.
I know I don't have much time before I forget this latest dream completely. I reach
for my notebook, which slipped between my feet while I slept, and write in block capitals
What didMs's father put on her coffin???
I don't remember much about Iris's fimeral, but the dream brings back one detail. That
pepto-Bismol-colored rose. Iris's father had something that color in his hand by the
graveside, he sheltered itagainst his chest, as the crowd shuffled past the coffin. He and his
wife were last in line, so there were bodies between us. Arms and legs, elbows, collarbones,
wrapped inshades ofblack, charcoal, gray, onyx, like waves ofshifting chalkboards. There
were no other colors aside from the white coffin and this square ofpink, a tongue clutched in
Mr. Kansil's stifffingers. In ananimal way, itcaught my eye. I strained to see. But then I
was caught by the elbow, led away from the awmng and down ahill, where cars made an
uneven checkerboard, hard inthe sun. By the time the mourners reached the bottom, Mr.
Kansil was canying an empty briefcase. I assumed whatever had been pink he'd left with the
cofRn, but itbotheredme. Somethingwas out ofplace and itbotheredme.
"You'd better hurry. Miss." The businessman hands me my suitcase. "Train's about
to leave for Pittsburgh."
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I Struggle into my coat and out ofmy seat. "Thanks for wakingme."
He smiles again as I squeeze past him inthe aisle. '"Not aproblem You must have
had ahard night last night. For aminute there, Ididn't think you were going to wake up at
all."
Again, I nod, then turn andhurtle my way toward the exit.
Jeanne is alead-footed driver, so we make the forty-five minute trip over the mountain in
less than halfan hour. Her living room still smells like beeswax candies. Iset my bags in a
pile by her agingBosendoifer, while she hustles to the kitchen to put her copper teapot on
the stove. It's nice to know some things never change.
Iflip open the keyboard and run through afew quiet scales. My fingers are rigid, but
the notes from the Bosendorfer are warm and smooth Jeanne's baby grand is notorious for
making anything you play sound like amillion bucks. She would always have to deprogram
me for recitals. Remember not to getflustered whenyoitrpiece doesn 'tfeel the wayyou 're
used to. This hallwonVhave a Bosendorfer.
"That's a little rough, Jule, sweetie. Jasmine orBengal Spice?" Jeanne is monitoring
my performance from the kitchen. Her ear misses nothing. "Are you finding time to practice
at school?"
"Not much." Iclose the lid on the keys. "Bengal Spice."
"Well, maybe we can fit in a few lessons while you're here." She sticks her head out
and winks. "Only ifyou want, ofcourse. Honey in yours?"
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I nod. "Cream, too. I'm not sure howmuch time I'll have to sit behind the piano this
visit."
She hurries into the living room with two stoneware mugs and aworried wrinkle in
her lip. "I've been meaning to talk to you about this. Have aseat, dear."
We smk in her linen sofa. "Is this not a good time for you?" I ask. Jeanne sometimes
has emotional lows over the winter.
"Oh, no, you can always stay here for as long as you want. Infact, I can tell I'm
going to get spoiled having you around." Her round eyes begins to tear up, and she pats my
leg. "It's just...how long do you intend to stay out ofschool, dear?"
Itake asip from mymug. ^^ot long." It's ahe, but Idon't want to wony Jeanne
right now.
"Do your parents knowwhere you are?"
"I don't think they need to knowyet." My finger traces the mug's glazed edges.
"They're not evendue to call me till theweekend"
"Jule, honey, don'tyou think they'd want toknow about this?"
Iroll my eyes, "They'd probably packme offto apsychiatrist. No, I'll call them
when I'm ready. Promise meyou won'tcall first?"
Julia, I..." Her mouth opens and closes a few times, while I stare ather hard.
Finally, she throws up her hand. "All right, I'll leave this to you and your parents. But you
have to promise meyou'll call themsooa"
"I will."
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She Jets out a Jongsigh. "JuJia, areyou sure this is a good thing? I mean, you and
Irisweren't even speaking whenyoumoved away." She giggles a little. "Youtoldme
yourself, remember?"
"Yeah, I do." The spices in the teagnaw at mythroat. "I have to knowwhat
happened, Jeanne. Idon'tlaiowwhy. It'sjust something I haveto do."
Slowly, Jeannenods. "I thinkI understand a little." Shesqueezes myshoulder.
"Just remember I'm here whenever you need totalk. Imean it, day ornight. My guess is
you'll want to do a lot oftalkingaboutthisbefore yougo."
We spend the rest of the jiight catching up and watchingMet videos. We stay up past
midmght, then Jeanne takes me toher white guest room. Jeanne has three spare rooms, since
she has no husband orchildren ofher own to put in them, although she likes referring to my
brother andmeashersurrogate babies. Grace hadtohave my kids. I'd never have been
able toproduce any with such beautiful blondhair, I help Jeamie make up the bed, and she
gives me a good,night kiss and a worried half-smile before she leaves.
"I'm right down thehall, remember." She drifts throu^ the doorway. "I'll be sure to
turn the night light on."
"Ithink I knowmy way around." I shakemy head, and laugh. Ineighth and. ninth
grade, I probably spent more time in Jeanne's white spare room than I did inmy own.
Jeanne finallybustlesout, and the room is silent. I can't remember the last time I
was in aplace where no sound filtered througji the walls, and I'm left feeling altered, almost
diz^. My scalp starts tingling. There's someone watchingme tiirough the window, ljump
up to get acloser look atwho it is, but the only thing I see in Jeanne's backyard is a square of
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light, my own shadow on the grass. I could have swom two seconds ago, there was another
face. Quietly, I close the curtains.
Inseconds, I strip down tomy underwear and brush a tissue across my nose toget the
last ofthe powder off. I'm too exhausted to go through a full bedtime ritual. The only thing
I pull out from my bag pile is the notebook, pen still jammed inbinding. I crawl under the
covers and open to a blank page.
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CHAPTER 2. SWING-JUMPING
Julia
On the morning ofIris's funeral. Mother woke me before dawn. She had my
shoulder between two newly-manicured fingers, and every time she called she gave me a
shake. Julia. Julia, wehave to leave soon.
She pulledme out ofthe first ofmany dreams I've had about telephones.
The first happens on astage. I'm auditioning for the lead in aplay Iknow by heart An open
scnpt, gleaming in my spotlight, drapes over my knees as Isit in afolding chair and wait for
the director to give me my cue. Though the house is dark, I sense Ihave asubstantial
audience.
Suddenly, aphone starts ringing. Iglance stage right and discover someone has set
up a50s black rotaiy model on another spotlit folding chair. Vibrations from the ringer make
the metal seat drone in sympathy. Soon the stage begins to catch eachjangle, aggressive as
rattlmg teeth, and shoots the sound into the crowd until the whole theater resounds from one
long chime. My concentration breaks. Ican't even hold my ears against the noise.
Answer thephone," orders a voice from the front row.
"It's not in thescript," I protest.
It salast-minute addition. The lines are in there, look them up."
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Terrified, I flip back and forth through the open book. How could I have missed a
new scene? The staples come loose, and page after page ofmy role slips down the orchestra
pit, amurky, moist throat. I know Iwill never see the lines again, but I tell myselfitdoesn't
matter, since every pageinmyscript is blank.
"Areyougoing to answer thephone?"
Fora second, the housefalls silent, and I have a chanceto think.
"I don't knowhow," I say.
Jeanne dusted offone side ofan LP with her sleeve and slipped itonher turntable. Maria
Callas. The music, smooth and dark like the surface ofarecord, drew a screen across
Jeanne's living room, thewarm wheats andgolds, herfavorite colors to decorate in. The
light seemed dimmer around her face. She closed the stereo cabinet and walked, arms
folded, to the picture window that faced the backyard, although all she'd be able to see was
her reflection against a night time pane.
"The dishwasher's full, Jeanne." I finally called from the kitchen doorway. "Want
me to turn it on?"
She shook her head vaguely. "Wait a while, Julia."
The music swelled, then faded. Another track began. We both knewwhy she'd put
on the Callas album she kept in the back ofher record case. She was missing Harry, her
second husband. Callas was his favorite, or so she'd told me. It had aJJ happened well
before Icould remember. He left her for acellist at the Curtis Institute during his semester
there as guest conductor. Jeanne had never forgotten, refused to forget, so every winter
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around the time when he'dmoved out the last ofhis things, she dug outMaria Callas orSolti
orGlenn Gould andstaredout thewindow forhours on end. I couldnever tell if shewas
looking for something, a star oraporch light throu^ the trees, or ifshe was just looking at
her own face.
"Can I have a friend over tonight?" Usually, if I was staying and wanted to invite
guests, she could be persuaded totake her records to her room. That evening, Iknew I
couldn't put up with one ofJeanne's dark moods. Tdjustsuffered utter humiliation atIris's
birthday party the day before, and Ihad to figure out why ithappened.
Jeanne smiled ina sad way. Without turning her head, she murmured, "Idon't see
why not."
I slid across the linoleum inmy socks to get to the kitchen phone. My fingers flew
over the buttons. One ring, two rings. I bit my lip and hoped Charlie wasn't over, and ifhe
was over, he wouldn t answer. Tdidn't knowwhat Iwould do ifIheard his gravely bark on
the line. Probably slam the receiver into Jeanne's wall.
"Hello?"
Itwas definitely Iris. Shivering, Iwiped my sweaty palms onmy jeans. "Hey, it's
me.
"Oh." I could hear breath blowing across the mouthpiece. "Hi, Julia."
Listen, Imover at Jeanne's house toni^t, and she says you can come. Ifyou want,
that is." Icoughed. Ididn't want to come right out and say it, but somethingwas obviously
wrong. After afew seconds oflistening to Iris's breath, I began again. "We can bake banana
bread or something. Jeanne'lllet us use herawesome blender."
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More light breezes. "Tonight's no good, Julia." Iris's voice took onhermost
patronizing whine. It's Saturday. Charlie and Ialways go out by ourselves on Saturday
night. You Anow that." She separated each word sharply, like bullets.
Normally, Iwould tell her to shut her snobby little mouth orI'd come over and shut it
for her. But that night was different. I cringed "YeahJ know, Iknow, but, well, I feel like
wehaven't seeneachotherfor a while, and-"
"Youwere at myparty."
"I know Iwas at your party." My teeth ground together. "And that was yesterday, I
know that too, but-"
So what sthe big tragedy?" Iris liked to use words in dramatic ways when she was
in control.
"But we barely even got achance to say anything to each other, and we haven't done
anything by ourselves for practically amonth, and and and Iwant to talk to you."
She snorted. "What do you think you're doing right now?"
I shut my eyes. Okay, fine, let's talk." Ikept my voice under the music in case
Jeanne tried to listen in. "What the hell were you trying to pull last night? You think you
looked so cool infront ofyour new track jock friends?"
This time she laughed out loud. "I looked alot cooler than you and big fat Louise. I
mean, god, Julia. Glow in the dark stars? What grade are you in, kindergarten?"
Tears sprar^ up, but I swallowed them back. "/ turned fourteen sevenmonths before
you did And you're the one who likes the stars, bitch."
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"You have got to bekidding. I gave upstars a long time ago, like, seventh grade
maybe? I scraped'emall offmyceiling this summer. ToKjust can't handle thefact thatI
have real fiiends now, andyou'rejust a pathetic geek girl."
I thought myheart would stop, "flea/friends?" I whispered.
"Yeah, realfriends. People who knowwhat I do on Saturday nights. God, Julia, you
don t even have aboyfhend. You hang out with your music teacher and you think- baking
banana bread and listening toopera fiill blast issome sort ofwild and crazy party." She
laughed again. "You knowwhat I think, Julia? I think you're aloser. I think you're the
lamest excuse for a ninth grader I've ever seen."
My bottom lip started shaking. I took adeep breath, "So what do you want me to
be?"
'Toothing. Gone. Finito. Out ofmy life, that's for sure." She was stilUaughing,
somewhere between a giggle anda cackle. "God, even Louise hasbetter taste in sweaters
than you-"
I hung up thephone. My hands were trembling. I brushed a few blond strands
behindmy ears ^d wondered what shape my hair was in. Ifblue socks, blue jeans, and a
navy blue sweater didti t match a little too well, ifI looked like some desperate clown.
Out in the living room, Jeanne still clutched her anns to her chest. Eveiy winter, she
acted like an Arctic explorer watching for boats as she froze to death on aglacier, and all
because ofa man who left her ten years ago. Pathetic. I felt like I should knock her down
and laugh inher face, for her own stupid good.
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"Was that Iris, honey?" She spoke slowly into the glass. "We haven't had her over in
a while. When will herfolks bedropping her off?"
I stood directly behind Jeanne so she couldn't see areflection. My eyes should have
started forest fires in her nest ofdyed black curls. She was acurse, the house, the music. No
way could she force me to join the Jeanne Stanley club for losers.
Julia? She turned around and caught me glaring. Her eyebrows came together in a
hurt question mark. "Sweetheart, what happened?"
Swallowing hard, Iran up the stairs and slammed the door to the white spare room.
Mymouth tasted sour. Jeanne kept callingme from the first floor, but Iwanted her to rot for
making Iris hate me. All night long, Istayed up, watching the white walls scar with light that
streaked across. Headlights disappeared fast. Marks that lingered came from the moon
squeezing throughpaleVenetian blinds.
Avoice burst through theband room. "Hi, Julia."
Ijumped, droppii^ the music stand Iwas trying to adjust. The stiff, metal face fell
elegantly, like aredwood in aSiena Club commercial. As it clattered against the floor, my
auditionmusic launchedover puddles oftracked-in mud. Jeanne's perfect copies that I'd
worked so hard to keep out ofthe rain on the way to school began to bloom with brown
stains. I tooka deepbreathand turnedaround.
Iris and Charlie, both drenched, leered at me ftom the doorway. I'd forgotten when I
was supposed to hide from them. They always crept through the emptymusic wing at the
endoffifth period, so they could avoid lunchmonitors who'd busted twice them for snpaHna
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offschool property. Charlie beamed like a big game hunter, but Iris's eyes, a black velvet
firing squad, locked on with total satisfactioa Only she'd known me long enough.to
understand how artificial I looked singing incharacter, arms swaying to the melody, body
rigid as a stick up the ass.
"Hello, Iris." Each syllable shot out ofmy mouth precisely. I had lost any way of
preservingmy dignity, she'd made sure ofthat Slowly, I sank to my knees and began
peeling ruined sheet music offthe floor, which made Iris and Charlie explode in hoots.
Their laughter bounced offthe risers, the stands and folding chairs, then down the hall. Of
course, 1didn't give them the pleasure offeeling my eyes on their backs as they left.
But I could hear them. I listened closely to Iris's squeals, which, horrifjang as it
seemed to me then, didn't sound that different from mine.
Getting to know you, getting to know all about you." Her voice, accompam'ed by
hits ofCharlie's laughter, rolled gradually away from my ears, as ifIris were lingering over
the poison needle.
When Iwas in tenth grade, Igot the lead in the State High Thespians' springmusical. The
King andL This was apretty remarkable feat, even for me. Our directors had never been
known to cast agamst seniority. But that was also the semester Idropped out ofThespians,
the year before my family moved to NewYork. The directors were livid, even though Itold
them Iwas failing math and my parents had forbidden me to get involved in any
extracurriculars besides my music lessons. Ieven dredged up some tears, Iwas so desperate.
Obviously, they wouldn't have let me go ifI'd told them my real reason for quitting. Ihad to
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lie for the sake of principle. I refused toparticipate in any organization that invited Iris
Kansilto join.
Itwasn't that I thought she'd upstage me. Shecouldn'tgetpeople to believe her if
she yelled "fire" ina front ofa flaming theater. The way I heard it from my Thespian
friends, she'd beenaddedto the cast listat the lastminute, because the directors haddecided
they'd needmore Persian children for the King's harem. At 4'11" and one ofmaybe thirty
State High students who couldtrace anygenes back to theMiddle East, Iris fit therole
perfectly.
I remember biting a nickel-sized welt into mycheek when I sawhername scrawled at
the bottom ofthe cast list Pain from the raw skin felt easy enough to ciy about, since I
certainly didn't want to think Iwas wasting tears on Iris. Like avirus, she was everywhere,
airborne, an infection no one in the school could escape. Even with me killingmyselfevery
day to keep herfrom getting at me, she'd invaded. I knew what I hadto do. I would notbe
singing Getting to Know You" into those evil eyes that would laugh atme through some
made-up childish charm. Screw tiiat. Thespians meant nothing inthe real world, and I knew
how to sacrifice a little for the long haul.
Mrs. Kansil broke through the crowd and caught my arm. "Well, fancy meeting you here!"
The last time the lobby doors opened, I thought my nose had registered ahint ofher
Tea Rose perfimie, but I'd been hoping itwas anasal hallucination. Iris's parents had plenty
oftime to get to the high school before me, I'dmade sure ofthat. Still, Igasped and laughed
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as ifI thought bumping into her atthe school play was such a funny coincidence, like aplay
in real life.
With one set ofSpring Plum fingernails wrapped solidly inmysleeve, shereached
into the throngingReserve Ticket line and plucked out Dr. Kansil and Charlie. "Manish,
look, Julia came to the show after all." This was fast becoming my worst nightmare.
Charlie, in blueOxford andpenny loafers, sunk bent-necked backtoward thewall ofbodies.
His eyes desperately tried tostay focused on apoint three inches above my head. On the
opposite end ofthe spectrum. Iris's dad ^owed atme behind ahalfabush oflong-stemmed
pink roses, which he shifted to the crook ofone arm so he could shake my hand with the
other.
"Julia, you look beautiftil as ever!" He pumped my hand about twelve times. "It has
been such along time since we've seen you. When your mother comes for tea, she says,
well, you're here, you're there. These girls are like airplanes anymore, they only stop at
home to refuel!"
I laughed, leaning in to understand. His Indian accent was constantly getting garbled
in other people sconversations. *'Well, it's been hard keeping up with my work this
semester." For some reason. Dr. Kansil had never picked up onthe ftict that Iris and I had
both been ducking out ofour families' get-togethers. But that was the danger ofhaving
parents who liked each other after your best fhend decided tohate you.
"Yes, I heard about your difficulties inmatk" Immediately, he looked serious. Word
travels fast, I thought. Iwondered ifIris giggled about that behind my back, too. "I was very
concerned. Have your grades begun to improve? Are you still looking for atutor?"
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I could smell where this conversation was going. '"My brother's tutoringme," I h'ed.
He s really goodat it, too. He went to Governor's School for Science with, your son,
remember. Andas far asmygrades are going, well, some tests arebetterthan others. I think
I'm almost in the clear,though."
Dr. Kanstl took a step closer. "I am very glad to hear that. Math isa skill that can
take you far, especially ifyou are ayoung lady. Susan and Ihave always encouraged Iris to
do her best in both math and the sciences, because we feel so manymore ofyou intelligent
young women are needed inthe scientific community." Grinm'ng, he turned tohiswife and
gave her hand a squeeze, "Ibelieve we have already convinced Iris to study astronomy as a
career, andmaybe oneday wewill convert_yow aswell!"
Oh, Idon't know about thatV I laughed again, pinning my arms behindmy back.
With me straining to hear better and him edging his way forward. Dr. Kansil had finally
hemmedme in to the point where his coat buttons brushed against my shoulder. I had to
think ofaway out. Iknew Iris's dad~he'd interpret my proximity as asignal that I'd joined
his entourage, then he'd expect me to sit with them, right betweenMrs. Kansil and Charlie,
and maybe he'd ask me to hold the flowers or else send me backstage to deliver the package.
Then he dget carried away by the moment andwant to take pictures, the happy showgirl and
her sweetheart, the aspiring actress and her favorite childhood companion. Ipictured myself
afterwards, heaping insults onmy friends, all Thespians, who'd insisted 1come to the last
Thespian production I could ever see, then leftme with no one to sit with. Itseemed
mevitable thatDr. Kansil would gethis wish.
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Out ofthe comer ofmy eye, I noticed Charlie sharing a smirk with a passing buddy,
then trying to cover it up by coughing. Myjaw clenched. I refused to endure for Dr.
Kansil's sake. Lamely, I began to stutter, have to go...meet some friends. I think
they're insidewaitingforme. So nice to seeyouagain."
"Well—wait just a moment." Dr. Kansil grabbedmy shoulderbefore I could bolt. "I
wantto giveyou one ofthese." He wrestled withthe bouquetto drawout a singleflower,
which he held out to me in two gallantfingers. "Foryou. MissJulia. For goodluckwith
your math exams."
Blushing, I took the rose and thanked him It didn't help that Iris's folks were so
nice.
"Tell your mother I'll drive her to ChoralSocietythis week." Mrs. Kansil had to
shout asher littlegroup joinedthepush toward theauditorium. "Itwas nice talking to you
again, Julia. Too bad we couldn't havecometo seeyouboth..."
Hereyes hesitated as soon as she said it. That's when I knew for sure she'd figured
us out. It seemed impossible by then that Mrs. Kansil hadn't realized Iris and I weren't
speaking. Mothers seemed toknowall their daughters were up to.
Memory isa tricky beast. Why is it that I can picture every detail ofevery second that passed
before the play beganand have only one mental image ofwhat happened after the curtain
went up? I knowhow corny this soimds, butI feel like it was only yesterday when I went
barreling down the auditorium inmad search for a friend to meet. My heart still leaps out of
my chest as I see myself, in an ocean ofred upholstery, finding three girls I recognized from
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Sociai Studies. Imust have years offtheir lives when I bounded up tothem like they were
immigrant relations I'd left inRomania. I didn't evenmind talking tothem about Yearbook
and teen magazines and other boring topics while the house continued to fill and the light
began to fall
But after that curtain opened,nothing
Except one image, like aPolaroid shot: Iris ina spotlight. Laughing. Her teeth look
perfect, pure and white. Her hair ispulled back inlittle girl barrettes.
Mymother needs me tobring her something. I think it's abottle ofmedicine, but it could
also be her reading glasses. Iopen the door to her room—which isn't the real thing, just some
strange dream composite-and begin searching through drawers. The mahogany dresser is
ten feet tall and seems to sprout new drawers every second so Ican't keep up. As I scan the
hundreds ofwooden handles, I catch aglimpse ofmyself in amirror wedged between the
mammoth dresser and the ceiling. For some reason, I've styledmy hair in ahideous pageboy
thatmakes me look like Pollyanna. I scowl atmy reflection and vow to get ahaircut ASAP.
There's adrawer Ididn't notice at first. It's closest to the floor and runs the length of
the dresser, which now runs the length ofthe wall. The drawer feels like it's full ofboulders,
but when I finally manage to drag it open, I see it's packed end to endwith photo albums, the
leather-bound, gilt-edgedkind you buy in fancy stationaiy stores. Immediately, I forget
aboutMother and feel the urge to open one. My backwrenches as I lug areddish-brown
volume into my lap.
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I open the cover. Pictures andpictures ofIris. She's sixyears oldon these first
pages. The images have started toyellow, but I can still make out her perfect black eyes, big
like a deer's, brown skin, waist-length hair, also black. The pictures look likeportraits.
She's smiling ineach one. I can see she's missing teeth, two up, two down, just like I
remember. Her clothes are formal, but Iknewher mother dressed her on eveiy occasion.
She always hatedskirts. Bows. Anything with lace.
As I turn the pages, the Kodak paper gets newer. Iris's face stays the same except in
the finer details. In second grade, she insists on bangs. In third grade, she's growttig them
out. The fourth grade shots show ofi^apair ofpink studs, only one ineach lobe, since the
double-piercing fad doesn't hit until grade six. More and more, I'mlingering over these
elementary school pages, because they make me feel like Iknow Iris so well. Every feature
matches up with my memories. Also, I keep getting this anxious feeling that the next time I
turn apage, I'll bestaring at a different face, one Iwon't recognize.
I don't get a chance to look at theJuniorHigh snapshots, because as I hoist thebook
up to the light, pictures start to pop out The gluemust have dried up long ago, I reason, so
all I need to do is get a glue stick and start pasting photos back inplace. But I have no
memory ofwhich pictures went where, and there are so many loose ones now. They're
spilling the way lettuce leaves squish out ofanoverstuffed sandwich, even after I close the
covers and set the album on the carpet. Thousands and thousands ofIrises. My hands don't
work fast enough to catch them all.
To top itall off, the phone starts ringing. "Mother, can you answer that for me,
please?" Ishout down the hall. I'm too embarrassed to mention the fact that I've just ruined
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aphoto album andmade amess ofher room. "Mother, can you answer the phone?" I think I
can make out her voice under the steady current ofsound, but she's turned her ringer up so
Joud it's the only thing I'm sure Ihear. "Mother, please, Ican't get to the phone right now."
More pictures come loose from the pages, and the phone shows no sign ofstopping. Did she
disconnect the answeringmachine again? "Do you hear me. Mother? Isaid Ican't get to the
phone. Hurry, Mother, please!" Nowthe photos have blotted out every square inch of
carpet The ringer blares in my ears like an alarm. I stand up and scream, "Mother! Answer
thephone!"
Iris wouldn't hold her father's hand as he tried to escort her into the first grade. While a
kneelingMrs. Miller tried to coax her in, Isaw him bend and reach, over and over, and each
time the top halfofthe little girl's body jerked away, like agear inamachine. The whole
thing looked like amachine from my desk. Abig fear generator. The little giri stood
sideways in the doorway and. stared at the hole where the latch went Her body braced. At
six, Iknewwhat scared looked like, and she was scared. She was wearing agreen velvet
dress with asatiny sash, and her black hair was wrapped in atight bun balanced exactly on
the top ofher head. From this, Idecided she must be one ofthose pantleg-clinging, crybaby
little doll girls that couldn't handle leavingMommy orDaddy's side to get on the bus. Still,
Icouldn't figure out why she wasn't crying and why she wouldn't hold her father's hand. I
couldn't completely write her offwithout knowing.
At recess, she came out last, right behindMrs. MiUer. It took her awhile to detach
herself from the teacher, but when Isawher head oflFby herself toward an empty swingset, I
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decided it was time tomake mymove. I ran right up toherand positionedmyselflike a
road block, crossedmy arms, and waited. She stood there staring upatme, andthat'swhen I
noticed, boy, was sheevershort. Even though I was the tallestin the class, I washeadand
shoulders taller than she was, ifnot more. She didn't really present much ofa problem for
me, except forthefact thatshewasn't talking, and hereyes were locked rigjit on mine in a
funny way that made me antsy. Iwaited forever, but she still didn't talk, soI decided I
couldn't wait. I took another step toward her and said, "You sure are a crybaby."
Ididn't care if itwasn't true. Itdidn't have tobe. I kept looking her straight inthe
eye. She didn't do anything for a couple ofseconds. Then her face scrunched up, and I
thought she was going to cry for real, but instead, no, she was squinting. She got up on her
tiptoes and kept squinting right in my face. Iknew exactly what she was squinting at, too.
My birthmark, like a pinklemonade stain onone side ofmy nose. This little brathadsome
nerve. I balledmy hands into fists and bent down to give her a good look see. "Wanna take
a picture?"
Then ina flash, she grabbedmy nose between two fingers and yanked sohard I had
to drop tomyknees ifI wanted to keepmyface where it was. It took a fewseconds to
realize I'dbeen tricked. After I stopped bleating like adonkey with acold, I plungedmy
fingers into her perfect little bun, and into the grass we rolled. We rolled and yanked and
shrieked down thehill, butby the timeMrs. Millerandthe restof the teachers on the
playgroundhad caught up with us, we were lying in two grass-stained heaps by the jungle
gym and laughing our heads off. The fact thatmy nose was throbbing like a stopwatch made
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meJaugh even more. There was really something to this new girl. Any Jdd who looked like
she belonged innursery school and could still beat me up was okay inmy book.
We skidded through Iris's living room, careftiJ not to trip on our gowns, which were really
fiill-length slips fromMrs. Kansil's underwear drawer. Iris saidhermomwouldn'tcareas
Jong aswedidn't rip. Ourlife-size phasers with decals whined like dentist'sdrills as we
fired atthe ninja space pirates chasing us. Naturally, we exploded them alland savedHan
Solo, BuckRogers, and Captain Kirk, who we'd left cowering under the couch. Boys
couldn't help being dumb, we agreed. Today we were Princess Leia and her twin sister.
Princess Uhura. Our hair bobbed in side buns, held together with snarls ofblack bobby pins.
From out ofnowhere. Iris's eleven-year-old brother. Matt, appeared inthe doorway to
the dining room. His arms folded menacingly across his long chest "What the hell are you
supposed to be?"
Iristrottedout to meet him and crossed her arms,too. "We're twins. Wannamake
somethin' ofit?"
This made Matt pop with laughter. "What universe are you living in? Blotchy's
about afoot taller than you." He pointed in my direction, teeth bared, yellow and sharp.
Immediately, I slouched andrubbed my nose.
"Don'tyou make ofmyfriend, puke face,"
"Lame brain."
"Puke face."
"Lame brain."
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Bynow. Iris was almost standing on Matt's black leather nikes. Her head lay on her
tiny shoulders, like an. egg ina cup, so she could stare him inthe eye.
"You're gonnaget in trouble when Mom seesyouin her underwear." Matt shoved
her back a step or two.
Sherocked forward, smacking himin thegut. "Nuh-uh. Fm allowed."
And, hey, is that my phaser?" Again, his arm aimed between my eyes. "Hey, you
damnlittlethief, youtookthat outof myroom!"
He lunged, butIrisgotinhisway, blocking theblow. I hunched over oninstinct. J
knew how to knock the wind out ofmy older brother, amanageable eight-and-a-half, but this
sixth grade giant was like a long-limbed seamonster, brown tentacles ready to wrap and
strangle. Iris had told me about his favorite grip, the head vice. I sunkmy head as far as it
would go into my chest.
Matt's arms whipped back and forth ashe tried toget around Iris, who blocked as
eifectively as a defensive end. "Itisnot your phaser, it'sBobby's. He said I could use it"
Yeah, you can blow that story out your pants. Now, gimme back my phaser, eraser
nose."
As he dove for my neck, his legs got tangled inIris's gown, and he sprawled across
the carpet. When hereached up to grab me, the ball ofmy foot flew up and socked him
square on the forehead- Iwas amazed. I hadn't intended to kick. Asecond later, his face
crinkled, and his mouth opened to let out awail, but before he couldmake asound. Iris was
on top ofhim, shouting, "MOM! MATTY'S PICKIN' ONUS!"
Another voice, muffled, from upstairs. "Matthew! Get up here this minute."
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"ButMom,Mom!" Matt darted past us and disappeared up the main steps, while we
slipped up the spiral staircase inthe back. That was the nice thing about a house with two
sets of stairs: escape wasalways an option.
With ahand wrapped around my wrist. Iris led me into her bedroom, propped achair
under the doorknob. ''Nice work, Uhura." She pitched and twisted to get the gown over her
head.
I listened. Through the walls, a mixture ofwhining and words. But Mom but Mom
what didI tellyou about botheringshe kickedme in the I don't care what she didyou are not
to.
"Don't worry. Mom won't be mad atus." When her body re-emerged, naked from the
waist up, acurJ wound from her right bun past her collarbone. She dumped the gown in a
comer. "I called first, so she won't listen to Matt."
She could tell how I felt, butI had a cold lump in my stomach for another reason.
"Iris, am I really a freak?"
Iris gasped. '*No,oh,no[" She seemed truly horrified. Her eyes opened wide.
Slowly, she floated over, one finger stretched out to strokemy pinkmark. "It's anebula.
You trapped it on your nose. That's how Iknew you were my friend all along." My eyes
shut, I couldn't watch, while she paintedmy skin with afingertip.
Iris taught meabout space whatshe learned from her father.
"See, the nebulas are baby star factories." Iris shifted, making ripples in her rose
quilt With ayardstick, she was tapping out afew pictures on the wall near her bed
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"They're like moms, which is why most ofthem are pink. The supernovas—these bluey-
green ones here andhere-they'restargraveyards. Stars come to thesiqiemovas so they can
die."
"How do the stars move?" I asked. Tris had tipped the shade onher lamp sothewall
glowed inglossy swatches and the rest ofthe room stayed dark. Squinting tosee througji the
glare, I scanned the delicate patterns, like streamers of ink, for signs ofstar corpses.
"Gravity. It's all donewithgravity." Shechucked theyardstick across the room
decisively.
"But I though gravity iswhat sticks us toearth. Falling apples and Fig Newtons and
all that" Even though Iris thought she was the third grader with all the answers, Iwas the
one who aced last week's science quiz.
"WelJ...that too, dummy! You think gravity juststicks tothings like a refrigerator
magnet or something? Ofcourse not! It's way too important. See, when it comes toplanets
and stars and bigthings Jike that, gravity shoots out these strings that lasso onto some other
big thing, stars, asteroids, you knowwhat I'mtalking about, and then the star uses its gravity
string to slingshot around the galaxy, so it doesn't have to stay inone place al] the time.
That's howstars wind up atthe supernovas. They knowwhen it's time to die, so they go.
That's why the moon stays close to the earth, stupid! Why do you think the moon sticks
around, because it loves you?"
'No, because itlovesyour Igave her ashove, then rolled over onmy back. My eyes
had to adjust before Icould begin tracing the faint, green paths around shadows and ceiling
cracks. Since she had to pay for materials out ofher allowance. Iris's glow-in-the-dark
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galaxy only covered about three pillows worth ofspace over herbed. Long ago, she and her
dad hadpenciled in themap—it took upthewhole ceiling—but stars andallowance money
were hard to comeby. I countedup the fat five-pointers Irishated because they didn't look
realistic and triedto locate the patterns she'd drilled into mefor the pastyear, but, as usual, I
could only see little dots on top ofbigdots ontop oflittle dots, just like in thereal sky. That
night, I didmake outa new feature, though—in between stars, a row oftiny speckles like
someone had salted the ceiling. "What's that ftmny spotty stuff?" I asked, pointing.
"That's supposed to be theMillgr Way. Imade it outofcut-up big-ugly stars I had
leftover fi'om my lastpack. It's a real rip, the way they stuffa pack full ofbig-ugly stars.
Anyway, it doesn't really look like the Milky Way, exactly. Sometime you cansleep over
here and I'll show you the real one."
I propped myhead inmyarms soI could see thegraveyards again. "So, Iris, if stars
die in supernovas, where do they get buried?"
She started sucking onherhair and didn'tanswer me right away. After a couple of
minutes, I'd given uponhersaying anything fortherestof thenight, until shemurmured,
"Theydon't get buried,theyexplode."
"Oh." For some reason, her voice made me shiver.
"It's like being cremated, I think." I could tell she'd wrapped hair around her tongue.
"Yeah. And it's also like...exploding. Like ina bomb ora plane crash."
Acar engine roared on the highway. Suddenly, Iris started laughing. The hiccupy
giggle filled the room and gaveme another chill, because Iris didn't sound happy. I couldn't
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put my finger on what she sounded like. When I propped myselfup in her direction, she was
definitely smiling, but thecolorofhereyes looked flat.
"Explosions aren't fimny," Ttold her.
The sun shines brightly onmy flower garden. Carnations, roses, daffodils with broken
petals. I have apail ofgasoline, and I'm picking Japanese beetles offmy plants so I can
drown them inchemicals. I have quite acollection. The tiny bodies ricochet ofFthe walls of
the pail and, once killed, clank to the bottom like pennies.
Gradually, I think I hear the phone ringing inside the house. I stop humming atid
listen. Sure enough. I know no one's supposed to be at home but me, so Ihurl the pail aside,
fling offmy gardening gloves, and sprint for the porch on the slim chance the person won't
hang up before Iget there. The house, trimmed perfectly in white shingles, looms large and
menacing. I don twant to look at it but Iknow Ihave to keep ruiming forward. The phone, I
remindmyself, the phone.
My feet slap up the wooden steps like aknock at the door. The ringer, muffled by
insulation and siding, is still blaring. I'm in luck. Calmly, Ireach for the back door, but my
palms have gotten so sweaty from running they slip offthe shiny knob without budging itan
inch. Itry again, and agam, with no effect on knob or door. No amount ofwipingmy hands
onmy jeans helps. Sweat has drenched me from head to foot. I reach out for the knob with
both hands, but that helps even less. Gradually Irealize the house itselfhas clenched the
back door shut, like a jaw or fist.
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Theabandoned phone continues to ring. Through thepane in the door, I can see the
damn thing sitting onthe kitchen counter, rm only two feet away. Frantically, I start
pounding on the glass. I'mright here, I shout, I'm not gone. I'll be there in aminute. My
fists strike faster and faster until they plunge through the window, blood flying. That's when
I notice the ambulance units parked in thedriveway.
I'll take care ofthat, aman says. He winds my arms inamat ofbandages and starts
to leadme to the paramedics, two ofwhom are Rachel and Louise. Everything's going to be
fine, he says.
Wait aminute, Ibeg. Please, Lhave to answer the phone. I try topull away but
discoverI'm paralyzed.
Youwon't be answering anything with those wounds, themanchuckles.
Easterly Parkway Elementary School, one ofsix K-through-6th branches in the State College
Area School District, was built onahill. Directly across the street stood acomplex of
medical buildings, while land surrounding the school was developed into a series of
residential areas, from modest-income apartments to upper-middle-class family housing. A
one-stoiy brick church bordered the northeastern comer ofschool property, but Ionly ever
heard ofpeople going there for girl scout meetings.
Because theschool satonland that sloped to the street, and because theamount of
land the district had purchased for the school was sizable. Easterly Parkway Elementary had
two playgrounds, upper and lower. Italso had asoccer field, baseball diamond, basketball
court, and four-square blacktop, but, ofcourse, those features never could generate the
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excitement oftwo spacious, fully-equipped play areas. An average Easterly student could
choose to play on six different swingsets ofvarying heights and colors, three sliding boards,
two sets ofteeter-totters, and four jungle gyms, including one in the shape ofafire engine.
The combinations ofequipment were limitless, or, at any rate, many more than akid could
try out in one day's recess.
By far, the most imposing piece ofequipment in Easterly's menagerie, which could
be found in the lower playground near the street, was aswingset. Unlike your run-of-the-mill
neighborhood park setups, this grand creation stood halfastory tall and held four swings, a
ring set, and atrapeze, ofall things. The queen ofswingsets challenged any schoolboy to sit
on her round, red spine, ifhe had the balls to shimmy up one ofher six legs, polished smooth
by the sweat offailures. Inever saw any kid, boy or girl, crazy enough to make an attempt,
but then shimmying did not interest me as far as that swingset was concerned. As aclimbit^
tool, itwas treacherous, but for swing-jumping, itwas perfect.
Fifth grade recess. Finally, the sun had decided to shine. We plodded single-file out of
homeroom, then broke ranks when our feet hit the four-square blacktop.
Icall the outside swing!" Iris dove down the hill, tiny legs pumping like adrum roll.
Since Ins did gymnastics, her body was conditioned enough to get her first dibs on any seat
she wanted Ialways gave her arun for it, though, since Ihad the longest legs. Louise and
Rachel, the other two ^irls in our group, never got achance to call for swings. Some
afternoons, it seemed to take them half the recess period to huffand pufftheir way down the
slope. It could be apretty pathetic sight; askinny, elf-like redhead with afear offalling
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shuffling sideways on tiptoe, followed by achubby asthmatic in brown braids staggering as if
she'djust swam the English channel and run amarathon to get to school. Iris and I tried not
tomake fun of them. They were a part of the group, ofcourse, andthey could both be fim,
even if it didn't always show.
Thatday, as usual, Louise andRachel straggled, while Iris and I madeit to our
swingset, grabbed a seat, andpushedoff.
"Hurry up, you guys, we've got to talk," Iris called as she begangaining height. The
key to swing-jumping, aswe had it figured out, was tomatch your elevation on the forward
sweep with your level ofgutsiness. Executing the perfect jump meant maintaining a swing
that took you as farofftheground aspossible, butif you were too scared to think about
lifting your butt offthe seat, three inches ofaltitude wouldn't do you any good. Strategies
fell apart the instant tiie wind hit your face and you sawhow solid and unyielding the grass
looked below. Past experience didn't count for much, either. In the end, the only thing to
see you through was brute courage. Ifyou had it, you could perform. Ifyou didn't, you got a
big purple bruise onboth knees. Ifyou were lucky.
By the time Louise and Rachel finally scrambled onto their swings. Iris and I hj^f^
climbed to agood cruising plateau and silently began the process oftalking ouiselves into a
jump. Louise took offas soon as her rear end flumped onto the rubber seat, but as usual,
Rachel had to kick offher Chinese slippers and adjust her purple barrette before she could
move. It was avery precise ritual-right slipper, left slipper, yank hair, yank hair, swing.
Seeing the whole ceremony every day was like fii^emails on ablackboard, so Itried not to
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watch. I also didn't think about howmuch that puiple barrette clashed with Rachel's red
hair.
"Okay, okay, everybody watchme!" Louise hadn't beenmoving formore than ten
seconds, and as her arms uncurled from the chains, she relaxed and let the swing drift even
lower. I glancedat Iris, who shook her head sadly. Louise was just too nervous to make a
good jumper.
After the swing had lost practically every ounce ofmomentum, she joltedoffthe seat-
-a leap ofmaybe two inches-and released her leftover energy by trotting down the hill, arms
flapping. This was Louise's typical jump. We called itThe Butterfly.
"Ican never stop running down that hill!" Out ofbreath and giggling, she climbed
back into herswing andshifted to get comfortable.
That sbecause you never get hig^ enough, dummy!" Iris's gravely voice rang out.
"You've gotto pump foras long asyou can."
Louise nodded, giving a few vigorous rocks to show she meant business. "So, what
party areyouguys talking aboutnow. Is it a sleepover?"
I guess it could be. Iris tilted back on.the forward sway, and her hair billowed into
asilky faa "It's going to be aLunarEclipse party. OnFriday, the moon's going to
disappear completely, and this year my mom says Ican stay up for the whole thing. So I
thought itwould be evenmore fim ifwe could all get together and see it."
I curled my bulky legs underneath me and accidentally glanced offthe dirt. "We'll
need some place good to watch. Would your mom let us sleep over. Iris?"
"Ofcourse! It should definitely beatmy house."
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In a burst. Iris beganpumpingstrongandfast, then catapulted out of her seat. For a
fewseconds, shehunginmid-air, arms stretched out likeanOljmipic diver, thenslammed
bothfeet into the groundunevenly. Shaken, shehad to stagger around180degrees before
regaining her balance.
"Wow, that was phenomenal!" shouted Louise.
Iriswrinkled her nose. "No, the landing wasbaxl Letmedo it again."
Nomatter howperfect herjumps. Iriscould never getthelanding right She always
camedown too hard. We called her landingTheBrick.
Suddenly, Rachel pipedup. "Hey, waitaminute. Irisalways has sleepovers at her
house. Why can't wehave theLunarEclipse party at my house?"
"Maybe..." I thought for a minute. "Rachel's house is closer to most ofours than
Iris's."
"Ifwehadtheparty at myhouse, wecould watch theeclipse from here." Rachel
lived across thestreet, two houses down from the medical buildings.
"Yeah!" Louise's round eyes gotwider. "We could swing while wewatch the
moon!"
"Wouldyour mom let us come here byourselves?" Iris asked abruptly.
"I think so. I'll askher." Shedidn't sound that sure, butRachel neverwas.
Iris sighed, obviously annoyed. She didrt't like itwhen she wasn't incharge. "Well,
we can have the party atyour house, but only ifwe watch by ourselves. Itwon't be any fun
ifwehave babysitters."
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"I'm sure Rachel's mom isn't that bad," J reason. "In the end, everything']] work out
fine."
I let go ofmy chains, leaned in and pushed. My stomach jolted as if from a pin stab,
but Imanaged to remember my arm and leg positions as I dropped. Air currents lifted and
twisted my blond pageboy until I had a hair curtain infront ofmy face and Icouldn't see the
ground...
I landed low, fell forward onmy hands with my knees sticking up. This was my
trademark landing. Wenamed it The Frog.
"Pretty good, Jule, but you still aren't arching your back enough," Iris's voice
coached from above. "You'll do better next time."
I'm in a living room, and the phone starts ringing. There's a clear path betweenme and the
end table where the phone sits, so Imake arun for it. My legs pump in healthy strokes.
Throughmy feet, I can feel the ground I'm covering, and yet Inotice I'm not getting any
closer to the end table. It's like the way Elmer Fudd tries to catch Bugs Bunny by tying a
carrot to a string andjerking italong the forest, inches away from Bugs's outstretched
fingers. The only problem is, the rest ofthe room sits quiet and pristine right undermy nose.
No lamps are rattling. No dishes in the china closet start to fall. Nothing's disturbed, except
me. Gradually, my legs feel heavy, and Iknow I'mnever going to reach the receiver before
the person onthe other endgives up.
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Iris met Charlie Stewart in seventh grade, two weeks after she went out for track. As far as I
could tell, Charlie should have dyed his buzz-cut blond and tattooed a swastika above each
pec. That way, people could do a spiritual spot-checkon him. You lift the shirt, see there
are noredeeming qualities, andmove on. This method might have worked on Iris, though
shemight have been too goofyin lust to care.
Over the years, I've givenmyselfa thoroughjealousycheck, and I'm 100%sure I
loathed Charlie long before he andIris hooked up. Just looking into his eyes, bloodshot and
animal-stupid, while he spit chewed-up chunks of red licorice downRachel's blouseon the
bus onemorningwas proofenou^ forme. I didn't need to hear abouthow he stuffed
RodneyWilkins's headina toilet full of pee, orabout how hebeatTodd Bromley upso
bloody the school had to rush him to the dentist to have his teeth sewn back in. He'd failed
three classes ina year and had at least one suspension under his belt. That was plenty of
evidence to writehim offmylist, ifnot the planet's.
To Iris, though, Charlie hadbeautiful muscles andwas a soccer champ, too. If he'd
had problems inthe past, well, there's nothing that can fix aman like the love ofa good
woman. The first time I saw the two ofthemtogether wasat themall, wherethe three of us
had planned tomeet Charlie stood in the doorway ofOrange Julius, well-chiseled jaw
grinding up a hot dog. He didn't seem to know us as we came up to him, and when he finally
did openhis mouth, a beeiy cloudwafted out.
"Care for a suck, babe?" Smirking, he took thedog outof itsbunandheldit outto
Iris at crotch-level. Charlie Stewart and I weremortal enemies from then on.
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I can t believe Iris cut her hair," Jwhispered to Louise. For Iris's old friends, itwas truly
horrific: that perfect black silk shaped in amushroom cut, permed, shaved at the nape ofthe
neck. Across the dining room, under her parents' crystal chandelier, her hair lay sprayed in a
mass of tangles, slylish but, tome, dead asroadkill. None of that Middle Eastern sheen I
adored had survived the 14th-birthday trip to the salon. The perm alone seemed to have fried
awayanyhint ofpersonality.
Louise freed up her arm long enough to smack me on the leg. "Shut up, she's about
to open our present. As I cranedmy neck over the sea ofbodies, includingmany higji
school track stars wearing Guess jeans with big, spongy hairdos, I did manage to catch a
glimpse ofthe glitteiy wrapping paperLouise and Ihad picked for the occasion. I hadn't
believed our luck. In anovelty shop, we happened to bump into adisplay full ofglow-in-the-
dark star packs-not only Iris's favorite brand but also one we'd thought had been yanked off
the market. Louise and.1 were so ecstatic, we bought the entire case for amere $80. We
both knew we'd have to pay back our parents into the next millennium, but itwas small
potatoes compared to the truckloads ofunlimited gratitude about to come our way. The last
comer ofIris's ceiling had remained unfinished for two years. Within the next five seconds,
she'd have enoughmaterials to complete her masterpiece and wallpaper her room with the
leftovers. Cramped in our comer, Iwaited to see the look on her face with my heart
poundingagainstmyknees.
Iris took a few seconds to glance at the card, then searched the room for our faces.
"Wow, this is really heavy, you guys." She smiled, and Inodded back, not caring about the
goofy grin plastered on my fece. The bigmoment had finally arrived With apinkie
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fingernail. Iristoreoffan edge ofwrapping paper, unwound thebox likeamummy, and
finally shook off the lastshreds to reveal the best gift of the evenii^. Iris just stood there,
speechless.
Theroom fell silent except for thedance music throbbing onthe living room stereo.
I was all ready to boltupandwade through thecrowd togetmy bear hug, when I realized
she wasn't tongue-tied from overwhelming joy. First, hercheeks went pale, then green, then
pink, and I saw her shoot us a glance ofblack hatred from behindher star-studdedbox.
Finally, after taking a deep breath, she dropped her shield, sprouted amean grin, and
chucked the starscarelessly in thegiftpile.
"Really, guys, youshouldn'thave." Sherolled hereyes, andthewhole house
exploded inhysterics. As a unit, the crowd performed an amazing feat offlexibility to catch
a glimpse ofthe dorks inthe corner. Louise and Iwere Iris's freak show. Trying tobounce
back, Louise Jaug^ed along with the track jocks, but all I could do was buiymy head in my
lap.
OnFebruary 28th, aWednesday, one week exactly before Iris's death, my fether picked up
the phone in his study. For the past week and ahalf, he'd been working on amanuscript for
an i^KJoming conference and rarely got up from his computer. But he was waiting on a.call
from acolleague, so instead ofletting the answering machine kick in or mymother interrupt
dinner preparations, he answered the phone personally.
The voice on the other end introduced herselfas Iris Kansil, his daughter's old friend.
What asurprise, Miss Iris. I thoughtyou*dfallen offtheface ofthe earthforgood! After
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chatting for several minutes about the Pennsylvania weather these days and her father's
astronomy research, she asked my dad if she could talk tome. Itwas kind ofurgent, she told
him. Well, unfortunately, she \s atplaypractice right now. Dad rustled for apiece ofpaper,
wouldyou like to leave a message? Iris gave him her number-which both my parents knew
already, since mymother and her mother were old Choral Society buddies and still
exchanged calls every month ortwo-and asked ifI could get back toher ASAP. Vm sure
Julia will returnyour call assoon asshe carL Good to hearfromyou. Before dinner. Dad
made his way to the kitchen, scrawled Call Iris on our fridge wipe-offboard, and forgot the
entire conversation.
Themorning Jeanne gave us the news about Iris, no onementioned the fact that I
hadn't bothered tocall her back the week before. At the time, I'd figured with the senior
play and homework and plarming my 18th birthday bash, I had too much onmy mind to
worry about someone like her. IfDad had thought to mention Iris's insistence on talking to
me immediately, I'm sure I would have had the same reaction.
I'm ina dimly litroom with nothing but a table and aphone. I realize this isthe room I'll
spend the rest ofmy life in, and I'm resigned to it. Fate never changes, especially when it's
mine. The ringing begins, but I can only bringmyself to stare, since now there's no point in
counting how many ways I canfail to respond.
My mother steps out ofthe shadows. "Aren't you going to answer that?" She looks
shocked that I haven't even gotten up offthe floor.
"Ican't," I tell her. "Ihave no luck with telephones."
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Oh, stop being sillyl Just stand up, walk to the phone, and pick up the receiver. Is
that toodifficult foryouto comprehend?"
Even inadream, I refuse toJet mymother insult me. Cautiously, soI don't attract
hail or lava or bullets to my skull, Ipush up offthe ground, take afew steps toward the table,
wrap my hand aroxmd the receiver. Letting afew rings rumble against the angle ofmy palm,
I take a deep breath andlift. Nothing happens.
"Perfect,"Mothersays, andsteps back in shadow.
With a rough swallow, I cradle the receiver against an ear. My lips are shivering.
"Hello?" J whisper.
Instantly, the callerhangs up.
"Countdown!" We'd had five false countdowns in as many minutes, but this. Iris promised,
was it. Fora solid hour, a redstain, hadconsumed themoon's &ce like cheese ona cracker.
Only aiingemail sliver remained. Squealing, we tumbled out from our seats—no swinging.
Iris insisted—and began our chant. Louise alternately made huge, wet slurpy noises and
shouted. Look at me, I'm dnnkmg up the moon!" The rest ofus had another system. For
each number, one ofus jumped. As the numbers descended, we tried to jump higher.
Finally, when our numbers ran out and the moonlight died-this was after we'd had to repeat
"one" twelve times like abroken record-we let out aroar and all at once let our legs launch
us into the air. At that moment, the power in eight sets ofmuscles seemed to teeter on the
infinite; we rode on needle-sharp beams ofdarkness and sound waves. Call me crazy, but I
still believe, ifwe'd had an ouncemore willpower, we could have knocked gravity right on
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its ass and dived like missiles into those red sea juices, completely ours and completely free.
It's too bad, really. We might have had achance to show the whole damn universe that every
action hinges on will.
Iris began to howl, and we joined inuntil our throats got scratchy, atwhich point we
raced back to our swings and started tofly. Rachel and Louise seemed possessed by demons.
Every other second, one oftheir bodies was bouncing against the grass, and they didn't seem
to mind landing on elbows, bellies, orchins. Itwas like watching apitchingmachine.
Beside me, like a paper lantern. Iris glowed silently, her eyes doing pirouettes around the
new stars peeking where the moon used tobe. As Iwatched herin the dark, she seemed
colossal, like ahot air balloon. I thought how awful life was to create something so beautiful
and immense, then squeeze it into aminiature frame and force it to go toschool.
Iris caught me staring, but she didn't seem mad. Instead, she adjusted her sway so
we'd beinsync and asked, "Wanna live with the stars and me, Jule?"
"Sure, someday." Wind burrowed inmy coat, and my teeth chattered.
''No, I mean wow."
You re cra^." I searched her face hard for signs ofajoke Iwas missing.
Imean it, Jule. I'm totally serious. Someday is never, and I'm sick ofwaiting
around. Look atwhat someday does to grown-ups, Jule. To oixrparents. You want to wind
up like them, smiling and sipping tea and having to kiss other people's butts? We need to
escape nowwhile we re still kids. We can live in the mountains and count stars every night
so we'll knowwhen one goes away to die and we'll never have to wony about anyone else.
Come on, Jule, let's run awaywhile we still have the chance."
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Rachel! Girls!" Avoice behind us called "It was time to come in ten minutes
ago."
Everyone froze and glared at Rachel, whose lower jaw dropped in her lap. "Mom,
you said we could stay outas late aswewanted " she whined.
Imost certainly did not. An5way, all your hollering has been keeping this
neighborhood up for an hour. Now come on, girls, back across the street or the party's going
to end right here."
Beaten, Rachel dragged her swing to astop and shuffled toward the break in the
fence. Louise trundled behind, rubbing her elbows and wincing at the sore spots.
"This is the last time we ever have aparty at your house, Rachel." Iris hissed before
she lifted off*her swing and dropped. When she reeled to face me, Inoticed she was back to
her usual size. It must have beenatrick ofthe light that made me think she'd growa
"Come on, Jule, I'mnot leavingwithout you."
"One minute." Relaxing everymuscle, 1slid forvrard, arms lifted, back arched, legs
pointed like acompass needle toward that all-important warehouse ofgravity. When I
landed, my feet hit firmly, weight evenly distributed, and1managed to straighten up without
a wobble. This time, I got tosee Iris's jawfall on her feet.
"Jule," she whispered when she could talk again, "That was...perfect. Wow, Ican't
believe it, Jule, you did it, do you hearme, Julia Grace Deslaurier, you did it you did it you
did it!" Eyes gleaming, her voice crescendoed to an all-out scream. She grabbedmy hands,
she swung them, then she did crazy somersaults around the lawn and hooted as ifwe'd both
won the lottery.
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"Giris, back in the house wow!" I turned to face the street. Rachel's mom stil] waited
onthesidewalk, butRachel andLouise must have disappeared behind a hedge. Neither of
them would believe what hadhappened, butat thatpoint, I simply wanted to soak in the
moment. 1 had attained perfection.
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CHAPTER 3. LUNCH AT THE AUTOPORT
Julia
It wasa bigcontroversy. Amanager handed myfather themessage as soon ashe
stepped upto thecheck-in counter: Terribly sorry, butwecannot invite your family to the
reception dinner after theftmeral. Wehave many fnends, as does ourdaughter, and certain
inconvenient decisions hadto beenacted during this hectic time. Definitely Dr. Kansil's
handwriting. Also his style, formal and heavy butscientifically precise, carefully jotted on a
green note cardwith Asian-looking cherry blossoms onthecover. Not a good way to begin a
trip that was inconvenient to begin with.
Thethreeof uswandered around the lobby, stiffandmotion sickaftersittingin a car
fi"om upstate New York toCentral PA. That's six and ahalfhours straight The note card
meant wemight not evenget to see thepeople we'd dropped school andwork andSenior
Class Play practice to console. Paul arrived about halfan hour later, and we read through the
message again, amazed andirritated at once. Mother called Jeanne, her other Choral Society
chum, and for two hours squeals and nose-blowing erupted from the receiver. Apparently,
Jeanne got cut from the short list, too.
The whole fiasco made the ftmeral itselfhard to concentrate on. Jeanne whispered
and sobbed until herfece looked like a giant mood ring, as Dad dutiftilly rubbed her
shoulders. Aneon-yellowKleenex box kept on getting dumped inmy lap, someone
mumbling over my head to pass it on. I tried to focus on following the program, because I
couldn't stand towatch my former classmates with mascara dribbling down their faces.
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hands clasped, all saintly and mournful when Iknew what these bitches were really like. Iris
had hanged herself, which was very tragic and exciting. They might keep talking about her
until final exams and graduation took over their walnut-sized brains. Eventually they'd
forget, but I never would
After the graveside service, Jeanne was still bitching about dinner.
"I don't see why they couldn't have made space for me. Or for you, either, Grace."
She tried to wrap an arm around my mother's but could only squeeze her fingers through.
We re Susan's closest fiiends, for God's sake. Manish should let us be there for her. This
is theworstdayofher life."
Jeanne and Mother had tried to talk to Mrs. Kansil on the receiving line at the UU
church. Ins's mom gave everyone ahug and asmile, but the smile looked plastic and she
simply would not open her mouth to say anything besides "God bless you" and "thanks for
commg." I think she said "thanks for coming" twelve times at Jeanne before Paul, my older
brother,draggedher off
We tramped down the steep path toward cemetery parking. The sun, way too bright
for afiineral, highlighted the cheeiy, low-cut grass, sliced down the middle by asphalt. J
could tellMother was tense because Jeanne kept trying to touch her. "They had to draw the
hne somewhere, Isuppose."Mother gingerly patted Jeanne's nails. "We'll take Susan out to
dinner while I'm still in town."
Mother shot aglance at Dad, who shook his head and grinned. Iknew what both of
them were thinking; poor, twice-divorced Jeanne, ofcourse she'd blameDr. Kansil. My
parents always got their jollies from.predictable people, especially Jeanne.
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Suddenly, Jeanne realized she'd left her blazer hanging on afolding chair by the
graveside.
As Jeanne took off, Paul glanced atmy parents and stifled a giggle. "I'll run and
make sure shedoesn't get trapped in oneofher endless conversations."
'Tell her we're about to expire over here!" Dad chuckled as Paul jogged easily
through the crowd. The finish on the rows ofheadstones gleamed like enamel. "So, ladies,
where do you think we can grab something edible inthis town?" He rubbed his hands
together in a spasm of energy.
"You remember the Penn State culinary offerings as well as Tdo. Professor
Deslaurier."Mother rolled her eyes teasingly. "Surely ithasn't been that long."
"For that snide remark, young lady, you lose your vote." He winked, blue eyes
twinkling under his square frames. "Julia? What's your suggestion?"
Anything sfine. Imnot that hungry." The wind picked up and blewmy hair into
mymouth. Abitter hairspray taste spread over my tongue. As Jturned around to spit, I
caught the last ofthe black rental fleet progressing solenmly down the hill, each orange flag
furiously waving before itdisappeared. For asecond, Iknew how Jeannemust have felt
being left out ofthe total experience. On the receiving line at the Unitarian church, Ionly
exchanged ahandshake and an "I'm so sorry" with Mrs. Kansil before the steady current of
mourners swept me out the door. There was a lot Iwanted to talk to her about that I knew
I'd never have the guts to mention later. Ofcourse.Mother and Dad would also look down
onme ifIbrought the subject up agaiiL To them, painful topics were not polite.
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In a few minutes, Jeanne andPaul came wandering down thelawn. Paul hadhisarm
around Jeanne's shoulder, and Jeanne, once again, was routing through her box oftissues.
Mother and Dad began shuffling uncomfortably, checkingwatches and yanking on sleeves.
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For the fourth time. Mother tied her blue silk scarfunder her chin. Amotig other things,
Jeanne was also the only family friend who cried in public, an act that came the closest, in
my parents' minds, tothe traditional idea ofsin. Paul, who considered himselfanactor,
could fill his big blue eyes with concern and pretend to be gallant, butMother especially
wouldn't put up with blubbering even topat a person onthe back.
Well, Leonard got me started again." Jeanne laughed, then blewher red nose loudly.
You know Leonard, don't you? Tenor, social studies teacher, girls track and field coach at
the high school? Atany rate, here J am bawling again."
Paul patted her shoulder and looked concerned. Trying to grin. Dad held his hand out
to her halfway, "We were just trying to think ofaplace with agood lunch menu. What are
your thoughts, Madame Townie?"
Shesmffed. Let's go someplace that has abar. I desperately need agin and tonic."
"Don't discuss alcohol around virgin ears."Mother smirked and touched my ann.
"Wehave to set an example forour schoolchildrett"
I gritted my teeth. Mother had an obsession with pointing out the fact that I was still
in highschool eventhough I looked older.
Jeanne stared into my face. Her eyes looked puffy and tired. "Julia's seen me drunk
before. I hardly think she'll be scandalized by one more show." She grabbed Paul's arm.
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"And this beautiful blond scholar ispractically legal! So we have nothing to worry about."
Paul laughedheartily, flashing his freakishly straightset of teeth. He seemed
destined to be apolitician. "Don't rush me, Jeanne, I've got a couple more years to go on
that legal thing. But I'lltell you, I've been covering up adangerous desire for some Autoport
chocolate cake ever since Iwent away to school. Think we could try there? As I remember,
they have a pretty well-stocked bar."
Dad nodded decisively. "It's definitely not the Taj Mahal, but we might beable to
get some nice grub. Sound good, kids?"
"I'd go anywhere to getout of this wind." Mother readjusted her scarf
"Takeme to the booze," Jeannegroaned.
"The Autoport it is." Dad clapped his hands and headed for the car. "Good choice,
Paul. Would you care to take the wheel? My back is botheringme from all that sitting."
Paul drove across town tothe Autoport, with Dad as navigator—naturally—and the
women squeezed intothebackseat likedolls in a baby carriage. Our heads bobbed back and
forth silently. Though I'dhad my driver's license for ayear. Dad preferred to have his son
behind the wheel ofhis Lexus, because he found Paul more "level-headed." I'dstopped
complaining, since it didn't seem worth the effort.
The Autoport dining room was dark and practically empty when we walked it at2:30
pm. I toldMother andDad they probably weren't serving anymore, but Dad somehow
managed to shmooze the host into seating us. As my family followed the w^ter past the
garden offolded napkins, Jeanne caught me by the arm and whispered, "Come help me put
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on fresh mascara." Waving tomyparents, sheledme toward the glowingLadies sign in an
unlit comer.
Inside, the restroom wasyellow andimmaculately clean. "Honey," Jeanne began,
digging through herpurse. "I noticed you seemed a little tense during the funeral. Do you
want to talk about anything?"
My throat tightened. Mom had warned me before we left New York that Jeanne
would comerme atsome point. I managed tosmile veiy sweetly, like I'd practiced inmy
mind, and say,"No, actually I'm feelingfine. But thanks for the offer."
"Are you sure, dear?" Staring hard into themirror, she brushed powder onto hernose
with heavy strokes. "I only askbecause I remember when you and Iris were best friends, and,
well, you haven't shed a tear since I'veseen you. Are you positive you're not-.holding
anything in?"
Clenching my fists behind.my back, I tried tokeep smiling. Jeanne was good, I had
tohand it toher. Even when shecould barely speak between sobs, she Icnewwhich buttons
topress to transform anygiven situation into a live soap opera. Hervision of lifehadno
boundanes, no public orprivate, present or past, fantasy or reality, subject orobject. She
wantedmeto fling myselfonto hershoulder and burst into tears, sothat she could have
another good cry and feel like she'd done some good that day. Ihad no intention ofjoining
her pity party. Iris was dead, we hadn't spoken since junior high, and ifI'd felt even one
ounce of grief, I certainly wasn'thumiliating myself in front of Jeanne.
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I kept my eyes glued to the back ofJeamie's head. At that point, I was loathing every
frosted black curl. Yep, I'm siuie I'm all right. I promise, Jeanne. You don't have to worry
about me."
Suddenly, Jeanne looked up atme with her warm, dark eyes and laidahand onmy
cheek. Iwas instantly sony I'djust been cursing her hairdo. "Oh, Jule," she sighed, 'Vou can
read me like abook. Just remember I'm always here ifyou ever need to talk." Her compact
clicked shut. "For anything at all, Imean it. You know you don't have to hide things from
me."
We walked out ofthe ladies' room to the sound ofDad's echoing belly laughter.
Two older couples had sat down at adark brown booth along the wall, but their group
presence was vastly outshined by my parents and Paul. Framed inanoval window, their
silhouettes rocked lightly as they performed their social arabesques, two garnet-colored
glasses held inelegant hands. As my eyes adjusted to the light, I could see Mother had taken
offher scarfbut not her gloves, so that her gray-gold curls carried the eye down in asingle
sweep over her dancer's neck to the smooth texture ofher hand. No one could take away the
spotlight likeMother could. Even at she was breathtaking, in away no one I ever knew
had been.
Taking a sip ofwine, she saw Jeanne and me advancing on the table and waved with
her free hand. Wine never failed to warm up both ofmy parents. Dad looked our way and
got a big, goofy grin on his face.
"Say, Jeanne, where'd you pick up the beautiful blonde?" He cackled loudly at his
own joke.
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I scowled at him while Jeanne scooted onto the booth bench. "Oh, J think she comes
with that fancy car in the parking lot," she said, strainingto sound cheerful. "How's the
menu looking today?"
"Quite acceptable, thankyou."Hepointedout the glasson Jeanne's placemat. "We
tookthe libertyof orderingyou a doublegin-and-tonic."
Jeanne gasped. "Marshall, you'rean angel. If your wifeweren'there, I'd kissyou."
Laughter swirled around the table. OnlyI didn't crack a smile. Jeanne's failed
counseling session had shaken loosea gearinside mymind, andgradually I realized I was
feeling queasy.
"Ah, I seeourwaitress has arrived," Dadnodded to the chubby redhead in a faux
maroon tuxwho'd appeared, without a smile, at theend of the table. "Ladies first, of
course."
"Somany intngumg-looking entrees," Mother spoke up,delicately enthusiastic. "Tell
me, how is the filet ofsalmon prepared?"
I didn't listen tothe description, because the thought offood was bringing onmore
sickening twinges. I wished Jeanne had never mentioned Iris. The fimeral had been rough,
but I dmanaged tostomach the whole show, altar boy togravedigger. I knew I would have
made it through the rest ofthe day if Jeanne hadn't touched that memory vault Iris and me,
best friends forever. Iris and me playing Barbies. Iris and me dunking cookies after school.
"Wake upandorder. Sis." Paul joggledmyarm.
"I wasn't asleep." I sat up and glanced overthemenu. "I'll havethe saladbar."
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"What, only that?" Jeanne cried. "Surely you want something else. You haven't
eatensince five o'clock thismomingi"
"Darling, youmight find some chicken you'd like ifyou look under Poultry." Mother
tapped mymenu then turnedback to thewaitress. "I think sheneedsmore time to decide."
"No, I don't need more time. I'mhaving the salad bar." Smiling as pleasantly as I
could, I handed the woman my menu. "Really, I'mjustnot that hungry."
Jeanne clucked anxiously. "You're going towaste away tonothing, dear."
"Oh, stop worrying," Paul said. "She'll bepacking it away like ahorse once she hits
Bryn Mawr. The same thing happened to me my first semester at Penn. Iwent way over my
Freshman Fifteen. Remember, Mother? Imust have gained thirty pounds in two months!"
Mother groaned. "I couldn't believe it. He'doutgrown his entire winter wardrobe. I
thought we'd go broke replacing all those oxford shirts. Honestly."
Ofcourse, Ididn't need to listen to Paul's Ivy League Tales while my parents
swigged their wine. I could listen to the same stories, even smell the same booze, during any
college vacation. From age ten, Paul stopped experiencing life and started cataloging. Thus,
his little anecdotes never changed in substance, only in the details hetweaked here and there
to cover up the fact that he was embellishing. I excusedmyself to get my food-another
salad bar bonus. Like air rushing out ofaburst balloon, mymemoiy cells had flooded, and J
wanted to concentrate on rubbing them out before Icould handle any more chatting. Iris and
me pitching sticks to my dog. Missy, tickling Paul during awrestlingmatch, sticking aglow-
in-the-dark universe to her ceiling. My eyes began to sting as Ipicked up my glass lettuce
plate. This was all wrong, I told myself. Iris was not agood fnend, in the end. When she
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found the cool people to hang out with, high school guys who guzzled beer and girls who
bought grosses from Guess, she dropped me like ahot coaL Icoulda't live up to her
expectations, Iwas anerd. She'd probably call me that from beyond the grave. Someni^t,
Idsee her in adream chanting tnsuUs, laughing at my clothes, my haircut, and knowing I
couldn't get at her anymore, because ifIreached out to yank her hair, my hand would sail
through her forehead. She hadme, big time. Icouldn't lay afin^r on her.
So it wasn't worth getting worked up over ancient memories, even ifthey were
happy. Iimmediately felt better as Iscooped up potato saladand some creamy-looking
pineapple with marshmallows. The vegetable sat snug in dishes, nestled among the leaiy
greens and ice, metal plate trays, the sneeze shield It easedmy mind to see everything in
place. That's what Ineeded to leam from Mother and Dad: how to compartmentalize.
Behind one door, your grocery list, behind another, your friends. Hang up aspirations on a
coat rack, to be looked at, and box up the taste ofbad potato salad where you can't reach itin
the closet. As Istood alone in front ofthe three-bean salad, Iconjured up avision ofa
lockable drawer, still open but with no key, and saw myself stuffing picture after picture of
smiling, eight-year-old Iris and me, until the sides bulgedwith Kodak paper. Ishoved the
drawermits slot, heard the lock click, and walked away, my limbs feeling loose and relaxed.
I took a deep breath.
The whole process had left me with asinus headache, but Iknew Iwas ready to fece
society again. Istuck abig hunk offrench bread on top ofmy cottage cheese and sauntered
back to our table. Dadwaved at me with his fork. The salad course had already arrived, and
Irealized out ofthe comer ofmy eye, Pd seen the redheaded waitress assembling the lettuce
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atthe salad bar. Some choice they give you, I thought. Smiling through my headache, I sat
and prepared for a dumbjoke.
"Shoot any bunnies while you were at it?" askedDad with a smirk.
"Hey, ittakes time to pick out the perfect lettuce leaves!" I came back. "When you're
discriminating, you don't have to be fast."
Dad raised his wine glass. "Touche, young damsel. Atoast to Dame Julia, who's got
her old dad beat."
Toasted was definitely where the adults atthe table were heading. Luckily, Paul
didn tneed directions to get back to Jeanne's place. Iclinked my water glass around, then
concentrated on chasing croutons around my plate. I didn't want to witness my parents
making fools of themselves at theAutoport.
"Marshall, you have such beautiful children." I felt Jeanne's fingernail brush astrand
ofhairfrom my cheek. "I don'tknowhowyou ever did it"
"Well, Imarried abeautiful woman, that's how!" Dad tried to kiss Mother's hand,
but she swatted him away with hernapkin.
"Marshall, please, I'mattempting to enjoymy iceberg lettuce."
I remember when I used tobabysit for Julia." Jeanne's voice sounded distant. "Dear
little serious Julia. She never had asmile on her face. Life was too importent, Isuppose.
She and Iris used totrot over for apiano lesson eveiy once inawhile."
My entire femily shared acringe. Jeanne rambled on, "They told me playing by
yourselfwas too hard, too confining. So, they decided they were eachgoing to learn one
hand ofevery piece. Iris on the right, Julia on the left. That way, they would never have to
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be alone on stage. Itwas so dear. I remember their sweet heads bent over the keyboard...just
like little birds..."
Jeanne's voice finally broke up, and she brought her napkin up to her face, muffling
the sobs. My dad, always agentleman, reached over and took Jeanne's hand, but the rest of
us sat like ice sculptures waitingto melt.
Finally,Mother spoke up. "Jeanne, please, let's tiy to get through lunch as painlessly
as possible, all right, dear?"
"Ican't help it." She shook her head behind her veil. "Ijust feel so...awful."
We understand, Jeanne." Dad sighed patiently. "We all feel terrible, the same as
you. But we can'twear ourhearts onour sleeves at alltimes, now canwe? Think of the rest
of our feelings for a moment."
Jeanne, darling, please try to calm down." Mother searched herpurse for stray
tissues. "Really, you're disturbing Julia,J cantell."
Idropped my fork. Once again, my name gets batted around to help in untangling
theirmess. T^^o, she snot. Mother. I'm perfectly all right." I try to keep my voice level.
"Well, why should she beallright?" Jeanne shot back atMother. "Isn'tshe allowed
to have feelings?"
She is eating her lunch. Mother's face hardened. "She has a right to chew her food
in peace."
"Mother-" There was no hope ofmy voice ever reaching them. Their ears blocked
out any opposing frequencies.
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"But she said she wasn't hungry," Jeanne flung down her napkin, smeared with
clumps of beige powder. "Showa little compassion, can't you? Herbest friendjust died."
"She was not mybest friend!" I finally exploded. "She hadn't been my friend since
junior high. Youkeepmakingup these happy-dreamy pictures ofme andIris as little kids,
thatwe were birds-what crap! When I moved away. Iris was a mean, alcoholic slut who
wore see-through shirts and no underwear and likedbofRng her bojrfriend in the girls' locker
roommore than pretendingto leam how to playpiano. Okay,Jeanne? Does that clear
everything up for you?"
Every movement around the tablefroze. I thinkI mayhave stopped the entiredining
room, including thekitchen staff. Noone at the table said a word, they just stared atmy
face, maybe waitedforhorns to growoutofmyforehead. Trying to collectwhat was leftof
my pride, I tucked a few hairs behind my ears and took another bite of salad. "I haven't had
a complete conversation withIrissincewewere in ninth grade."
Gradually, heads began to lower and silverware clinked against plates or glasses.
Dad letout a breath after finishing the last ofhis wine. "That's strange." He wiped offhis
glasses. "I thoughtyoucalled Irisjust last week."
Once again, thetable stopped. Suddenly, I felt heat rise throughmyneck, as if a
spotligjit had landed on me. "Ididn't call Iris last week," I thought I soimded stupid enough.
"ButI tookdown amessage from her." His eyes were bleary. Hecouldn't have
known thefaux pas hewas walking into. "I remember it distinctly. 'Call Iris,' I wrote it on
the message board. Surely you saw it, you're gabbing on that phone every hour, practically."
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Aweight dropped through theh'ning ofmy stomach. I couldn't act dimib anymore.
Dadmade sure ofthat Sothe soap operawould begin, on cue. "I saw it. I didn't have time
to get back to her."
"Oh my god!" The napkin Jeanne stuffed into her mouth mangled herhigh-pitched
squeal,
Mother heldherhead inbothhands. Dadwouldn't give iq). "ButI was confused!"
he whined tothe back ofher hand "Ididn't know. I thought she and Iris talked justlast
week."
"Oh, Julia, howcould you?" Thetears were gushing at full-blast now. Jeanne had
given up on decorum. "Your last chance, and you threw it away? How teirifying! I can't
imagine whatyou're feelingright now."
"Jeanne." Again, Paul swept up her soggy hand. "Iknow this isgoing tosound ,bad,
but Iwould have done the same thing ifI'dbeen in Jule's shoes." Jeanne's eyes flew open,
but Paul cut her offbefore she could open her mouth. "Please, let me explain this to you. Iris
had notbeenanykind of friend for, what, four years. She made funofJulia-I can remember
this~she calledher names, she tortured her at parties, all the things agrade-A, stuck-up bitch
did inthe school we went to. At one point, she may have been cute, but the last time we
knew her, she dbeen sucked inby that expensive-clothing, big hair, brainless culture that a
lot ofworthless girls fell into. Imean, I find ithard to believe, the way I'm sure you do, that
Iris could turn into abimbo, but ithappened. She did get wasted every weekend, she did
wear slutty clothes-heck, Ieven heard she did the whole football team one night, right down
the line, like avendingmachine. So why would Julia want to call up agiri like that?"
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Gradually, I began to feel my fists gripping theedge ofthetablecloth, my nails
clawing ferociously, until the seam gave. Paul was piecing together one ofhis stories onthe
spot, I could tell. Never in his life hadPaul kept trackof Iris. He didn't even look at her
when she came over after school, unless she had something he could accuse her ofswiping
from his room. She was justa girl, justa friend ofhislittle sister, and Paul couldn't waste
his brain cells onher since he had more important things onhis mind, like what sort ofcareer
to shoot for, which Ivy League was good enough for him. His world loomed rosy and bright,
while Iris would lie in a six-foot hole forever.
Paul stopped, I thought for good. Instead, heonly had to catch his breath.
"I think Ayn Rand's philosophy fits this situation best." Paul patted Jeanne's
trembling fingers. "Some peoplejust aren't worth the trouble."
Ared sheen dropped like ablanket across the room. Something took control ofmy
hand—it must have been instinct—something that made me grab my water glass and deposit
the contents in Paul's lap. My eyes started to fill. I had to leave before anyone saw. As I
flew through the aisles ofempty tables, I heard Paul shout, "But Iwas agreeing with you!"
My whole body snapped around like a cobra. "Kiss my ass!" I shrieked.
LucIq'^ for me, the ladies room was still empty. Iwould've hated sniveling in astall,
surrounded by ripples ofhovering voices and black pumps. Arms braced around the sink,
staring at the drain so Iwouldn't have to see myself in the mirror, Ilockedmy jaw against
the gurgles and moans echoing against spotless tiles. Iwas worthless. The bottom dropped
out ofthe drawer, and I couldn't stop it. Iris and me, best friends forever. Iris andme,
exploring the stars.
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The door swung open. I jumped, then spotted Mother's open-toed white heels on the
carpet. Hiding was pointless. Before, I'd quickly wipe my face and nose to try to save the
situation, but now that I was older, I couldn't see the use.
Her heels stayed planted on the carpet for a long time, and I held my breath for
almost as long. Then her voice came floating out ofnowhere. "Do you have something to
say to me?"
Drops ofwater on the drain caught the light. "I'm not apologizing to Paul. He
deserved what he got..those awful things he said...he lied-"
"I'm not referringto Paul." Mother's voice pushed. "I'm talking about your behavior,
which wasvery, very poor today. You're almostan adultnow, Julia. I expectedbetter."
I could feel her turning her back on me, so I glanced up, ready to hurl a stone.
"Mother, I went to a funeral today!"I screamed to her curls, perfectly set.
Before I could take a breath. Mother's gloves had clampedmy face like a vice. Her
face was gray porcelain, drained ofhuman features. "Julia,youwill be tomany funerals
before your life isover," she whispered, "andthey will allbeashard astheone youjust
attended. Life ishard. Lifeis onecruelty afteranother. But thatdoesnotmean youcanlet
your etnotions fly apart inpublic, doyouunderstand me? Show respect foryour family if
youhaveno dignity. Have youeverseenme lose control theway youjust did? Wecan
never show the world our weakness. We mustn't lose control ever."
Herfingers gripped tighter andtighter until I hadto screech forherto stop. She
released my face. Fora second, she looked assurprised asme. With mouths hanging open.
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we both turned to the mirror and watched five welts grow rosy beside my pink birthmark.
Eventually, Mothertook a deepbreath.
"Clean offyour face andcome finish your lunch. It's wrong towaste food."
She strode quickly out the door, and this time I felt too drained to speak. When I
turned back to the sink, I found my puffy face in the mirror again. Except for the finger
marks, I looked exactly like an infant who'd just given up a screaming fit for its bottle. The
water I splashed over my cheeks did nothing for the patches ofbroken capillaries, miniature
wounds firom an invisible war. Slowly, I pulled my compact out ofmy purse and began
slathering my cheeks with powder. When I was finished, you could still see hints ofred
where Mother sfingers had been, but itwas the best I could do without real liquid cover-up.
Then running ahand through my hair, I opened the door on the outside world and hoped I'd
remember to smile.
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CHAPTER 4. NIGHT AND DAY
Louise
Thepavilion roofturned over. It was like a steam roller on stilts, fat as a fist,
barrelingdown. Wewere rocks under the falls. I knew it was the vodka and the dark and the
slapping sound the creek made. But try and tell your brain that when it's somessed up you
have tobite your fingers tomake sure they're there. So instead ofhearing what Carrie said, I
flattened against the picnic table, nose in rotten wood, and my drink flew into Luke's lap.
Luke screamed, then there was hissing like a bunch ofgas jets turned onat once. Shhhhh.
That shut him up.
Luke whispered, "What thefuck was that for?" I felt the ice onmy neck andhis
clammy thimib, so I rolled over. Then he tried to shove his hand down my jeans, but they
wens too tight for his fist to fit We laughed until we couldn't breathe. I pokedBrian inthe
thigh to get me another.
"Why can't Louise drink fi:om the damned bottle?" John whispered, brushing aCarrie
cur] under his chin. She was little bird bones and vanilla soap, and he could tuck her in the
space between groin and pecs. Which is where she wanted to be. "She scared ofspit?"
"Ice, you asshole." Carrie jabbed him in the ribs. "Louise needs ice. Didn't anyone
hear what I said?"
"No." Brian handed me adixie cup, and Iwas sitting again. The roofhad sturdy,
triangular beams.
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"I said I dreamed about her again. Last night. This time she knewme, and she didn't
have a gun or dirt in her hair."
"So she's not a snot-green zombie from hell" Luke pulledme into his lap and the
vodka puddle. The wind started to blow and my pants were soaking through to the undies,
while he dug to find the crease under my size Dbra. His nails climbedme like aladder, all
those stomach folds.
"Shut up, this is important." Clanking glass against teeth. Deep breath. "She was in
this long flowery dress, or itmight have been asheet, Icouldn't tell, and she was sitting on
the steps ofher house, sort ofstaring into space as ifl wasn't standing right in front ofher,
and Isaid, what's wrong. Iris? just like she was okay and nothing happened, itwas like both
ofus forgot, and she didn't say anything to me, she just got up andwalked into the house,
and somehow I knew I was supposed to go with her."
"Canwenottalkabout this?" I groaned.
"Yeah, come on." Luke nicked my bra with his thumb. He worked up. "The giri was
fucked. She got dumped and strung herself up by the neck. Case closed."
"No really, you guys, we can't ignore this "Carrie whispered. "It's real."
"Bullshit." Luke wiped hisnose onthesleeve ofhiswindbreaker.
"Mymomsays it happens all the time."
"You're mom's a newage pantyw^te."
"Hey, shut the fuck up." John poppedLuke in the back. The Gospel Twins hadn't
been getting along. Carrie and Icalled them that because ofthe Sunday School chant.
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MatthewMarkLuke andJohn...and because they were best friends, butnot somuch since
Carrie. They were both onthebasketball team. "Keep going, Carrie."
"So anj^ay, it was like a ghost town inside her house, there was nothing Jefl but
carpets and curtains and a picture here and there, and Iris wasn't looking atanything, she was
taking me up the spiral stairs into the hallway by her bedroom, and then she stopped and
turned around and said, I left you something, and she shoved open her bedroom door and the
walls started glowing but the noise was so loud, it was like adump truck breaking, itwoke
me up before I could see what's inside."
Oh, God,' Tstuffed my head between my knees. Everyone knew Carrie was dense.
She was so stupid Iris used to say Carrie better not turn her hair dryer up to maximum, or
else the airinherskull'11 get hot and she'll float away. But this was about the dumbest trick
she'd ever pulled. First itwas the dirty hair dreams, then two days ago, atthe memorial
party, she got this bug up her butt that she hadio get into Iris's room. Like her parents were
hidingburied treasure or trafficking drugs. Three times she tried to getMrs. Kansil to unlock
the door: she asked, then she tried topick the lock with a credit card, then she said Iris had
borrowed her blue mascara last week, and could she route around in her daughter's makeup
bag, butMrs. Kansil went looking for itherself. They'd justhad Iris's carpets cleaned, she
told Carrie. They didn't want people tracking indirt.
So now Iris comes back from the dead to tell us there's amercedes double-parked in
front ofher dresser and she can't get to her clothes. How dumb couldCarrie be. Through
my knees I stared at the dark beside Brian's right shoulder where Iris would have sat, curled
in Charlie slap, asoft brown C, where she would have sent me awide-eyed snort then
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pretended she was having an attack ofnasal drip. Carrie never noticed how bad Iris's nose
got when the three ofus were together. Iris and I would laughfor hours.
"Hey, lean back, things were getting good." Luke towedme in bymy braid. His
nailswere pinchingnow,he wasdesperate, hisboner stabbed the smallof myback in slow
dancetime. Iris used to sayI was luckyLukehad a fetish for fat girls. Shedidn't use the
word "fetish," but that didn't matter. Mj^vodka went down warm like ahug.
"Listen, youguys," Carriesqueaked, "I'm telling you it's a sign. Irisleft something
inthat room forus, something she didn't want anyone else to find—not herparents orher
brothers or those other phonies at theparty. We're herreal friends, right? Sowe've got to
find a way to infiltrate thatroorn andsoon." t heard her licking her lips, a sick dog sound.
"Who knows what'I] happen to her ifwe don't getthere first?"
"What'dya mean, what'll. Happen. To her?" Brian was so sloshed his mouth
would't fitmore than two or three sounds at once. Hepicked them apart. "She's. Dead.
Innt she?"
I startedrubbing Iris's charmbracelet, biting into my wrist, but I didn't carehowit
fit. Mrs. Kansil gave away piles ofIris's stuffat the party-clothes, shoes, watches. She said
she'd rather us have it than the goodwill store. I remembered the charm bracelet because I'd
given it toIris for her tenth birthday, back when she liked space junk. The bracelet was
silver with tiny green satums and stars. I never saw her wear it. In the dark, I ran a fingertip
around one way andback, over thebumps, hanging one per quarter-inch, and then I would
stop and try tofigure out where I was. Itwasn't working. "Can we/7/ectye stop talking about
this?"
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"I'm talking about her spirit^ you moron." Carrie's voice dropped when she got
mystic. "Karma. What if sheneeds us togetto thenext life?"
"Oh, Christ, here we go again." Luke stopped twiddling my nipples so he could polish
offthe bottle. "There's NO God, NO next life. Definitely no motherfuckin'KARMA. We
all gopoofand that's it. My dad used to be apriest, he knows. The only life Iris's gonna get
comes from the little white maggots chewingonher eyeballs."
Shut up. Camehissed. "What does heknow about GocH You're fether fucked his
confirmation class."
"You TAKETHATBACK,or I'll TEAROFFYOURTTTS."
An aiiy scream, 5/0/7. Beats against the table, tumbling. Luke's hands launchedme,
and I landed in asideways heap. The dark rocked, the loose beams, 1rocked. My bracelet
was caught inmy palm. One star one planet two stars two planets.
''Shut up shut up shut upyou wan someoneta callacops? " That was Brian. He'd
already spent two nights in jail on afi'at party bust. He knewhow to shut people up.
The stream slapped. Apair ofarms, I guess they were Luke's, slid imder my stomach
and hauledme upright Which was good because my body had no tension, no shape.
"I happen to think Carrie's right." Awhisper, John's whisper. "Why didn't they let
us go in Iris sroom? Their kid committed smcide. They shouldn't have anything to hide."
Wind, branches. Luke slowly spoke up. "Do you think that'sall it was? Suicide? 1
mean, we only have their word for it, right?" His pelvis pressed hard into my tailbone.
''Exactly. Some Penn State professor's kid winds up in a tree, and who's gonna tell
the police? Theparents. Cops probably thought itwas an open and shut case."
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Came twittered, "Guys, um, listen, I don't think we should..."
"Oh come on, Carr, think about it." John's voice rises like a steam cloud. "Nobody
believed itwhen they told us. She wasn't ever down about anything. Well, Charlie dumped
her, but she was bouncing back. She could've had any guy she wanted. She was going to
motherftickin' Yale. Yale, for chrissake. Brian didn't even get into Yale. Itdoesn't make
sense, Carrie. Except if it wasn't..."
Aqmckshift. Carrie was sitting up like a pole. Theoutlines ofher shoulders showed
upas a blacker shadow onblack, eggshell knobs, thrown backandstiff.
Shit, and Ibet itwas her father, too. The Indian guy." Luke began to squeeze
handfiils ofmy stomach flab. Icould barely feel the pressure. "You know, he's always been
just alittle too interested in his daughter, don't you think? Imean, he'd pick her up from
practice and he'd kiss her on the mouth. Right in front ofthe school, too. Jcan't believe
Charlie put up with it."
John's voice was getting closer and more choppy. "Anddid he show up at the party?
No. Has he been seen since the frmeral? No." Long inhale. "I think we've got something
here, folks. I think we're really onto something."
Rushing water, orcar tires sweeping the highway. Or both atonce. Two stars two
planets three stars
"What about the jogger?" Carrie squeaked. "The jogger that found her-"
"Hasn't been available for comment since ithappened. God, Carrie, think about it.
They paid.-.him...oflf. Jog by around 5:30 onwhatever morning, tell the police what you see,
and disappear for two weeks. He only gets the money after he gets lost."
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"And, come on, it's not likehe couldn'thavestrung herup afterhe killedher."Luke
thrown me forward. "Perverts love ropes andwhips andstuff. Youknow, he couldVe even
poked her with the stakehe used to pound the ropeinto the branch."
"Or scissors, orhis big brown Paki prick. Hell, for all we know, he could've been up
there with her banging away, some kinda bondage fantasy, but then something happened they
didn't expect. She slipped, he got a little too hot All over in a second."
It soimded like Carrie was choking. "Oh,God."
"Stop it. Stop it stop it stop it stop it stop stop stop stop"
My fingers were in my ears. I didn't think Iwas yelling, but then the hissing started
and a handwedgedover mymouth.
"Quit worrying, you two," said Luke, rubbing my spine up and down. "We'll protect
you from that psycho."
"Yeah, there are three ofus, Luke and Brianand me, and only one ofhim. He
wouldn't even trytotouch you two. He knows what he'dget."
I peeredoverat Brian, whowas lyingon the tablebench. I couldn't tell if he was
conscious. His body looked Jike a used hamburger wrapper.
"So what we have to do is, we have to break into that room. I'mthinking tomorrow
night around dinnertime. That way we can act fast, and they won't be ready for us."
Luke nodded. His chin hammered my scalp. "She did say to come over any time.
Wheneveryou need to talk^ she said." He talked ina high pitched whine to imitate Mrs.
Kansil. "The murdering cunt. We'll getit outofher."
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"Yeah, and the easiest way todo that istobreak into the room. No one's gonna
confess until we have the evidence. You free tomorrow night, Carrie honey?"
I didn't hear an answer, butI didhear a lotof smacking and licking. Which meant
yes.
"Louise. Louise, wake up." Luke jabbed me inthe armpits, his version oftickling. I
didn t pretend to giggle. "Think you can get out ofseeing your grandparents?"
I tasted atrace ofvodka vomit. The picture I could see ofIris, Charlie's lap, pillowy
sweater, round brown eyes hookingmine for a secret laugh, was leaking away.
"Come on, Louise." I got a shake. "We allgotta do this."
Tcould see Dr. Kansil, beaming and shaking my hand Sparkly brown eyes. Fixing
pancakes with little red blossoms ofcurrant jelly, whipped cream tufts, powdered sugar. Iris
would never eat them when Carrie was around. He didn't care that she was getting chubby.
"LOUISE."
J took another jab, this oneto theribcage.
Okay, okay." Igroaned. The taste was awfiil. I could hardly stand openingmy
mouth.
Told ya she dcome around." He rubbedmy stomach vigorously, then started
working down.
"Quarter till five, then." More smacking and sucking. The lower halfofmy body
turned warm, like a water balloon filling up with chicken broth, but then I realized it was
Luke's hands. Two pounds ofmeat, dried, unzipping the fly, jammed inthe undies then
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flattening, pinching, rofling theflaps intoa soggy pink cigar. Usually Luke moaned about
needing rubber gloves to getthrough my sticky crotch, butnottonight.
I couldn't talk because I had to think about breathing. I was worried I would stop. I
wanted toyank those wiggly sausages outof there andtellhim. Notaround Brian, what if
Brian s watching? J stared hard at the crumpled bodyon thebench, butI couldn'tmake out
whichway his headwas turned, or which end a head shouldbe on. There didn't seem to be
an end, just a never-ending knot, like a tangle ofpipe cleaners.
Suddenly the pipe cleaners flew together and sprang up. Brian was standing, his head
jerked side to side as if he were ahomemade puppet Then hedisappeared before I could
blink.
"Luke," I mumbled, "where'dBriango?" I leaned forward Nonoise camefrom
outside the pavilion, no footsteps. Brian must not have been as dnmk as he seemed, orelse
he could fly.
Then there was a feint noise, gravel grinding, and a knife ofwhite light began
crawlingtoward us from the park entrance.
"Cops! Fuck! Fuck!" John tried to yell quietly, but instead he squeaked Limbs
flapped, the bottle broke and dixie cups bounced against the concrete like ball bearings.
Luke liftedme up, pulled his fingers out and left me stumbling in the grass with myjeans
hanging open. I could see their backs, Luke's and John's and Game's—hers was smoky and
pencil-thin-and I tried to fire my legs after them, but no good The last I could see ofthem
they dalmost made ittothe road, toward Carrie's house, while I lurched toward the covered
bridge over the creek.
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The white light was almost touching the pavih'on, soI didn't bother balancing on
stones. I waded inthecreek uptomy ankles, and since I hadstay lowwater splashed under
my jacket and onto my cotton undies. I didn't feel it at first, but soon I noticed the tiny cold
teeth, staining my skin silver.
Police radios buzzed back and forth. I tried to block itout with the water lapping
against the pillars holding the bridge overmy head. One star one planet. I could seeMr.
Kansil, his dead brown, eyes, fiddling with his belt buckle as he opens the bedroom door.
Twostars twoplanets. His darkfingers stroke the knife. Bruises onher brown neck. Water
lapping. Three stars three planets four stars four planets clasp.
The sun was bright for so late in the day. Itmade Brian grab his head asheclimbed
out ofthe car. He'd been doing that the whole trip over. John would hit a curve, and Brian
would throwhis hands around his temples. Like his whole head was going tofly off. Luke
and John had been planning iti the front seat.
"So what do you think we'relooking for?" Luke adjusted the sun visor so he could
stare straightahead. "Bloody sheets? A condom?"
The Gospel Twins were best iiiends again, so Came got stuck in the back, squashed
against the door by my thighs. Carrie refused to sit next to Brian when he was hung over. T
heldmybreath overeach bump in casehe barfed.
John tapped the break ata stop sign, then shot through. "Nah, the mother could clean
up blood easy. I'm thinkingmore along the lines ofamessage scratched in the wall orsome
equipment the pervcouldn't part with, cuffs,cleats-"
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"Ihear you." Luke pulJed out a pair ofsunglasses and spat on both lenses. "Could
even bea body part." He smeared the spit with his thumbs.
"Could even be the whole damn body. Closed casket funeral, remember."
Brian groaned, his forehead mashed against the window. "That's the dumbest thing I
ever heard."
Excuse me? I didn t hear that." John 3^nked the rear viewmirror around so his
grey eyes aimed at Brian and me.
"I said, that's the dumbest thing Iever heard." Brian peeled his head offthe glass and
smirked at the eyes in the mirror. "Who the fiick do you think you are, the Hardy Boys?"
"Oh, that's it." John slammed onthe brakes, and we all lurched forward.
"You're gonna get your head bashed in, smart-ass fucker." Red-faced and eyes
bulging, Luke reached around forBrian's neck.
Iducked, but Brian just giggled. He caught Luke's wrist and started twisting as ifhe
wanted to snap it off. It tookCarrie what seemed like ten minutes ofshrieking to get them
offeach other.
Stop it, you assholes!" She even gave Luke abackhand across the face. "We've all
gotta do this together."
Brian and I rolled our eyes but didn't say a word-
None ofus said aword, not even when we got to Iris's house. John held the door for
Carrie and squeezed her shoulder. Luke made aface in the wind, unfoled his sunglasses then
stuck them mhis jeans pocket. Over and over, he reached into his windbreaker and adjusted
something. That mormng at Carrie's place, there'd been talk about borrowing Luke's dad's
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357, but Carrie said she wouldn't ride in a car with a gun. Bad vibes, her mom had told her.
I tried to sink my fingers in Luke's back pocket,but he jerked awayand glared at me. It was
back to the daytime routine for us.
We'd parked at the bottomofthe Kansils' enormousdrivewayso we could take them
bysurprise. Above us on the hill, the bigwhitehouse glowedin the last ofthe sim,andwe
were walking toward it. I knewI wanted to turnaround. I stopped trying to picture what
wasin that room,a weapon, a confession in blood, a finger. It shouldn't matter, becauseIris
was deadanyway andwould stillbe deadevenif her sweet-smelling, twinkly-eyed father had
wrapped the rope around herneck. The black-shuttered windows watched us likeeyes aswe
invaded, Luke and John setting the pace, Carrie close behind, Brian swaying and rubbing his
eyes, me bringingup the rear. A platoon marching to the front. Turn back, turn back.
Mrs. Kansil's eyebrows almost flewoffher face when sheanswered the door. "Well,
mygoodness, I can't believe, it's--" she swallowed andopenthe doorAvider. "Well, it's
everybody, isn't it? What a nicesurprise! Come right in."
She had onayellow apron over a sweater and slacks, and it looked like she'dgotten a
fresh haircut. The blond curls stuck tight to her head, nervous-looking. Butas usual, she
was smilingwith every inch ofher face. "You'll have to excuse me for amoment, Iwas just
puttingroast in the ovea Butmaybe I can getyoukids some tea?"
Shehurried into the kitchen as we filed in, so she didn't seehow John looked at Luke
orwhat Luke mouthed back. Roasty toasty, the perfect way tohide a body. 1thought Carrie
would scream orBrian would hurl, orboth, but then Mrs. Kansil called, "I didn't hear who
wanted tea."
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''No thank you, Mrs. K,none for us." John said quickly.
"I'll have some!" Carrie chirped, then mouthed to us, we can'tlook suspicious.
'"No one else, are you sure?" Pans clanged inthe back. "Well, I'll bring ina pot with
the cookies, just in case someone changes theirmind. Pleasehavea seat."
There was no trace ofthe memorial party in the living room. Every inch was
spotless, warm beige upholstety. We sat across from each other on two long sofes, butts
touching as little ofthecushions aspossible, and stared into theglass coffee table for about
ten minutes. Three zirc/z/recrwre 7bi;?qvs spread over the top ina fan. The room reeked of
Lemon Pledge.
Luke finally elbowed John. Do you think they're covering up the stench?
"Here we are."
Carrie jumped, almost into my lap, as Mrs. Kansil rushed in with asilver tray. On. it
were plates and cups, aheap ofginger snaps and lemon bars—those were from the party-and
ateapot inabeige and burgundy cozy. Mrs. Kansil pulled up awooden chair from beside the
door and sat down to serve. "Ican't tell you how gjadManish and I are that you kids feel
you can still come over. Gosh, the house has been so empty lately. Our boys are away at
school right now, and...well...it's just nice to see eveiyone's face again."
She said the last part in a singy sort ofway, then laughed, glancing ateach ofus
around the circle. I think she was expecting a sympathy giggle, but no one was in the mood.
Brian seyes had practically rolled back in his skull, Carrie was shivering, and Ihad to think
about blockingMrs. Kansil's view ofCarrie, so she wouldn't benoticed.
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Luke andJohn looked liketwin statues, their buzz cuts lined upexactly at thehair
line. "And where isyour husband right now, Mrs. Kansil?" John sounded like a cop inbad
tv. He was loving it, too.
"Oh, he's inhis study right now." She kept her eyes down as she filled six teacups.
"He has an...enormous grant proposal he'sputting together. It's that season, you know. I'm
sure he'llbevery disappointed tohear that you came tovisit when he couldn't get av^yfrom
his typewriter."
"Was he working last weekend, too?" Luke's voice was even more flinty. Itwas a
contest now, which Gospel Twin could make herbreak. "Attheparty?"
Carrie shuddered. Mrs. Kansil took a long breath. "Oh„.no...no, he
wasn't..available for other reasons. You have to understand, kids, a death in the family can
be a terrible blow, and people go about their mourning indifferent ways. You and I, allof
Iris s friends, needed our party as a time to let go. Manish prefers todo his grieving in
private."
"Ah, isthat what it's called?" Luke smiled ferociously.
I know, it sdifficult to understand." ^Nfrs. Kansil si^ed as she passed him acup. "I
told him myself, the boys will want tohear from you. They're hurting, too, over this whole
mess. They have lots ofquestions, and I can't answer them myself Iknow all ofyou have
always looked up to Manish, I know you like him, and he cares about you, too. But right
nowyou have to be patient. He needs a little time to himself"
"Yes, but why hasn't he been seen since the accident?"
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Luke blurted it out, and everyone froze. John eyes bugged, he looked ready to bite
the coffee table in half Mrs. Kansil's head popped up from sorting the cookies, her thin
brows wrinkled. "Excuse me?"
Carrie sprang off the couch, "Would you mind if I use your restroomMrs. Kansil?"
The words ran together in a string.
"Well, of course dear, there's one at the bottom of the stairs." Before she could
finish, Carrie was racing around the comer, and we heard her feet pound up the spiral.
"Didn't she hear-about the bath-goodness, she seenis awfully upset." Mrs. Kansil's voice
stayed completely level, as if she'd watched the whole thing on a soap opera. "Do you think
she's all right?"
"She's been a little shaky since it happened, ma'am." John stuffed a whole
gingersnap in his mouth.
"Oh, dear, do you think someone should be with her?" Mrs. Kansil began to fidget
with the cozy then stood up.
"I'll go." I got off the couch and started walking. My body was on automatic. I
didn't even look back to see where my napkin landed.
"Yes, you do that, honey." Mrs. Kansil called after me, "Make sure she's okay."
Everything looked the way it always had, the rubber fhiit on the dining room table,
stairs carpeteda foot thick,h^lway lit by an orange-tinted globe. I couldbe comingup to
seeher, I told myself. She could be sick and I'm bringingback her track gear so it doesn't
rot in her locker all week. I was always the one who took care of things. Out ofall her
friends.
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Came was standing by Iris's door. Even from far away in the weak light, Icould see
where they'd taken down her posters and her rainbow name plate. That she'd had since we
were sixth grade. I'd always envied her—she had amonopoly on rainbows, because that's
what her name meant. Itried to remember what my name translated to. Dog, probably.
'I can't go in, Louise." Carrie's whole body was moving. Her cheeks were red and
there were tears on her fece, but she wasn't crying. Just shaking. "I know Ihave to go in,
because shewants me to, she cametome...in thedream..."
My fists tightened. Carrie had finally bawled her way over the line. Iris hated her.
Iris had always hated her. She would never choose Carrie, never haunt her, never even
bother to spit ghost hockers down her back. Iris liked me the most. I'dknown her the
longest. And Iris had told me all about Carrie.
"Louise," Carrie held out a tiny shivering paw. "Help me open the door."
I stared at itwithout moving. Finally, Iknew what to say. "What's the matter,
Carrie?" Ihissed. "Feeling a little guilty? About what you did? You and Charlie?"
"Louise," Came whined, "I never did anything with Charlie. Iris knew that, she was
just..."
Just what, Carrie?" I drew the sound overmy lips.
Just mad at me, that's all! She was pissed about, something Idon't know...she got
pissedat everybodylast month!"
My chest burned. Ileaned in tight and flattened Carrie and her pretty curls and
vanilla bean perfume against the wall. "You go back downstairs. I'm going in."
Carrie seyes flew opeiL "Louise, no, no, please, I've got to—"
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"You don't deserve it, and you know it. Iris hated you."
Came gasped, a sharp gulp. She got out from under me and ran down the hall. Of
course she was crying, she was such a little priss. No backbone whatsoever.
I reached for theknob, but the door fellopenwith almost nopressure. Every lamp
was on,so theyellowwalls gleamed andburned my eyes. I walked in,myshoes smothered
in bright canary shag. It was like a forest where no human had ever walked. I wasn't even
sure I was still alive, my stomach felt unzipped, and I wandered around the room searching
outhermake-up bag, the stuffed pandaCharlie gave her, stacks on stacks of romance novels
over herbed,the spines cracked and crawling with red script. Thedrawers inher dresser
were hanging part way open, allbare. I walked to the mirror and saw my own face, my
braidwinding down my chest. Nothingat all.
I sat downon the bed, still coveredwith her fluffy comforter. The roomsmelledlike
warm lavender, and suddenly Ihad to think about breathing again. I knew I shouldn't stay
when there was nothing here, but I didn't want to take off", either. The room was spotless,
much cleanerthanIris had everkept it, and thatmademe feel like the roomitselfneeded
someone to stay.
For awhile, I stared atmy reflection onthe big, empty bed. Then something caught
my eye. Alittle brown patch inthe yellow beside the mirror. I thought itwas acrack at first,
but instead it writing, minuscule, like adoll's would be. I knelt on the carpet to read.
Solong, farewell, aufwiedersein, goodnight.
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"Bitch!" My fists flew at the wall. She did this on purpose. I loved that musical, but
now she'd left me alone with John andBrian andLukewith his sausage fingers and stupid,
stupid Carrie. Now I could never forget.
I noticed I was shivering, t got up. I turned around. A dark shape was leaning in the
doorway,Mr. Kansil, still in his bathrobe at 5pm, his face dull and tight. I shuddered, then
tried to say something, but the look in his glassyeyes stopped me cold-
He didn't seemmad. He staredat me fora fewseconds, nodded, took a deep breath,
thensat downon the bed where I'd been sitting, across from themirror. His arms huggedhis
chest as ifhe were holding his body together.
I felt like goingdownstairs and knocking the snotout of the GospelTwins. It
wouldn't do anygood,though. Nothing would. Silently, withoutlookingback, I walkedout
of the room and shut the door behind me.
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CHAPTER 5. RACHEL THE PROPHET
Rachel
Itwas during sixth period lunch when I discovered Iwas aprophet. Iwas skeptical at
first, but you never can predict how the Holy Spirit will appear. An angel touched a live coal
to Isaiah s lips to niake him ready to speak God's word. TTie voice from above came to me,
ameek andscrawny eigjith grader, while I was eating taco salad.
Buying a school meal was a rare occasion for me. Gram usually packed peanut butter
and banana sandwiches in agrocery bag, because we needed the extra money for the station
wagon, forever in the shop. Taco salad was my favorite, though—I loved those refried beans.
So that Wednesday I treatedmyselfwith the money Mom sent.
Nobody inmyBible study group had sixth period lunch, so I ate alone on
Wednesdays. I took my tray to one ofthe round tables with the colored plastic chairs. The
colors seemed cheery and you didn't look as alone as when you were at one ofthe long
tables built for ten. While Ichewed ^d stared at the orange and green faces peeking up
from the table edge, Ikept my mind tig^t and closed. Along the curve ofmy jaw, Icould
feel the eyes watching, fingers pointing, the giggles and whispers in that singsongy tone that
jabbed as much as abox ofstraight pins. This happened every day, but Iwas never ready. I
tried to squeeze my thoughts onto one happy topic, like the hike Uncle Jim promised to take
me on Sunday. Doing this kept my spirit patient and kind. Persecution, as Nathan our Bible
group leader said, was something you frequently had toswallow.
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Well, my ears must have filled with crunching from my com chips, because when I
looked up from my plate, suddenly Tsaw Scott Madison's stubbly chin hovering in front of
me. Scott ran around with a pack ofobnoxious town boys and never passed up an
opportunity to bother me.' So there was his pimply face, leering above my head, and I didn't
have time to say a word beforehe chokedup a hocker and spit it right in the middle ofmy
taco salad.
Mymouth dropped Aroundme in a wave,Scott and his buddies started hooting.
Noneof the teachers sawwhathappened, but twoothersets of eyesdid. IrisKansil and
Charlie Stewart, sittingat Scott's table in the comer, stomped and held their nosesfor fear of
snortingmilk. Iris was my friend in elementary school, but last year her heart had gone
black, andnowsheandCharlie were myscourge. She'd probably beenthe onewho told
Scottto foul myplate. I grittedmy teeth against a horrible feelingin my stomach. Acid ran
throughmymouth, and I wishedmyheadwould explode andsplatterall overthose
disgusting richpigs, so at leastmybrains would mess uptheiralligator shirts.
Thatwasthemoment whenI first heard theword of God. Thewords camesmall, not
inamimchkin's squeak orcartoon twitter, but more unassuming like a drop ofwater gliding
down apitcher. Inmy head, I noticed a voice, not different from my other thinking voices
butone I knew wasn'tmine because thewords just sprung into myhead, unasked for. The
meek shallseethe evilmanfall, the voice said. While I heard this,more heat flashed
through my shoulders, arms, legs, stomach, and I felt my eyes focus onScott's smarmy grin
as he walked back to his table.
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Before I could start wondering what the voice meant, his body whipped forward and
back, like a Chinese yo-yo, then up flew his tray and his tandocksiders anddown fell his rear
onto the glazed concrete floor.
Ofcourse, his tray came down, too—on his head. Adirect hit. For a second, all noise
in the cafeteria went dead, then every mouth in the room exploded in the loudest Jaughter
I ve ever heard fi'om a crowd in junior high. Scott, with his big slimy fish-eyes, peered
around in adaze as he got up. Then the laughter got even louder when everyone saw the
thick globs ofcoleslaw coating his head like adoily. I think even the teachers were howling.
Atleast a third oftheschool had witnessed this eveiit, and itwas sure tobe
remembered. The image ofScottMadison trying to look smooth while he scraped chocolate
pudding out ofhis hair was ahard thing to put out ofyour mind I could hardly believe what
Iwas seeing, but there he was. My heart beat so fast under my laughter it almost launched
across the room. Irealized I'dbeen vindicated, and the words I'd heard came directly from
God and none other.
Lucky for me, our youth group met after school that day, because my mind was still
whirling from my triumph at lunch. My next-door neighbor and fellow group member, Janie,
walked with me to oiir church, an eight-sided, sandy-colored building Janie had nicknamed
God's Big Yellow Cupcake. She said that's what it would look like from above, ifyou
ignored the steeple~a gigantic dessert that someday God would pluck from the earth and
gulp down because we were so tasty, like frosting on his fmgers. Janie and Ijoked around
this way alot when we were on our way to youth group, althou^ we never talked about
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more serious stuff. Itwas understood that in school orat home, we kept our deepest ideas
about God to ourselves, even though our ties to Him were always there.
Bythe timewegot to church, theheaters were turned on, so the room didn't feel
quite so much like the inside ofaSiberian fridge during abltzzard. Our pastor kept on
saying they'd get the radiators fixed, but October had come and gone and still all sixteen of
us had to huddle around the big brown space heater. Ofcourse, we endured the whole thing
vwth Christian patience and, I think, had even more fun sitting in that tight circle with Nathan
and his guitar, surrounded by chilly cinderblock. It made things muchmore cozy.
Nathan was tuning up when Janie and Icame down the stairs. "Welcome, girls.'" He
flashed an enormous smile. "Pull up achair, we're just getting started."
"Oh, no, notyou again!" Jam'e smacked her forehead and giggled. Nathan had been
out sick last week, though today he looked as cheery as ever. Tnoticed his hair, which was
thick and black and usually hung down in abowl-shaped cut, was now shorter and trimmed
mthe back, whichmade him look very sophisticated. On days like this, Iwished Iwould age
seven years instantly, soI could goto college with men like him.
Nathan raised his eyebrow at Janie's comment, but he was still smiling. "Just you
wait, you smart-aleck. I'll give you my flu germs." Pushing up his glasses, he turned back to
the rest ofthe group. "Now, let's start with aword ofprayer."
Nathan's prayers sounded like poems, so I never got bored with them. We bowed our
heads, andhe began:
Dear Father, thank you for your presence within our circle as we sit together today.
Thank you for the last ofthe leaves and the oncoming snow. Please cleanse our hearts and
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OUT minds andourears so.thatwe canbe pureas the snow, so thatwe can let go of the
pressures and temptations ofthe worldand trulyhearyourword. Amen." Soft guitarnotes
overlapped on the tail of the prayer. '*Now, folks, how abouta song?"
Achill snapped throughme whenNathanhad prayedabouthearing God's word. For
thatsecond, I wanted to be alonewithhim. Only alonein thatdrafiy room couldI talkto
him about my contact with thevoice andwhat itmeant tobeblessed like this. The song's
words pressed inovermythoughts: "Thename of theLord is a strong tower, the righteous
run into it and they are saved."
Nathan's lesson thatWednesdaywas about getting ready for advent. Hegave us the
history ofhow the Israelites knew Jesus was coming, which was where Isaiah's prophecies
came in-the stuffabout "King ofKings andLord ofLords" that's in the Hallelujah Chorus.
"God spoke through Isaiah so that hecould warn the Israelites and give them hope. He
wanted them to prepare, to stop living theway they were living. In those days theIsraelites
were becoming veiy wicked, like in thedays ofSodom and Gommorah. They weren't
listening to God anymore. God used Isaiah's voice to tell them what their punishment would
be and what grace they would eventually receive-because they were still God's people-
through Jesus."
I have to admit I was only listening with half-open ears, I was so busy remembering
the voice that had been revealed to me. Our close circle ofbodies seemed like the only thing
besides the darkness taking over the flower posters on the blue walls. Emily, an older girl
sitting across the room from me, spoke up after afew seconds ofquiet "Wow, do you think
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the Israelite's society sounds a lot like life in the US today? Imean, with everybody sleeping
around and ripping each other off and all"
Nathan raised an eyebrow as he tuned hisguitar again. "Could be."
My mouth couldn't stay closed any longer. *'IfGod wanted to w^xn us today the way
He didinIsaiah's time, is thatthe way he'ddo it? Through somebody's voice?"
The entire group looked thoughtful. Nathan paused over each face, like a teacher
expecting an answer to amath problem. Finally Janie elbowed me and said, "Ithink he'd put
out an ad in the CentreDaily Times."
We all laughed, but Nathan was more serious. ''No, I think that's a very good
question, because I believe God would choose a sort ofmodem-day prophet ifHe ever
needed to tell us something now. He'd have to choose someone whose faith was very
powerful and whose life was free from all types ofsin. You know, that's one ofthe big
differences between other religions and our trueChristian faith. Christtells us to look at the
purity ofsomeone's life before we let that person tell us how to live ours. Very good,
Rachel."
Hesmiledandgavemegoosepimples. Just from that lookI knewNathan would
understand-he might have even guessed already, because he could see how pure my life was,
how persecuted. Idecided t would pull him aside after youth group and tell him everything.
We closed with a favorite song ofmine. Nathan's voice sounded especially deep and
gentle as we sang it: "I will trust in You, Iwill trust in You, let the weak say I am strong in
the strength ofthe Lord."
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Youth group ended late, so the basement cleared out quickly. Jwalked up the stairs
with Janie, then pretended I forgot something and left her waiting on the steps for her mom
topick us up. My hands kept slipping offtherailing asI walked back into the dim basement
Dear God, Tprayed with allmy soul, please send your word again. But this time I heard
nothing.
Reverend Patterson, our youth pastor, hadjoinedNathan instacking up chairs in the
basement. At this point Istopped and watched the two men, laughing and joking in booming
voices that took over the basement for them alorie. I feU my being in the room would break
the beauty oftheir laughter, but the urgency to know about God's message finally drove me
to step onto the brown carpet, intheir view. Nathan turned around just as I came out of
hiding.
"Rachel, hello!" He looked surprised but gave me another big smile. "Can I do
something for you?"
Beaming in return, 1took another step forward. Although Ididn't really want
Reverend Patterson tohear my story, it didn't seem tomatter since Nathan had invitedme
into the men's circle. As Igathered up all my strength to speak, suddenly Iheard Janie
calling,"Rachel,mymom's here!"
Icould have kicked over a chair. This was the first time Janie's mom had ever taken
less than halfan hour to pick us up. Nathan and the Reverend were waiting to listen, but all I
could do was blurt out, "I'll talk to you next week,'' and dash up the stairs.
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By the time Janie's mom drove us back to Sky Top, the sun had gone down. The
houses on the ridge, including ours, were built on the south side ofthe mountain, down the
slope from the highway so people in passingcars couldn't peer in our windowsor drive
gravel intoour flowerbeds. Janie's mom turned onto the steepdirt road,past the line of
trees, and wound down until the road branched into our driveways. I noticed the station
wagonwas gone again, which was sure to put Gram in a bad mood. I really wanted to talk to
her aboutwhathad happened, but when shewas tired andmad she tendedto complain about
her sinuses and brush anything I said to one side.
I waved to Janie and her mom and walked across the lawn to our little white house.
The air smelled sharp frompeople burning theirgarbage. Songs from youthgroup were still
rolling through my head, andJ wished therewas somewayGodcouldcomedown and tell
me what to do tomyface, without working though mysterious voices thatmight be there or
not.
Insidethe house, things wereworse thanI'd thought. Gramwasat the kitchentable
talking on thephone, while sheread what looked likeamagazine subscription flyer. Her
cheeks were flushed, andshe kept onshaking her head and sighingwith e3q)losive little
puffs, which she usually did to prevent herself from smacking the mechanic every time he
found a newpartbrokenon ourcar. She'd already laiddinner out,hamandbaked beans and
.frozen asparagus, all clumped together in theirserving bowls which shehadn't even touched
to move the potholders.
"I should just bury this in the catbox." She waved the card around like she was
givinga sermon. "Yeah, that's what he needs. Ridiculous son ofa bitch thinks he's some
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sort ofamovie star, floimcing around in California with some whores in bathing suits that
don't cover their backsides." After she shook her head some more, I finally caught her eye.
Honey, Rachel just come in." She pressed the phone lightly against her sweatshirt. "Rachel,
dear, wejust got a postcard fromyour father."
I took the card from between her two outstretched fingers. This was the first postcard
we dhad from Daddy in two months. He never wrote much, but I never expected any
lengthy pronouncements. When we lived in town together, my father, mother, and J, he was
always aquiet man. In fact, I absolutely could not see my Daddy, in his lumbeijack shirts
and holey army boots, dancing around on sunny beaches with agirl from abeer commercial
under each arm. That kind oflife amounted to fornication, as Nathan said, and my father
was not that bad. Iwas almost afraid to glance at the postcard, for fear my grandmother
would be right this time.
The postcard stayed shoved under my napkin as Isnagged apiece ofham with my
fork. Gram's voice wound through ray ears h'ke soft ribbons. "Well, she seems to be doing
okay. She Ukes school and is in this church group awhole lot. Yes, we both miss you,
dear." She sighed silently, just alift ofher chest. "I wish you'd get this city infatuation out
ofyour system and come home. Isn't the college here good enough for you? They've got
35,000 people. yes...yes, Iknow about bad memories, Iknow, but...your daughter needs you
here."
When she said the part about me, she lowered her voice and rushed into the living
room. This usually happened during phone calls with mymother. Tlearned not to mind
them. 1also learned, even better than Gram did, not to worry too much about Mom being in
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Philadelphia. She was so different after we sold the house andDad moved. She started
swea:ring, shetalked about menall thetime, anddyed herhairred, which Gram andI thought
looked sloppy. It was obvious thatmy mother needed towake up from whatever trance the
world hadputher in andcome home. Butshe never asked me—instead she fought thesame
fight with Gram every week.
Gram's chatter w^s now a muffled hum, like the sound ofa vacuum cleaner from a
different room. After a briefprayer for strength in adversity, I slid thepostcard out from
under thenapkin. The front hada picture ofa redwood tree, so big they'd drilled a tunnel
down by the roots for cars topass through. I flipped it over and read the message:
"Dear Martha and Rachel, I thoughtRachelwould like this shotofthe woods in
California. The scenery's beautiful out here, sweethe^. San Francisco's great, and so's the
beach. Maybe you can come and visit me sometime. Love Mark (Daddy)."
I realized I'd been holding my breath and blew it out in a slow stream. Really, the
whole thing didn't seem bad atall. I'dbeen expecting hedonistic revelry, and insteadTgot a
picture ofan enormous tree to add tomy postcard collection. Forthis, I said a Jittle thank
youprayer, becauseI knew it was goodto praise God for the nice stuffwhile it was still
coming. As the song said, "I will trust in You."
Gram came inwith the phone's receiver smothered agaitist her wide palm. She
stretched out her arm andmurmured, "Your mother wants to talk to you, dear. Don't say
anything about thepostcard. We'll throw it in the garbage after dinner."
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Without Gramnoticing, I managed to rescue the postcard from the trash and store it
under mybedwithmyotherprivate stuff. I realized I was going against mygrandmother's
wishes on this, but I couldn't giveup that picture of the giant tree. Ahhough someleftover
baked beans gotontheside with myfether's writing, I scrapedmost of it off soyou could at
least make out Daddy's signature at the bottom and a few words like "beach" and
"sweetheart."
Before 1went to bed that night, 1decided to take a risk and ask Gramabout the voice
I'd heard. Tthought God wouldn't mind if! did this while I was supposed to besaying
prayers, so I slipped out ofbedinmy blue-flowered nightgown and headed for the living
room. Gram waswatching news andreading a Good Housekeeping there. Herface looked
very serene, as light cradled the pockets ofsoft skin around her chin and cheeks and nose.
Those curves and her thick, boat-shaped reading glasses letmeknow how wise she was, and
that I could trust her to keepmy secrets.
When she looked up from hermagazine and sawme in the doorway, she gave a little
jump. "Good lord, Rachel!" she laughed. "Youjust about took ten years offmy life. What
are you doing lurking back there?"
I took a step into thelamplight. "Gram, can I askyou a question?"
"Ofcourse, darling," She folded themagazine shut.
"What would you do ifyou heardGod's voice?"
"Idon't believe I intend to hear the voice ofthe Lord until I'm in heaven." She eyed
memore closely. "What makes you say that?"
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A door inside me slammed shut, so I just said, "We'vebeen talking about Isaiah in
youth group, and I wasjust..curious. Whatwould youdo. Gram?"
Shesighed, takingoff herglasses andshoving them intoher thick, greyish curls.
"Well, I can't say that I'vethought about itmuch. I guess if itwas really him, I'd want to
ask him a lot ofquestions."
"But wouldn't you thinkHe'dhave some mission for you? Like a prophet?"
"I guess ifHe did. He'd tell me."
"But what if he didn't quite tell you? What ifhe said things toyou, like inthe Bible,
that you needed to have wise men figure out, like the stuffabout Jesus beingKing ofKings
andgetting called out ofEgypt?"
"Well, if hewanted meto doanything, he'd have to tellme like it is. I don't know
any wise men." She laughed and went back to hermagazine.
"But Granu He's God! What if--"
"Sweetheart, really, I'm too tired to think about this right now." She looked up at me
over her half-moon lenses. "Try not to get so tangled up inall this Bible ,study, dear. Parts of
the Bible are veiy old and hard to understand. You can't take it all like it was happening
yesterday."
I said good night to Gram and ran back to my room so she couldn't see my cheeks
burning. Though Ididn't want to believe it, I felt she must be steeringme down the right
path.
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At 5:30am, I scared myself awake. I'd had ahorrible nightmare about God as a
gigantic tree that I supposed to climb, atree that kept shooting upwards into the cold,
blue clouds, even asI was trying torace tothe top. In the end, Iwoimd upas Daddy's
redwood with abig hole punched through my belly and cars streaming in that couldn't be
stopped by my branching fingers. Iwoke up with astomach ache and decided to take awalk.
Only a few drivers passedme on the highway ^ I trudged up the mountain. There
was a great lookout point right beside the chiropractor's building and across the street irom
the old candy shop that had started peddling dirty books. As Iwalked, I had topull up my
jacket collar against the air that bit my neck and blasted my lips till they cracked. So far,
they hadn't begun to bleed.
When t got to the lookout, a few red rays had begun to squeeze through theclouds.
This was enough light to give meaview ofthemountain ridges, layered to thehorizon like
feiraway cities. I watched the sun rise andthemist bumofftheslopes, andevery once in a
while, for an instant, I felt likeMoses gazing onthePromised Land, that perfect, God-given
home that he could never quite touch.
Later that week, when I had convinced myself that I wouldn't become God's
messenger, the voice appeared again. This time it happened in physed while we were
runninglaps around the gym. For a small groupof us, the warm-uplaps were the most
painfiil activity in school, and notjust becauseour lungs felt hackedto piecesafterwards.
All ofus in the group had the wrong sort ofbody for gym class: some had back braces, bony
elbows,wide, lumpy thighs. Being forced into a line in skimpy shorts and a t-shirt, then
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scramblingalong,way behind the rest ofthe class, set the members ofoiir raggedbunchup
for attack at anymoment. The meaner kids preyedon us one at a time, and while we each
might have felt close while we watched another get humiliated, you knew no one would help
youwhen it was your turn. We all had a heapingplate when it came to torture, and nobody
wanted yours.
During that day' s two-minute run, poor Rodney Wilkins had the honor ofbeing class
target. I was jogging just behind him, so I could see it all. A big clot oftrack jocks, led by
Charlie, his's Charlie, sprinted up to him and like a wind sock slipped around his bobbing
form so the gym teacher couldn't tell what was going on. Rodney tried to back out, but
Charlie's shom-headed chxims hemmed in his escape route and, catching him under the arms,
began shoving him back and forth between them like a pinball.
"Come on. Rod, run fester!" they whined, imitating his nasal hollers, "You can do
better than that, Roddie! Don't let us down. Rod!"
Charliewas by far the worst ofthe gang. "Why don't you go hide in the girls' room,
Roddie! How'd yourwristsget so limp,Roddie? Thinkyou canbeatme up? Ooh,stop
scaring me, Roddie!"
Since I wasthenext loserdownthe line, I almost wished the group of them would
takeRodney andpitchhim aroundsomewhere else. Theymademe feel like I was out in the
openwithnothing onbutmyunderwear anda big"kickme" sign. I keptmyeyes on the
ceiling, because thebright fluorescent tubes made methink ofangels orclouds orsomething
that would break my phys ed shackles.
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The voice spoke while my eyes beheld the light. Actually, myeyes were burning
since I'd stared at the bulbs so long, so I startedblinking. On the insidesofmy eyelidsTsaw
imprints of the fluorescent tubes, likevibrant fingers. Thevoice seemed to startfrom there:
The upholders ofevil shall be stripped oftheir might.
This time I didn't need God to come down and explain what was about to happen. I
could see Charlie's downfell dangling from the strings ofhis untied gym shorts. Now, I
realized, was my chance to open my mouth and pour out the power God had stored up in my
soul. So as Rodney hurtled toward Charlie, and I could see those frail knees about to buckle,
J shouted, ''Rodney, go for his shorts!"
In one quick burst, Rodney grabbed the loose, black cotton and dropped to the
ground. Charlie got knocked over, too, but not before everyone else got a glimpse ofhis
bright red bikini underpants. The entire class started howling and screeched to a halt. After
covering his shame, Charlie stood up, and he and his buddies turned slowly toward me. They
all knew my voice. Each oftheir faces, red as Charlie's undies, stared at me as if imagining
all the ways they could break my arms, but I knew they couldn't lift a finger to hurt me.
Now God would always be standing at my right shoulder, and I was the one with muscle.
Sure enough. Coach Walker, already screaming, came bounding up to Charlie.
"Stewart, just what do you think you're doing?! Didn't I tell you not to jerk my chain?! Huh?
Huh? Answer me!"
Charlie had nothing to say, so Coachmade him run three laps around the gym all by
himself Nothing anyone could have said to me that periodwouldhave broughtme down
frommyvictory flight. All through gymclass, I couldn't stop laughing.
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In the weeks after I he^d my call, I had to prove myself several times before people
realized I was a force to be reckoned with. After the red bikini incident, I caught members of
Charlie's gang spitting all over the lock on my locker, and I warned them that sin never goes
unpunished The next day, they were all out sick from eating bad potato salad. When I wore
mynew yellow-and-black sweater to school, my pal ScottMadison and his bunch followed
trie around the halls chanting, "Here comes the Queen Bee! She's really ug-lee!" t sent him
a note that said, "Tyrants must fall before the angel's sword." Later, in Math class, I heard
he'd been taken to the nurse's office with a pencil point jammed in his arm. Treally wished
God had let me watch that, so that Scott could've seen my face as the lead pierced his skin.
But I knew God would have considered that an act ofpride.
The Lord's voice was very strong with me then, although it had changed, and I
learned how to summonHis word at will. The process was similar to holding my mind shut
against the old taunting, except that instead ofclenching my thoughts, I expanded them like a
fist opening and drew in the power I needed. God's will was generous toward me, and so
after a while, people stayed out ofmy way. I relished my freedom.
Janie and my youth group fiiends fearedmy strength, I think, and started eating lunch
with me Jess. I didn't mind, though. God's angels wereall the company I needed. J
regularly saw spirits in my sleep—three little girls in white dresseswho took me to dance in
theirholy playground. Theirgoldandblacklocks were long and flowed everywhere like
river rapids, mixing with my red hair as we ran in circles. These were the times when I felt
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happiest I didn't have to worry about my height or my pimples or my hick accent when I
was with the beautiful spirits. I could set my limbs free and spin as wild as a hurricane.
A couple ofweeks after Charlie and friends had tasted God's wrath, I had what was
maybe the worst run-in with torturers since 1had begun to speak for the Lord. 1was in the
girls' bathroom combing out my hair and trying to relax afrer an oral report in English. That
report itselfhad been another ofmy triumphs. Mrs. Barclay, my teacher, complimented me
on my "expert analysis" ofPercy Shelley's poem, "Ozymandias," and the class liked the way
I read it, too, in a deep booming voice, like an ancient king's.
As I was taking my hair down from my barrette, in walks Iris. She came into the
bathroom followedby about four or five ofher giggling minions,one ofwhich, I noticed,
was Julia, anotherof myfonner so-called friends. In the mirror, I sawher tall, blondefigure
take twosteps toward me, then slip into a stall. The restof thegirls congregated at the
window, with Irisgivingme.the meanest looks you could imagine. She was inmyEnglish
class, too, and had done her report right before mine. Hers was about this woman I never
heard ofwho twistedBible stories and wrote disgusting poetry about people pickingworms
offa dead woman. Needless to say, itwent very badly. She couldn't stop girlingand
looked likean idiot infront of the whole class. So I suppose she needed totestwhether or
not she could mock God's power. For my part, Iwasn't moving, and kept raking out tangles
with my comb.
Iris shot me another dirty look. "Nice vest" She was referring to my green and
brown sweater vest, ahand-me-down from my cousin. Ikept right on combing.
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Leela Thompson took a swig from her Coke can and set it on the window sill.
"Where'dyougetit? K-mart?"
There was a burst ofgiggles. My faith began to tremble, but I managed to stand firm.
"That's no concern ofyours."
"Oh, come on, Rach, you can tell usl" Iris slinked over. "Don't you get it? We all
want one. Come on, Rach, we want to be just..like...you."
On each word, she'd taken a step closer to me, until her chest brushed my arm. Then
suddenly, she grabbed my puiple barrette off the sink and shouted, "Here, Jen, catch!"
Shrieks of laughter rose around me in a flood as they pitched my barrette back and
forth. I was shrieking, too~I was too angry to speak. I ran between their grins, satanic and
pearly-white, while I tried to catch my barrette, a gift from my mother for my sixth birthday.
Finally, two of them snagged my armsand heldme,whileIris dangled mybeautiful, purple-
beaded barrette over the garbage can.
Meanwhile, Julia had emerged from the stall. Asmy barrette hung from Iris's
fingers, Julia spoke up. "Come on. Iris, be nice to Rachel."
"ButI am,Jule,I'm giving hersomefashion advice." Her evil eyes turned toward
me. "R^hel, honey, you have redhair. This barrette ispurple. Everyone with a brain knows
that red hair and purple jewelry don't match. Plain and simple. So, now that you know, I'll
justdo youa fevor andhelp yougetgood taste."
My throat clenched as Iwatched my barrette plummet into the garbage. Surrounded
by their cackling, Tsprang toward the foul-smelling barrel, and in the process ofknocking it
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over, I tripped, slammed my head against thewindow sill and spilled Leela's Coke all over
my nice blouse and sweater-vest.
Feeling my head swell against the radiator, Iwatched the slavish girls, primped and
hairsprayed, file out ofthe restroom, except for Julia and Iris. Julia was tugging at Iris's
sweatshirt, but Iris's dagger-like face only reflected pride ather treachery, her sin. Her tiny
nose seemed to point down atmeasshe gloated, smile wide as ajackal's snarl.
I peered straight into her black eyes, filthy with make-up. The pulsing inmy head
slowly brought avision into focus: I saw the hand ofGod pick up arock and crush her pretty
fece flat. This made me smile, too. Then I letthe growing throb bum until it formed the
words that shot outofmy mouth like a lightning bolt.
"God will shatter you."
Even though Ionly whispered it, she heard me. She kept on smiling, but the proud,
liquid black in her eyes drained out, and her mouth stopped being so sharp. God and I,it
seemed, had burst her sinful bubble. I was satisfied.
Come on. Iris, let's just go." Julia managed to drag Iris, whose steps had weakened,
through the swinging door.
My vision kept me occupied for aweek after God sent it and changed mymissioiL I
was now needed tolook after this sinner and see that His words would be fiilfilled. So I
started keeping track ofIris's movements, watching her at her locker, following her when she
and Charlie skipped class to smoke cigarettes, even catchingabus home with her once. Jgot
in alot oftrouble with Gram after that, although the things I leamed about her decadent life
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wereveryrevealing. She andCharliesampled vicesas iftheywerejudges in a pie contest:
beer, pot, strippoker, youname it, theyfouled their fingers withit. I couldonlyimagine
what they did when I couldn't see them. But then, this didn't concernme, because all I was
calledto do waswait for the daywhenpunishment wouldbe dealt for all her sins. ThenGod
would give me my best reward.
AfterYouthGroup thatWednesday, Nathanaskedme to stay and talkwithhim fora
fewminutes. I guessedGrammust have gottento him aboutmy activities as a prophet, and
sureenough, whenhe sat downnext to me, the first words out of hismouthwere, "Rachel,
your grandmother called me the other day. She says she's been concerned about your
behavior recently."
He gazed at me deeply, but his face seemed hesitant. "I'm only doing God's work," I
answered.
"Is there...specific work you believe God wants you to perform?"
"Yes." Now I had to pause, to decide, but I thought he ofall people should know. "I
am a prophet."
As soon as it left my lips, I knew I shouldn't have said it. The room was absolutely
silent. Nathan stared at me, his face burned ontomy eyes like an old t.v. screen. "Rachel,"
Nathanmurmured, "whatmakes youthink you'rea prophet?"
"BecauseGodspoketo me, just like he spoketo IsaiahandEzekiel. Remember?
They heard voices and saw visions, and so do I."
And then, asifhehad uncorked me, thewhole story came pouring out, from thefirst
day in the cafeteria until that very moment. I left out a few details, especially the part about
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myvision ofIris's punishment,because I couldn't tell himwithoutknowing ifhe was truly a
servant ofGod, like me. Twaited for Nathan to give his answer.
Taking offhis glasses, he let out a long breath and rubbed his eyes. When he looked
up I saw red shot through the whites. "Rachel, honey," he spoke very slowly, "God doesn't
work in ways like that. He doesn't want to hurt people..."
The words faded in the air as God stopped his tongue. Nathan's faith was not so solid
after all. It was a disappointment to me, but not as much as it was what my teachers would
call a "learning experience." As I stared right into those weak green pools, I saw a blurry
shadow ofmyself and knew I was the one chosen to teach God's will, not Nathan. J vowed I
would never go back to Youth Group again.
The signal from God came a few days later, while I was watching Charlie and Iris at
the lockersbefore first period. Both ofthemweregigglytoday. It was strange to see
Charlie's face, hard like a brick wall, crackingup in gooty grins. At one point while he was
kissing Iris on the mouth,he pulleda tall, clearbottleout of his backpack and said through
his busylips, "Want to celebratewith theBirthdayBoy?"
"What is it? Rum?" Her slowhands reached for the bottle,whichCharlieheld a hair
away.
"Nope, vodka. I think, since I'm fourteen now, I should introduce you tomy favorite
drink." His sloppy lips brushedher cheek. "And a few other treats..."
She giggled. "When and where?"
"Outbehindthe upperparking lot, afterschool."
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After this, they started choking on each other's tongues again, but I didn't need to
hear anymore. I knew this was the moment, I recognized it as ifFd lived it before. All I had
to do now, I thought as I slipped away, was to be careful and bide my time. My hands were
already trembling.
At around 3pm., very conveniently, God brought Iris into the girls' bathroom while I
was in a stall. She didn't seem to care ifthere was anyone else there with her, so I peered
out at her from the joint between the wall and the door. Carefully, she pulled out make-up
pots and tubes from a flowered case, laid them on the sink, and began smearing the greasy
paintson her face one at a time, first dark-tan cover-up, thenbrushflils of blush, eye liner, lip
pencil, and so on down the line. Shedid this veiy slowly, as ifshewere performing a
magical ceremony, affectingme somuchI almostcoughed and betrayedmypost Luckily,
thefinal bell rang, which made herbrush herfeast of cosmetics back intoherbagandrace
out of the room. Since I knew where they would be, I decided to hold back for a few minutes
andlet them get settled. Godwould waitto showmethe fhiition ofhiswill,the moment I'd
helped to create.
I hid out inthe stall for awhile, with my legs curled up on the seat like spies do in
movies, and when I thought the time was right I set out. Knowing they could be anywhere, I
carefully crept up the path tothe upper lot Most ofthe teachers who parked up there haH
already left, so the lot was basically empty. This wouldn't make for very good observing,
except that there were trees surrounding the asphalt like hair around a black band-aid~thick
and plentiful. After alot ofdashing behind branches at the sound of imaginary footsteps, I
spotted my targets on the far hill. They weren't even trying to hide. In fact, they were acting
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as if theywerewatching a tv. show—laughing andhooting andshouting obscenities. I
concealedmyself in a groupofbushes where I couldbothwatch and hear.
At first, they were doing a lot ofwhat I'd already witnessed; drinking, swearing,
putting their handsall overeach other. Thada hard timewatching thisbecauseit disgusted
me so, but I knew I had to keep my eyes open, for the moment would soon come wlien I
would be eternally vindicated. The old showwent on for a while, until Charlie started
getting a little more harsh in his movements. He started grabbing handfuls ofher body and
squeezing them toward himself, snarling like a grizzly bear. This made Iris mad She
squirmed, shoving his hands away, and after a bite or two wriggled out ofhis arms.
"Will you stop?!" she shouted, standing up. "t can't stand it when you're like this.
You smell bad."
"Shut up, bitch!" He stood up, too, and spoke with high-pitched needles iri his voice.
"I'm sick ofyou drinking my stuff and then treating me like shit. Now put out or go the hell
home."
She let out a sharp laugh. "See ya later, aUcie sicko."
As she turnedher wretchedback onhim, hiswhole bodylunged, and shewent sailing
down thehill. In a breath, she hit theground and, afterrolUng a couple oftimes, landed face
down on thepavement, hard. The whole thing was silent and graceful, like a seagull diving
into theocean for itsdinner. I don't even think she knew what was happening until the
groundrose to break her flight
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When she landed, she let out a cross between a shriek and a growl, and turned toward
Charlie. Instantly, he tore off into the trees while she bellowed, "You evil bastard! I'll kill
you, I swear to God!"
Then she was alone, small and motionless in the deserted lot. I took in a breath and
let it out, eyes wide in amazement. Truly, the Lord's might was something to behold. Now
was the time when I would go soak in my total victory, and maybe kick Iris in the chest for
good measxire. This w^ the result ofGod's rage, and God's rage was my own.
Grinning ear to ear, I stepped out ofmy hiding place and marched over to her. On the
black pavement, her body looked like a pile ofdiistrags stuffed in a comer ofa basement.
When I got closer, I realized she wasn't totally still; her arms and back were twitching, and I
heard some wheezy sniffles. Finally, I stood before her, practically with my feet on her head,
but she still didn't noticeme until I brushedmytoe against her scalp. Thenwitha gasp,her
head darted upward, and she lookedme square in the face.
I could barely recognize Iris. Aside from the tears and blood, which had smeared
most ofhermake-up, thebridge ofher nose had a dent in it thewidth ofmy finger. Herlips,
covered with wide brushbums, were shaped wrong andstarting to swell Theonly thing I
remembered as being Iris were her eyes, which stared atme with ahorrible look, one Yd only
ever seen on a dying deer.
Itwas her eyes thatwere soterrible, that made me walk away from her. I couldn't
bear the thought ofseeingmyself, even asa shiny blur, in those dark brown discs. In
elementary school, I remembered, I'dalways loved her eyes. My stomachburned. After a
strangled squeak irom Iris as I turned my back on her, silence descended, filling up the
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cracks between thetrees, like iron walls, tellingmenothing. Nosound, notwind or even my
footsteps, got throughmy thickening ears.
On theway down thepath, JmetMrs. Barclay and a couple other teachers I didn't
recognize. Theywere running andslowed down when theysawme.
"Rachel!" Mrs. Barclay's call slammed through my mind like a rifle bullet. "Rachel,
what's going on? We heard screaming."
I staredat their faces, anxious, waitingforme to speak. TheyknewI was the only
one who could teach them.
"Some girl fell." Parting their circle, I continueddownthe sloping path.
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CHAPTER 6. A COLD WINTER
Iris
There is something I nevertold you about. I never told anyone, really. It
happened beforeTknewanyof you,beforeI went to Easterly. I lived in Boalsburg then, out
wherethe bypass is now. Theyactually destroyed a whole townbuilding that bypass. Oak
Hall, 1think it was called. It was a cute Victorianvill^, full of kids playing marbles,
housewives hanging sheets to dry, pumpkin piesonwindowsills, and all of it framed in that
gingerbread crap,wrapped up and down porches like fancytissue paper. Just imagine the
sight the day the bulldozers came: housewives and kids, mouths hanging open while
construction crews splintered their white shingles like snow forts and scattered Ma's laundry
and punched down eveiything but the house frames, which they set torches to, so the land
would be level for the concrete to be poured, so the cars could drive through the gorgeous
mountain scenery. Anyway, that's how J picture it. Don't ask me why I remember these
things so clearly, because I don't know why. Even though it all took place when I was in
kindergarten, my dreams are precise, like a book read cover to cover. There are no worn
edges, water stains or pictures filled in with crayon. These dreams I have—and now Thave
them whenever I sleep-are nightmares.
Before Dadbought our current place, welivedina gray, one-story ranch that
reminds menow of something Frank Lloyd Wright would have built. Thestructure,
surrounded by thick fur trees, had a square body with several boxy arms creeping into the
bushes. There was agarage, a tire swing, an attic but no basement, and an inner hallway
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wrappedin a circle, so my brothers and I could chase each other foreverwithout getting
trapped. To us, our bungalow felt safe as a cradle. We hardly ever needed to lock our doors.
Across the street, a field stretched from the curb ofBoalsburg Lane to the foot of
MountNittany, twentymiles away though we felt it lyingon top ofus, like a motherbear.
Mybrothers andI wouldgoexploring in the weedy patchesand sometimes combed the dirt
for treasure. I think-when building crews were putting together the housing development
down the road, they stationed their equipment in the field, because when we went digging,
we found armfiils ofrusty wonders. Mostly there were steel rods, coated with dark, peely
rust, butsometimes wire knots would turn uporeven—and Bobby was anexpert at finding
these-moon rocks.
I'm not sure now what these things were. Probably we were unearthing ancient
chunks ofasphalt To us, though, each cache was alien and priceless: heavy and black,
irregular, pitted like a thousand lunar eyes, rough edges scratching your pahn andmaking
you feel you'd tmcovered agalactic secret. They were mysterious, they only appeared once
in a while under a plain gray rock orbehind some innocent-looking queen anne's lace. Of
course, my brothers and I always took a sample ofour findings toDad, who listened tous
very seriously and kept ourspecimens totake toamoon-rock "research committee" inhis
Jab at Davey Observatory. Itwas an ongoing project, he told us, even though he never
relayed back any committee theories.
Vm getting offcourse now. I haven't told you about Vida.
The year I turned five, my parents went onsabbatical toCalifornia. Grandma
Manning came from Chicago to take care ofmy brothers and me for the winter~the same
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winter Imet Vida. Bobby and Jdiscovered her on one ofour moon rock expeditions. At the
time, we were drawing amap ofthe best moon-rock sites for Dad's committee. Matt had
basketball practice that day, but we couldn't wait and decided we should move into new
temtoiy immediately. So with our findings plotted on three dittos scotch-taped together,
Bobby and Icrossed the street and set out toward the mountain. Every few feet, Bobby
would pull out his chewed-up pencil and scrawl something, Inever knew what since Icould
barely read and he would never tell me. Instead, he made it his job to scan the horizon and
give me orders: "check out those weeds. Iris. No, lift up/to rock. Hmm...okay, that's
enough. Drop it and keep going."
Even though itwas almost December, the ground was bare-cold, but no snowor
frost. Picking up rocks left my gloveless fingers stinging. While I ran between the dried
grass, as usual, Ilistened to my breath through my pointy green cap. The rhythm ofmy lungs
put me in atrance, Ilistened to hear and get away from the steady wind. It also felt good to
run. Ilistened to my breath getting fester, felt my legs lunge and shove down the ground as if
Icould push the earth away and take offinto space, through the vines and stickers,
completely cut off from the world. Mostly when this happened Igot yelled at by my
brothers. That day I fell over something.
Ionly saw ray feet plow through weeds, then around, red form, then my &ce hit the
dirt. When Ihfted my head, two green eyes bored into mine. Ijumped back and screamed.
Bobby came running, and spotting the red intruder, shouted, "What's going on here?
Identify yourself, right now!"
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He threw his hands on his hips and stood tapping his foot like aminiature dictator. A
pale head with reddish, fuzzy hair uncurled from its shell and stared at Bobby. This was
obviously agirl, because she had lipstick, also red, smeared across her large lips and chin.
Her face was square and as hard as her eyes, and the longer those green slivers peered at
Bobby, the more his posture wilted. The minute Ithought he'd cave in and howl, the round
form suddenly lurched and began to unwind like aflower shoot. Bobby and T.froze. Her
body billowed outward from atight red knot to the point where Ithought she'd separate into
petals and blow away-then, amazingly, she resettled into human form. Fd never seen
anything like it, even from my friends who could pop shoulders in and out oftheir sockets.
Standing up, this new girl, wearing an oversized red coat, was taller than me and older, I
decided, from the pools offreckles showing under her rolled-up sleeves.
Next Trealized, as my eyes traced her bony arms down, the dots couldn't have been
freckles, because near her wrist they became strands, then puddles ofdark blood that kissed
her fingers and dangled from the tips in drops. Scanning the dirt at her feet, Ifound arabbit,
freshly dead.
Bobby could not stand blood, so when he got aglimpse ofthe rabbit and her fingers,
his face went green and Ithought he was going to toss his spa^etti-o's right on her shoes.
The girl looked more confused than disturbed. Screwing up her fece, she stared at Bobby as
iffishing for the punchline to ajoke. He jerked around to run.
"Don't worry, it'sjust blood," the girl offered.
•ButBobby had sprinted halfway to the street before she'd finished her sentence. I
stoodmotionless and watched him go. Bobby had never left me before, not without
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directions, soI had no ideawhat todo. The thought crossed my mind that if I stood still long
enough, I might goinvisible, which would make thegirl goback toplaying with herrabbit
corpse andleaveme a wayto escape. This decided, I planted my feet sideby side, looked
straight into thegirl's smudgy fece and waited for her tostop looking my direction.
She didn't. She peered down tothe bottom ofmy eyes imtil I had to catch myself
from falling oven
The noise ofmy feet scramblingmade her shake herhead like a sheepdog. After
that, she seemed torediscover the dead bunny. "Come look," she said, crooking her finger at
me as she knelt down.
"Ican't, it's too scary." To keep from watching, I coveredmy eyes with splayed
fingers.
"No, come on, it's okay." She bent over the rabbit and started pulling on its legs.
Just blood and bones like we all got. You just can't see 'em on you. Come on, you got to
help me help him die."
Her voice, even though itwas a little girl's, sounded strong and soothing, like my
mother's. I wondered ifmy mother could really bethere, behind this girl's face, and that this
was something I needed to do. After aminute ofthinking and sucking on the ends ofmy
hair, I squatted down beside her and the bunny. "Did you...make him die?"
She burst out laughing. 'TSTo, silly! Acat got him, see?" She pointed out some tears
on the rabbit's neck. "Ichased the cat away, and the bunny ran out here. I think he's dead
for sure now. So nowwe can perform the ceiy-mony."
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With carefiil fingers, the girl positioned the legs so that eachpointed in a different
direction. Thebody had started to stiffen, soshe stuck her fingers down onthepaws until
they hardened in place. Then taking a fingerfiil ofblood from theninnymouth, shedrew
circles and spirals over her arms, not inany pattern, justwherever there was a free patch of
skin. She triedtomark me, too, butJ didn't lether. I didn'tlikebeing dirty.
"What's your name?" I asked her.
"Vida." With her fingernails, shebrushed thebunny'sfur.
"I'm IrisKansil. I live at 1710 Boalsburg Lane. Want to comeover sometime?"
"Sure, sure. Nowwehave topull out theheart soit can melt in the sunshine. Doyou
have a scissors? No? Okay, I'll just yank."
Thebimny's skin ripped apartwitha nauseating wrench, a cross between cloth
tearing and fhut being crushed. One look atthe red froth underneath, overseen by a glassy
eye, and Iwas running for my house, screaming, practically peeing inmy pants. Itwasn't the
bloodTminded so much asthe feet that the bunny was staring atme, and whatever he was
thinking, I could see it, and hecould see me asclearly asamirror.
n.
Vida told me she'd just moved somewhere in the historic section oftown, although
she never showedme where. She also never explained how she got back and forth between
the field andMain Street, separated by halfamile and Route 322, a river ofcars that slit
Boalsburg down the middle. Mom had warned us never even to go near, that we couldn't
avoid being squashed under the racing tires. I wondered how Vida could do it Sometimes I
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pictured her scuttling across on fours, not for bravery's sake butanecessary urge. An
inevitability,a deer herding her fewns to find water. I liked to thinkVida risked her life to
visit me.
We met every day by a half-buried cinderblock in the moon-rock field. I discovered
she went there to dig for worms, so daily I waited to follow her around. The first few days
she noticed me, she would spit, hurl fistfuls ofweeds ortry to run, but I had much stronger
legs, though shorter, and I always caught up. Toward the end ofeach afternoon, she usually
gave up and letmejoinheronhersecret journeys. Later, she would sulk by the sidewalk if I
was late. I saw this annoyance not as a temper tantrum but as the mark ofamaster fed up
with a pupil. She was the ancient witch, crouching beside her steaming pot, and I was the
apprentice, or maybe the black cat.
She gave many lessons, most ofwhich have slipped out ofmymind since then. One
involved a sheet ofconstruction paper she swiped from school. Vida usually didn't use
props, but thiswasa veryspecial lesson, she said, that couldn't be learnedwithout a visual
aid Plunkingme down on the icy cinderblock, she fished the black rectangle out ofher book
bag, laid itacross my lap, and started shaking her fiizzy hair. Little flecks ofwhite, like salt
crystals, began raining onmy covered knees.
"Ew! Stop it! What are you doingthat for?!" Squinting, I held my breath so I
wouldn't catch germs.
"I'll showyou inaminute. Come on, you do this, too. We need a lot before I can
showyou what you need to know."
"Won'tI getbugs?" I openedmy eyes a crack. "Mom said I would."
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"No, no, bugs live on the groz/«£/. Yourmom justsaid that to scare you." Her part,
crooked and colorless, nearly brushed my chin. "You don'thave to ifyou don'twant to."
I didn't seehowJ could refuse because ofwhat I wanted, so I triedto figure outwhat
Tshould do. Mom probably would have told me to run away, butwith Vida's head like a
boulder leaning into my chest, I was immobilized. So Idecided sitting on my hands was the
bestI coulddo. Myknuckles throbbed against the flatconcrete asTwatched Vida's nails
fluny across her scalp. I found I couldn't take my eyes offher hands. They seemed to be the
most graceful beings onearth, scouring each inch ofskin with amachine's precision and a
ballerina sgrace. The rasping sound sent prickles wnggling imder my ponj^il, a sensation
so intense that once in awhile Ihad to sneak ascratch in my hair to keep from going cra^. >
Forthe record,though, I mainly watchedVida's hands.
"Okay, that's good enough." When she stopped, we had aneven coat ofdandruff
lying on the paper. "Now, this is the good part. Give me your hand-here." Scooping up my
wrist, she pulled my arm down to the filmy blanket and dragged my fingertips across. Imade
squirming faces. 'T)oyouknowwhat this stuffturns into?"she asked. 'T)ust."
"Really?" I gazed atthe powder, pure white instead ofthe gray that collected in
lumps bymy bed. "Areyousure?"
"Yup, it's true. Whenever your mom dusts your shelves, she's really dusting up you.
You everywhere. Even the dustbunnies are you. That's where they get that saying, ashes
t ashes, dust to dust. She stood and stared down at me like amuseum portrait. "You know
that saying, don't you? Ashes fashes, dustto dust"
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Solemnly, she rose, lifted our experiment to her lips,and senta sharppuff acrossthe
surface, as if blowing outa birthday candle. The flakes that swirled into a fan flickered, gray
onwhite, against the clouds, then dissolved. At that instant, I remember feeling twothings,
distinct but simultaneous: likeTwas watching thetiniest gnats breaking free from a glass jar,
and tiiat I shoi^d have reached upand caught thepieces ofVida while I still knewwhere they
were. That, whatever it says or means, iswhat I learned from mylessort
The day Vida letme takeherto my house was a day oftriumph forme. Welinked
arms andpretendedwewere sister princesses, strolling to our castle onanAugust afternoon.
The fact thatwewere mittened andpadded aninch around inwinter clothing didn't
discourage us a bit. Vida enjoyed things that didn't fit the way they should. She walked right
up tomy front door as if she'dcrossed our stoop a hundred times, and when wegot inside
her eyes, peeking from above a red scarf, neverneeded to movefrommine.
"It's hotas anoven in here!" she said, and started to unwrap.
Behind me. GrandmaManning hurried into the living room-I could tell from the gust
ofhot perfume and a shadow that fell over Vida's face as itemerged, pale and damp, from
the rosy wool.
"Ithought that was you. Iris dear!" Her voice boomed through the house. "My
goodness, you've been coming home later every day! And whose your little ih'end here?"
My heart raced a little, because Ididn't knowwhat Grandma would think ofmy new
best friend. The tastes ofboth my mother and Grandma were very particular, and Iwas old
enough to realize Vida was very different from other little girls. She didn't like to play
Barbies or dress-up, never wore make-up right and wasn't even that excited about astronomy.
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even thou^ I tried tointerest her in moon rocks. Today, she'd smeared green powder on
one eyelid, from thebridge of hernose up over hereyebrow, andonhercheeks there were
still traces ofthecircles she'ddrawn with brown lipstick theday before. I was almost afraid
to turn aroundas I heardmygrandmother approach.
"Dear Lord, girl, what have you got on your face?!" With one giant hand, she took
Vida by the shoulder andjerked her toward a lamp. "Good God, but you're filthy. Smells
like you haven't had abath in awhile, either. What's this brown garbage all over your arms?
Well, you're not coming inhere tracking dirt and germs and God knows what else allover
this house. Ifyou want to stay here, you're comingwith me."
Grandma started hauling Vida toward the bathroom, as Vida broke into squeals and
strained like awild animal against the enormous amis. Ofcourse, since Vida barely came up
to Grandma swaist, she had no problem pitching Vida in, and Ididn't want to imagine what
was going to happen when Grandma slammed thebathroom door. There were a lotof
screams and shouts and water running, and then Vida burst into the hallway, the ends ofher
hair dripping, her skin pink and scrubbed, smelling like Grandma's rose soap. Vida scowled
as the victor emerged from the battlefield.
"My, you certainly are alittle hellcat, aren't you?" Laughing, Grandma wiped her
hands on atowel and hung it back on the rack. "Well, now you're pretty as an angel And
don't you ever come back here looking like that again, you hear me? Shame on your mama
for letting you out ofthe house like that."
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Slowly, shewandered backto herbedroom, presumably to he down, which she
always did inthe afternoons. Vida shook her fist at the wide back, then started squeezing her
hair out on the hardwood floor.
"Areyoumad, Vida?" I asked in a whisper.
I was afraid she would glare atme with those dagger eyes and run away forever.
Instead, she gaveher curls a thorough shake.
"Naw, she wasn't sobad. Believe me, I had her inthe palm ofmy hand."
Dizzy fi-om shaking, Vida almost plowed into ahall table that held one ofmy father's
sculptures. J grabbed herbythe elbowjust in time.
"Don't touch that! It's bad." This pieceof artwork was oneof themost hideous in
my father s collection. My brothers and Iwere terrified ofit, and I vividly remember the
roaring fight my parents had when Daddy brought it home. Pieced together with thousands
ofpruned nails, this hulking creature came out ofIndian mythology, amonster with abird's
skull andlegs thatmerged into a two-tiered chariot with moveable wheels. Several
compartments in the chariot held twisted himian figures, male and female, bent indistorted
ecstasy: embracing, praying, orbeing dangled from thechariot's windows. I didn'twant to
look at it; to me itembodied all that was evil in our house. Vida, however, scrutinized each
length ofnail with eyes gloriously wide and an open mouth. Isuppose Ishouldn't have been
surprised
"Come on, Vida, don't look atit" Ijerked on her elbow. "Mom said I shouldn't
look."
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"Mom said I shouldn't look," she said ina nasal sneer. "Yourmom doesn'tletyou
doanything. Isn't thatboring foryou? I think I'm starting to hate your mom."
I started to sniffle. "Don't say thatl I can likemymommyifI want to. And I don't
like this thing. It makes me have bad dreams."
"Okay, okay, you don't have togo and start crying." She put her arm around my
shoulder. "I don't really hate your mom. She has nice-smelling towels."
I smiled and stoj^d sniveling. Silently, we surveyed the creature looming inthe
comer, thefigures contorted in theirfreakish poses. "Do you know what it is?" Vida asked.
"No." Later I learned it was called theJuggemaught.
Vida suddenly giggled and poked at a knotted pair suspended from thechariot's floor.
Her push sentthe couple swinging. "They're doing it," she snickered atme.
"How can you tell?" All I sawwere two heads and amess ofrusty wire.
"Oh, I know about these things. You'll find out once you're seven." She stuck her
head further under the carriage. *'And look at this guy," she exclaimed, pointing to abody
lying on the wheel axle. "He's all smushed up! Iwonder what happened to him."
"Idon't know." Icould only look atthe wire man out ofthe comer ofmy eye. His
pulpiness seemed contagious. "Maybe hegotrun over."
Vida s eyes widened. "Yeah, Ibet you're right." She scanned itagain and nodded.
"Well, this thing doesn't seem that scaiy to me. Nope, it's not scaiy atall. Your mom tells
you all these things are scary because she doesn't want you to look, that's all."
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With Vida patting me on the shoulder, the bare smile from the skeletal head seemed
far away, as if I werewatching it from an electrical tower. But bymyself, I knewthat beak
could leap to life again. "What ifI still get nightmares?"
Vida scratched herhead. "Well...I couldcome with youinto your dreams. That's it!
Every nightI'll sneak outofmyown head for a littlewhile andfly in your window. How
about that?"
I peered at her, thenstarted giggling. "You're really weird." We both laughed, butI
knew she would.
Aweek later came thefirst of thetorrential snowstorms that winter. Bursting clouds
dumped two feet on us atonce, and all the area schools closed down. After two days the
township managed toclean offthe roads butleft most of the ice, somy brothers andI had to
skid to school. Each shiny patch ofasphalt glinted when the sun shone, inlaying the road
with broad mirrors.
When Imade it into the school lobby, Vida was waiting beside one ofthe plastic
fems. Standing firmly inher draping red habit, she somehowmade me feel like Iwas seeing
ghosts. I'd never seen Vida at school before. She peeked hurriedly left and right, then
wiggledher arm, which, I figured,meant she wanted to talk to me.
"What'sgoing on?" t whispered, slipping behind a sheetof fake fronds.
"I found something ne^my house I want to show you," she muttered back. "Inthe
snow. Can you ride home on the bus with me?"
"I have to ask Grandma first."
Vidasighed. "You knowyoudon't need to do that."
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"But she'll find out!" From what J could tell, the grown-ups inmy family had
developedESP when they became parents.
''Noshe won't, stupid! Mymom ordad can take you home before supper. She'll
never know you were gone, trust me."
I grinned, knowing Vida could think her way around any obstacle. Grandma
Manning's protesting shout immediately faded inthe back ofmy mind. It was my fate tobe
on that bus. "Where will you be?"
On the sidewalk by the wall. Come back toschool whenMightyMouse comes on
channel ten."
The bell rang, and I lost Vida in the homeroom scatter.
Since Iwas amorning kindergartner, the plan for sneaking on Vida's bus was simple.
Iwent home for lunch and told Grandma Iwas going across the street to build snowmen,
then weaving as fast asI could between shrubs, I bounded back toward the school. Near
driveways, the mounds ofshoveled snow, sometimes reaching my thigh-level, chilled my
legs numb, even in snowpants. At that point, though, I was immune; I was the Indian
princess escaping vicious white men; I was the revolutionary spy. When Imade itback to
the school, Ihid under the sliding board and waited, gnashing on red licorice I'd swiped from
our pantry. It took me five sticks to gulp down before lines ofyellow buses roared up the
school driveway.
I found Vida, like she'd said, by the brick wall. Without aword, she tucked me
inside her coat and swiftly herdedme on the bus. The silky lining, warm as it trapped my
breath against my mouth, smelled like dirt and musk, dangerous, exactly like Vida. At the
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time, I thought we were veiy secretive, though now Idon't see how the teachers could have
missed us, a lumpy red creature with four legs.
When we made it to the back ofthe bus, Vida unveiled me and sat us down in our
own vinyl seat The bus lurched and swung onto the road. My palms felt clammy as we
passed the familiar town sights; the highway, crossed without incident, the twin brick
churches, co2y old houses on the Diamond and alongMain Street, now bulging with white.
The bus kept pulling over to let afew kids off, but we never seemed to get to Vida's house,
which confused me, because she'd said she lived in town. Twas about to ask her when the
packed bus lulled to a stop.
This is the place. Get out." Vida elbowed me into the isle, swirlingwith mittens and
colored caps. Instantly, Ireached for Vida's hand but was shoved forward with the current
of fast-moving bodies. Wecareened down the aisle.
Three huge steps emptied me onto aresidential street, lined with trees and high
snowbanks. Icrossed in front ofthe bus with the group, who moved as one organism having
made so many trips on and offtogether. Our feet hit the sidewalk, and Iturned back to look
for Vida. Only she wasn't in the crowd. Scanning each foreign fece, my eyes couldn't take
mthe fact that she wasn't one ofthese people, and so I looked more. At the last second
before the bus pulled away, IsawVida sitting on the road. She'd slipped on apatch ofice,
where she still reclined, dazed and blinking. The giant, smiling grate hung six inches from
her head. Amoment overlapped when1let out asigh that I'd found her and when the bus
groaned to life again, and the tires rolled across the pavement. My stomach went cold to
hear Vida shriek.
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The driver tried to stop, but only sent the bus into a skid, hitting her body with both
sets ofwheels. Then a cry exploded, a high choral note. Hundreds of figures rushed toward
Vida's ruptured shape. I followed the rush, and I might have sounded the scream, too, I must
have, although I don't remember making a sound. Her blood ran into her hair, stained the
street, the people's hands who tried to hold her, and mademurkycontinents on her silky red
coat. She was breathing fest.
I had pushed to the front but didn't dare go near her. Shemighthave been in a'
different country. Her eyesdarted in their delicate sockets until theyfound myface and
locked on tight. Theemeraldpointof those liquid irises blastedmyskin andboneaway, and
I stood at herfeet as all I would ever beknown, unshrouded. Then, in anenergetic clap, she
let out one giddy laugh and died.
m.
"Well, she didn'tknow the little girl forvery long, butFd think seeing someone go
like that wouldbe a horrible experience on it's own."
j
That was GrandmaManning, two weeks afterVida's fimeraJ, speaking to the child
psychiatrist in our livingroom. He had lightwavy hair and a bristlebrushmustache.
Whenever hetalked tome heletme scratch my knees. Grandma used towhen it all began,
but now she wasn't so patient
"Iris needs a lot oftime to let this work through her system." The man twirled his pen
between his long fingers. "In circumstances like this, I'dbe surprised ifshewasn't having a
bad response. But you're defimtely doing the right thing instaying with her, reading to her.
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lettingher sleep in your bed. Tiy to have someonein the roomwith her at all times, and I'll
beback to dosome more work next Tuesday." With a hairy grin, hebenttoward me andput
a hand on my swayingshoulder. "Take care. Iris. Tiy to get some sleep. Can you do that for
me, honey?"
I nodded, more in rhythm to the rocking thanas an answerto his question. His
presence inmy living room was negligible; hecould talktome, hecould disappear, andmy
house wouldnot change. Grandma got him through the school, after she consultedboth the
elementaiy counselors andmyparents about thescratching. At first, she thought I had fleas.
Then I was shipped toa skin specialist, who surveyed every inch of flesh while I lay naked
under a paper hospital wrap. Thepsychiatrist was thefinal station in the search formy
disease. That afternoon, I'd undergone a diagnostic visit.
IfJ toldpeople what was wrong, I said I had bugs. Thread-like worms, coiling pits
under the surface ofmy skin, burrowed pathways that criss-crossedmy limbs, torso, scalp.
They moved ina swarm. For a few days they would anchor inmy shins until I'd justscraped
away their protective epidermal layer, then while I slept they crept alongmycalfmuscles
and settled in the arches ofmy feet. Scratching gave the only release firom their red burning
bites, and so I scratched constantly. The body motion back and forth seemed toaccompany
the scratching naturally, a dance movement for the rhythm I setup inmy hands. Itall
seemedsolid,more real than what was swirlingaroundme.
Bobby andMattwatched from thekitchen doorway as themanshookhands with
Grandma and left. Looking down atme, I could tell she was trying to smile, buther face
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onlyscrewed open to showher teeth. Then with a strangledsigh, she lumbered back to the
kitchen to fix supper.
"Matt, go in the living room and watch your sister."
AsMatt slunk in, trying to avoidme to get to the t.v., Bobbybounced around
Grandma like a babybird. Once hidden by thewalls, Theardhis loudwhisper: "Grandma, is
Iris crazy?"
I consideredhis questionwithmild curiosity. Was this what a crazypersondid? It
seemed so normal to be infestedwithbugs, even thou^ Vidahad said theyonly liveon the
ground- I knewbetter now, I had askedDaddy. I wanted desperately to tell Vida the truth,
butthere wasno oneto go to evento give her a picture or drawing or a bottleof glue.
Grandma wouldn't take me to Vida's funeral, because she said the coffin and the
funeral parlor would betoo frightening for little girls. We did get a visit from herparents,
though. The father and mother resembled each other, with their long, tired faces, always in
shadow. Apparently, Vidaandherparents, along with several brothers andsisters, had
moved inwithanatmt—who lived near thetrailer park andnot ina bighistorical house, as
Vida had said-after a kitchen fire burned their old house totheground. Only herfather
spoke directlyto me; he saidVida talkedaboutmea lot, that I was the first friend she'd
made inBoalsburg, and because ofthat he wanted togive me something ofhers, to
remember her by. This possession, which he handed to me wrapped in tissue paper, was a
pale pink teddy bear, almost new, with a hideous plastic grin. Even at five, I could tell she'd
never touched it after she took it out ofthe box, anunloved birthday gift. But I took inthe
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poormonster, because I knew it hadsat in herroom, onherpillow or on a shelf, because it
was an outcast, and because it was clean.
Another steady snow was developing as dinner boiled. This made the fourth heavy
storm in two weeks. I stared out at the fur trees, black towers against a backdrop of
deepening blue, stainingthe white,unbroken land. Watching blue turn blackwas better than
seeing red. A knotted hair band had the capacity to make me vomit. Twas getting better,
though. 'T)on't worry, it's just blood." A dripping hand, darker than ink, clutching at my
wrist.
She should still be here, I said to the teddy. I continued to dream but had no
guardian. The metal beast leered at me from its shadowy comer, and I was defenseless, night
after night, from the tearing mouth. Ripping to bloody froth. That was why I couldn't sleep
in my house, although I had no words to communicate it. Grandma's huge body did no good
when I was alone, wrapped in my own mind as ifsuffocating in my green cap. Listening to
my breath going away and returning. Maybe I could go out again, I would think, into the
field, and run and trip and fall. Maybe she was out there, buried in the snow where I had left
her, a red-tipped shoot ready to open again.
But I knew if I tried to tell, I'd only get another lecture on the Meaning ofDeath.
Dying is the end, sweetheart. She won't be back anymore.
In bed that night with Grandma snoring, I continued to rock and scratch. Moving was
infinitely harder lying flat My lurches shook the bed, and when Grandma was awake, would
get me shoit, raspy complaints.Will you stop, dear, go to sleep. I'd learn to go rigid, except
for a fewwigglingtoes, until Grandmawas so far into her snoringshe couldn't feel the bed
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squeaking underneath her, and I could scratch in peace. Theonlyproblem camewhen I tried
to sleep, andthebeastwould slip in, stealing Grandma's garghng snore for its growl, to
follow me with to the edges ofmy mind, farther than I could run.
That night, too, I couldhear the beastcoming. I tried to concentrate on the worms,
now nibbling my belly, andscanned thewindow fortheinvisible snow. Butthegentle
tapping on the panewasn't enoughto drown out the faint rumble, metal hooves' clankfrom
down thehall. The Juggemau^twas onits way, carrying itsminions spastic from ecstasy,
growing, humming, vibrating. The roar ofpistons scraping iron. I could see it only if I
closed my eyes; it was rolling offitswood pedestal, smiling, slowly rounding the comer
toward the bedroom. The rusty ribs glowed red, eyes green. That's not right, I shouted, you
don't have green eyes. He chortled, gurgling bile, and moved ahead. Soon hewould peek
his head around the door and Iwould be agoner for another night. IfI didn't shut my eyes I
couldn't see him, but ifI couldn't hear Grandma snore, I couldn't hear the snarling laughing
shouting. I couldtake hisvoiceaway.
My feet were takingme across the room, through the den, and into my own room,
nervously cahn. The beast could still reach me, but atleast Iwas on my own territory, and I
knew the places tohide. With the pink teddy tucked under an aim, I sunk on the bed.
Inawide field, a closed gray room. Vida, Vida, where are you, you promised you'd
come and here I am. My voice echoed along smooth metal. Voices, a chorus on an
overtone, go away little girl we're fine without you. Take your teddy, go home. Stay out
Atap. Aknock. Green eyes burned through textured plaster. Muffled voice, I can't
get inI'm coming I'm coming I'm coming.
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My eyes flew open. Above my pillow Iheard a sound like someone beating a drum.
One tapfollowed another slowly, secretly. So it was true. I almost expected her fece to
grow from theceiling cracks. Vida's coming, I told teddy, your mommy who never loved
you is coming to take you back.
The next day was Saturdaymorning. The snow was still coming down, only more
quietly in flumes. For some reason, there seemed to be fewer worms inmy belly than the
night before, orelse they were asleep. Inany case, I only had toscratch for a few seconds at
a time. Grandma noticed and smiled asshe dished out my pancakes.
"Goodmorning, dear." She poured me mymaple syrup. "I saw you slept inyour
own bed last night."
"Uh-huh." I sucked theS5a:up from my fork.
"Do you like sleeping in your own bed? Do you want to sleep there from now on?"
I nodded vigorously. Everyone around the table, evenmy brothers, sighed with
appreciation.
"Finally, thank God. You're going to be allright, aren't you, dear?" She circled the
table to hug me.
We all went back tochewing. I had no intention oftelling them about Vida.
The snowy Saturday was free for us kids to sled and build snowpeople. When Ihad
on all my gear, including my cap, Iwas particularly good atmaking angels. The field was
sprinkled with more bundled children enjoying the cold weather, and beyond that was the
mountain, observing silently. My brothers carefully avoided taking me into the field,
whether for my sake or theirs I've never been sure.
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That evening, while all quietly clustered around the t.v. set. Matt came in from the
bathroom withan odd lookon his face. "Grandma, I think there's something caughton the
roof."
"What's that?" Grandma shouted. She could becomea little deaf whenwatchingthe
Saturday night movie.
"I said I think there's a raccoon or somethingfloppingaroundon the roof. I don't
know. It may notbe,but there aresome pretty strange sounds coming from theceiling out
there."
BothGrandmaand Bobby sprang up and trotted toward the bathroomto listen.
Afraid of givingVida's secret away,I closedup overthe bear and rocked. I couldhear the
rest of their voices clearly.
"Didyou hearthat?" "Hearwhat?" "That!" "Weird..." "I still don't knowwhat you
boys-" "That right there. Grandma! Didyou hearit?""Yes." "Listen again." "Sounds more
like a bear thana raccoon." "I guess I'd bettergo takea look."
Grandma rustled througji the closet, then came pounding toward the door. I peered
through the curtains as her tall form, now drenched inblue, plowed through the fresh snow to
get a better view. Vida, she's looking for you, I whispered. Don't lether see you. I didn't
know ifmy words would do any good, Ijusthad to keep stiffand keep my secret in.
Grandma scanned from several different vantage points, stood on her toes, craned her neck,
then shookher head firmly and came back inside. I knewwe'd won for now.
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"Well, there's nothingI can see up there." A damp-headed Grandmashookoffher
scarf "NoanimalsJust a little snow. There's probably a tadofweight building uponthe
beams, that's all. Nothing to worry about."
A grinslid onto myface, but I pretended to play withteddy. Won't they be surprised
to see what will happen? I asked the rubbery pinkmouth.
Another week went by, andVida's knocks gotlouder. Thequiet taps grew deeper,
more ringing likeamarching band'sbass drum from ahilltop three blocks away. I wasn't
quite sure where it was coming from. Inthe dreams, there were explanations Vida gave me
that made sense at the time but drained from my mind the instant the sunlight hit my eyelids.
I kept assuringmyself, though, that Vida was onherway, thatas always she knewwhat she
was doing. Once she came crashing meteor-like back to earth, all would be told, and things
wouldgo back to normal again.
Attheendoftheweek, the ceiling noises hadrisen to a symphony, kettle drums and
cymbal crashes. By now.Matt had convincedGrandmathat these weren't the innocent
sounds of a house settling. Monday afternoon, hevolunteered to climba tree and take in a
birdseye view. Iknew they would find out about our secret once Matt gave the report, but it
was too late tostop Vida anyhow, soI didn'tneed to protect her anymore. Sesame Street
credits were rolling across the t.v. screen when Matt came charging through the front door.
"Gram, we've got todo something! I swear the roof is falling in!"
"Nowjusthold on," she said, waJking in from dusting the dining room cabinet.
"What makes you saying that? Is there somethingwrong with the roof?"
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Matt panted a few times. "What I saw was a huge sinkhole in the snow over part of
theroof. It looked like it was just...hangingthere. It didn't look natural. Grandma. Maybe
we should call Dad."
"Well, let's not worry him yet." She stood in the middle ofthe living room, dust rag
in hand, expecting. "I think I'll call a builder."
The contractor, a tall man in a big blue parka, circled our house a couple oftimes
beforehe came in. Whenhe walked throughthe door, he barelynodded to my grandmother
as he strodeinto the backhallway, ear cockedto the ceiling. Slowly, hewandered through
the bathroom, Bobby andMatt's room, andfinally my room, wherehe stayeda long time.
Afterward, he barged straight through all the other rooms and ran up to Grandma.
"Ma'am, you'll have to leave the house right away."
"Wh...what? Youmean now?" I didn't thinkI'd ever seenmyGrandma so flustered.
"I mean rightnow. Take the kids, go to a neighbor's. I'll go pickup mymen and
equipment. This roofcould go at any minute."
In a burst.Grandma startedto shake. "Bobby! Matt! Get yourcoats on rightnow!"
Her voice had risen twenty pitches.
Withone swoop, she pickedme upby the shoulders and pushedme toward the door.
When I realized whatwasgoing on I started to howl. They couldn't takeme,Vidaneeded
me. The rooms reachedout, afraidofbeingleft empty.
"It's okay, honey, we'regoing tobeall...ri^t!" Grandma, I suppose, thought I was
panicking. Feelingmy body tense, she shovedme harder across the carpet, yanking.
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dragging, until I popped out the door, and into the car I flew. With my dramatic exit, my
brothers didn't need to be pushed.
We only drove across the street to the Bums' house. I guess Grandma thought she
was doing good by fleeing with our most valuable possession. When we got inside, Mr. and
Mrs. Bums swarmed around us and tried to comfort my grandmother,who by this time was
doinga lot ofshriekingherself. "Call my dau^ter in California, call my daughter in
California." With so many bodies rurming in different directions, no one ever saw me leave.
My legs, racing through the thick snow, felt no pain aside from a few leftover worms like
cinderseating throughmy soles. The house stoodat ready.
I easily pushed open the front door to the soundofcrashing. Like the man had
predicted, Vida's arrival wasaboutto takeplace. Quickly, I hopped through thebedrooms
until I reachedmy own,wherethe pinkteddy layonmyflowery bedspread. Thedrums were
loudest here. Crash,hiss, roar, screech. A fullorchestra, accompanied by choirs. Filled in
byme, ofcourse. I layonmybed,stroking thepinkfur, andhummed anytunesI could think
of Ugly notes, noise thatcould wake thedead. Smile, laughter, splash of blood. Though
blood gushed from hermouth, her crystal eyes could stillslice through life anddeath.
Flash.
What I remember afterward couldn't have happened, but I've managed topiece
together at least one ending that makes some sense. The constmction people found me under
myparents' bed, partially crushed aftera beam andpartof theattic floor landedononeend.
Miraculously, Iwas not under that end. I did go to the hospital with amajor concussion and
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several broken bones» plus the scar I know you've seen behind my right ear. My parents flew
home right away and never went back to California. We sold the gray house and moved out
by the mountain—into this house I'm sitting in right now. On my first day of school at
Easterly, you may not have known it, but I'd already been through hours ofhome tutoring
and therapy so I coidd put the whole event behind me. New school, new dresses, new life.
The pink teddy bear mysteriously disappeared, forever.
You may be wondering what I remember before I woke up in the hospital. All of
those memories are vague, confused, messy like a dream. And it all could have been a
dream,just like onDallas. You don't have to believe this part ifyou don't want to.
I remember a ripping sound, a scream and a roar together. Splinters began to fall:
wood,metal, bone. A black wound opened. Something large and heavy began to tumble
toward me. I was afraid until I saw a flash ofgreen. Silky, blood-stained mouth. A hand,
mangled, spilling, reaches out.
I would not take the bait.
